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The worldwide leader in signal processing.
More than 8,000 frames ship year after year
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with installations in more than 110 countries.

MORE BROADCASTERS TRUST HARRIS.

Being the leader in signal processing solutions means more than just shipping the most
frames and modules. It means having a proven track record of technological advancement

And it means setting the industry benchmark for quality and versatility with:

X75- 1 RU, all -in -one solution for adaptable ingest and emission applications.
6800+" High -quality core processing - your HDTV glue.
NEO® Advanced applications in a modular platform.

It also means constantly working to improve - the best can never rest. Ongoing
investment in new product development ensures Harris signal processing products are
always feature -rich and packed with the most cutting -edge technology around.

Select Features and Benefits:

 X75- 3 Gb/s capable, color correction,
built-in Dolby° decoders and encoders

 6800+- OPTO-i-rm fiber optic solutions,
new frame with Q -SEE'" thumbnail
capability, video compression capability

 NEO° I -Wings HDTV integrated sidebar
content insertion

To learn more, visit www.broadcast.harris.com/core_processing.
Canada +1 800 387 0233 I USA East +1 800 231 9673 I USA West +1 888 843 7004 I Latin America +1 786 437 1960

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.
Business Operations  Media Management  Newsrooms & Editing  CORE PROCESSING  Channel Release  Media Transport  Transmission

l'itramar.5®
assuredcommunications® www.harris.corn
Broadcast Communications  Defense Communications Systems  Government Communication Systems  Harris Stratex Networks



From complete solutions to products that integrate with your existing technology, Avid can provide

the tools you need to anticipate every challenge. Learn more at www.avid.com/broadcast.

02007 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Avid is a registered trademark of Avid Technology, Inc. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.



When there's no place to hide,
you need absolute confidence to stand your ground.

\Ve will go you to air with speed, accuracy and quality
on time, every time.

Avid.
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THIS MONTH'S FREEZEFRAME QUESTION

Ten years ago this month, these marketing phrases appeared in Broadcast
Engineering magazine. Match the phrases shown on the left to their re-
spective companies shown on the right.

Readers submitting winning entries will be entered into a drawing for
Broadcast Engineering T-shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title your entry "Freezeframe-
October" in the subject field and send it to: editor?broadcastengineering.
corn. Correct answers received by Dec. 1, 2007, are eligible for the drawing.

Advertising phrases
1) DTV ready

2) The DIV solution for every resolution
3) Digiclean

4) Next generation television and video
5) The answer is always
6) It's Un-Reel
7) Next level solution

8) We're bringing tomorrow together

Companies
NDS

Philips

Panasonic

Snell & Wilcox
Sony

Dolby

360 Systems

Harris
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Panasonic's AJ-HFX2000 shoulder -mount

P2 HD camcorder orovides the versatility

you recuire to thrive in unpredictable

shooting situations. By integrating native

HD 2/2" progressive CCDs, solid -state's

ultra reliability and fast fib -based workflow,

and the ability to record in any HD or SD

format, the HPX2000 is the most flexible, full

production-cual ty camera mailable. With the

new AVC-Intra codec, the HPX2000's full resolution

is recorded in 1D -bit, 4:2:2 master -quality video*

without sub -sampling. With five F2 cards, you

an shoot for over 5 hours** in HD and view content

mmediately. At a prce that'll make you smile, the

HPX2000 is an investment that will pay off now, and for years

to come. Visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast.

Panasonic AJ-HPX2000
 DVCPRO HD/5C/25 and optional AwC-Intra 50/100

- 30 HD/SD formats*- (1080p, 10801, 720p, 480p, 480i)

P.- 2/3" 3-CCDs wth 14 -bit ND processing

' Ultra reliable solid-state recording

1"- Five-year warranty****

Ffrya when it counts Panasonic Ideas for life

2 GB P2 cads -ViiNAVG-Intra r regular. 4 years extended upon registration.
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Q. Video server one has an MTBF of 10,000hr and an MTTR of 1hr. A
second video server has an MTBF of 1000hr and an MTTR of 3.6
seconds. Which video server has the higher availability? Provide
its average.

A. Server two has the higher availability. Server one has an average
of 99.99 percent. Server two has an average of 99.9999 percent.

AUGUST WINNERS:
Noto Art, Jim Barnes, Mark Ferrell, Michael French, Arturo
Linares, Steven Wilson
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

STEP UP TO MAXELL BROADCAST MEDIA.
Renowned for produc= innovation and pioneering technologies, Maxell has been a leading
brand for acquisition, duplication, editing, post -production, archiving and playback -to -air for
over 30 years. And ncw, that legacy continues with the introduction of Maxell Professional Disc
for XDCAM. With 23.33B of ultra -fast optical storage, Maxell Professional Disc provides a superior
direct -to -disc recording solution, capable of holding 65 minutes in HD format. Exceptional speed,
capacity, reliability and durability. That's why broadcast professionals who demand maximum
performance choose Maxell performance.

For more information, visit www.maxell.com.
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EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

The FCC's DTV
trick or treat

I

t's that time of year again. Your doorbell rings and
when you answer, you're greeted with little costumed
munchkins begging for candy and promising tricks
if you don't deliver. Looks like the FCC is about to

do much the same. In midsummer the commission an-
nounced that TV broadcasters would be required to file a
status report on their DTV build -out.

This document, called FCC Form 387, is due Dec. 1,
2007. If your station is already at full, post -transition
channel and power, you'll get a treat: no governmental
hassle. If not, look out. This form is full of tricks for the
unwary applicant.

The FCC calculates completing the form will require
two hours each of legal and engineering assistance at an
estimated cost of $700. Don't believe it. Similar bureau-
crats required six months and 175 work hours to produce
a brownie recipe that ended up being 22 pages long!

While the DTV status report form isn't terribly lengthy,
it does require some data gathering. For instance, you'll
need to know your current and future power and channel
of operation. In addition, you'll need to supply the eth-
nicity of your current and future viewers along with their
household income, the ages of each household member,
the type of car they drive and, oh, their shoe sizes.

That won't be as hard as you first might imagine.
Homeland Security and the NSA have been gathering this

information for several years. Unfortunately, you'll need
to submit a Freedom of Information request to get it.

Upon close examination of the questionnaire, it may
appear that the commission is setting a trap for unsuspect-
ing engineers and managers. Some example questions:

Are you operating:
a) post -transition PTA
b) post -transition STA
c) a TV station without a license or permit of any kind?
Note: Don't check answer C. If your station is not yet at full
DTV power, look out because the FCC wants to know why.

Are you not at full post-DTV operation because:
a) the station hasn't yet started building
b) the station is in the midst of construction
c) you don't plan on doing anything because you still think
the politicians will put the kibosh on the whole DTV idea?

Section four is a labyrinth of other gotchas just waiting
to snare station personnel. The form wants you to specify
exactly what equipment you need to finish construction.
It asks: Do you need an antenna, transmitter, tower crew
or any other equipment we could sell you? Personally, I
think someone at the FCC is collecting this information
for resale to vendors.

Now, we're down to the last question, and if answered
properly, you're off the hook. That question is: Are there
any environmental issues beyond your control that are pre-
venting you from completing your DTV facilities? Here's
your out. Just answer yes, and say that global warming is
the reason you haven't finished construction. Say you've
complained to Al Gore about it but haven't heard back.

So, there you have it, the FCC's DTV trick -or -treat ex-
amination. If you're lucky enough to have finished your
DTV transition, congratulations. If not, hurry up, or you
could be left holding an empty DTV bag.

,.%(./ -1)
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

Send comments to: editor©broadcastengineering.com

BE
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sizing and repetition across all displays

Kale's:10-X sets a new standard for signal flexibility among multi -room,

multi -image processors. Any of its 96 inputs can be displayed, any number

of times and at any size, over eight monitors without grouping restrictions.

And the picture quality has to be seen to be believed.
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www.miranda.com/KX



FEEDBACK
DEPARTMENT

NBC's non -HD redux
Dear editor:

I was reading the Broadcast Engineering August 2007 Feedback column
as I flew home from a recent NBC Sports assignment at the Deutsche Bank
Golf Championship in Massachusetts. I am employed as a freelance video
technician with both CBS and NBC, covering many golf events each year.

CBS and NBC truly have two distinct technical philosophies with regards
to the technical savvy they employ. There is the professional network (CBS)
and the "do something to get by" network (NBC). As with all things in broad-
casting, budgets probably drive the bottom line. NBC hires NEP to provide
the HD production facilities, which included the ND3 and ND4 production
trucks at the Oakmont U.S. Open Championship in July. These are fine 10801
facilities with state-of-the-art technologies. Sony provided the HD cameras.

What sets NBC in a distant second place behind CBS is NBC's reliance
on SD cameras for handheld cameras and mobile hard cameras. NBC still
relies on BVP900 and BVP950 to be upconverted to 1080i and cut into true
HD content. I don't know if NBC's RF vendor, Total RF, has yet to provide
reliable RF equipment for NBC or if the network is just not willing to pay
for the technology. Total RF is also responsible for all the fiber optics laid on
a golf course, covering all audio, video and HD cameras. NBC's attitude is
to give this work to someone else rather than train its own employees on the
new technology. Maybe NBC management thinks the average viewer is too
stupid to know the difference between cameras?

CBS, on the other hand, hires NMT to provide HD production platforms
that are equally as refined as the NEP trucks. NMT and NEP's trucks are
both equipped with Sony HD cameras. What propels CBS to the forefront
of the technology is its commitment to a complete HD production. CBS
hires BSI to provide all the RF camera audio facilities - tasks that BSI does
extremely well. BSI does not provide the fiber for cameras or field audio,
thereby keeping its technicians focused on their craft - RF.

CBS management takes pride in its technicians by training them in new
technologies and by keeping work within the domain of CBS. CBS has em-
braced an efficient master plan for golf. Fiber is run directly from the mobile
unit out to the camera location. At each end of the fiber, CBS installs optical
interfaces from Telecast, adds local power at the camera end, and within a
matter of minutes of establishing links on the fiber, the camera is up and
functioning. This is not the case with NBC. Total RF had total jurisdiction
on fiber and all the Telecast equipment. When NBC has camera or audio
problems, there are too many outside influences. This results in less -than-

speedy problem resolution or sometimes the comment, "Not my problem:'
As one of the technicians that sees golf from two network perspectives, I

thought this would shed some light on the visual eyesore.
Name withheld by request

DTV information is
available - at a cost
Dear editor:

I read the June 26, 2007, article titled
"CEA publishes DTV interface stan-
dards" in the Broadcast Engineering
e -newsletter HDTV Update. What the
CEA is doing to help the consumer is
great, except for one thing. While it has
published standards designed to help
viewers (a vast majority of whom are
already confused when it comes to this

The CEA doesn't
make it easy

because it charges
customers for the

information.

subject) set up and control DTV acces-
sories, the CEA doesn't make it easy for
the consumer to get the information
found within the standards because
it charges consumers for the informa-
tion. Making the information publicly
accessible at no cost to the consumer
would be a much better way of helping
the consumer.

Joe Gombos
Low voltage designer

JBA Consulting Engineers

LEO VISION graphics
Dear editor:

I read the article "Virtual graphics"
in Broadcast Engineering World July
2007, and I am surprised it did not
mention LEO VISION.

LEO VISION pioneered and invent-
ed the virtual enhancement in 1990.
The company also developed live vir-
tual concepts such as virtual editorial
tools and virtual advertising.

Serge Dulin
Virtual imaging

department manager
LEO VISION

Test Your Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question

of the month on page 6.

Send answers to editor@broadcastengineering.com
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IMAGE STADILIZER

CMOS image sensors are now being incorporated into
many of Ikegami's popular broadcast cameras. These
include the new HDK-79EC, a multi -format, full digital
HDTV camera system, supporting both triax and SMPTE
fiber camera cable. CMOS is a "new" technology with
many advantages over traditional CCD image sensors,
including the ability 70 create "any flavor" of HDTV image
(progressive or interlace) while also achieving superior
pic-.ure quality, a wice dynamic range, and no vertical
smear. Each pixel of the CMOS sensor has its own amplifier
so t can perform amplification on a pixel basis. CMOS
sersors allow for smaller camera size (with drive,

tit
-91

amplification
and A/D conversion
inside the sensor itself),
decreased power consumption, high-speed
(fast frame -rate) capabilities, and multi -native
format capabilities. CMOS imaging advantages
are also available in several cther new Ikegarni
cameras, including the new HDN-X10 EditcamHD,
a tapeless HDT\I camcorder, and the new HDL-50
multi -format HD box style POV camera.

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607

East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (310) 297-1900 Southeast: (954) 735-2203

Southwest: (972) 869-2363 Midwest: (630) 834-9774 www.ikegami.com

lkegami
Tapeless  Wireless  Seamless
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What's your excuse?
Broadcasters need to enable the
transition to local HD content.

As the era of analog NTSC
broadcasting inches clos-
er to an end, the percent-
age of U.S. homes with

widescreen, HD -capable displays is
growing rapidly. In turn, viewers and
local video content producers are
asking an important question: When
will broadcasters begin to produce
widescreen and HD programming,
and enable independent producers
to deliver programming and com-
mercials in the widescreen SD and
HD formats supported by the ATSC
standard?

If there was any doubt that the
era of HD video acquisition had
begun, those doubts were erased at
NAB2007. A wide range of prod-
ucts, from entry-level camcorders
to high -end digital cinematogra-
phy systems that can acquire im-
ages with up to 2000 lines, are now
shipping in volume. A high -quality
camera head that can shoot in any
of the ATSC formats now costs little
more than the SD products that are

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIFR

being replaced.
Glass is the only area where HD

acquisition is significantly more
costly than SD. To gain the full bene-
fits of HD acquisition, you may need
to spend nearly as much for the lens
as for the camera head. But many
lower cost combinations can deliver
widescreen images, from high -qual-
ity SD to full -quality HD. The one
point of commonality is the ability
to acquire and display widescreen
images.

Unfortunately, while the number
of channels that offer HD content is
increasing - especially those deliv-
ered by multichannel subscription
systems - the vast majority of com-
mercials are still delivered in the SD
4:3 aspect ratio.

This should be a red flag to broad-
casters and any nonbroadcast net-
work that delivers HD program-
ming. The industry is already con-
cerned because consumers have the
power to zap commercials. They can
pick up the remote and surf during

FRAM E G RAB A look at the issues driving today's technology

In 2007, 12 million homes could watch Internet video on TV
By 2017, that figure will increase to 72.8 million homes
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commercial breaks, or with a DVR
they can fast -forward through the
commercials. So why disrupt the
continuity between widescreen pro-
gram content and the commercials
that help pay for it by switching to
the 4:3 aspect ratio during commer-
cial breaks?

When will
broadcasters

begin to produce
widescreen and HD

programming?

Discovery Communications, which
includes the flagship Discovery
Channel and Discovery HD Theater,
recently announced the results of a
study of HD advertising effectiveness
that it conducted with Starcom USA.
(See "Web links" on page 16.) The
study concluded that "commercials in
high definition not only look better,
they sell better?' The study found that
the increase in brand recall by HD
viewers was triple that of SD viewers.
Intent -to -purchase was 55 percent
higher when ads were seen in HD as
opposed to SD.

Are viewers more likely to watch
commercials when they don't see
the switch from widescreen to NTSC
pillarbox on their new widescreen
displays?

Another study by the Home Tech-
nology Monitor found that HD
viewers are no more likely to watch
TV commercials than SD viewers.
(See "Web links" on page 16.) The
study says HD subscribers find com-
mercials produced in HD "more rel-
evant," but 88 percent of HD viewers
say they change channels or ignore

14 broadcastengineering.com J October 2007



Introducing the DP600 Program Optimizer

The Quick Fix for File -Based Media

Designed specifically tor broadcasters who work in
file -based environments, the award -winning Dolby
DP600 Program Optimizer is a powerful, intelligent, and
automatic system. It ensures consistency in delivery of
broadcast media and audio files for terrestrial networks,
local stations, and cable, satellite, and IPTV operators.
Expanding on the unique Dialogue Intelligence'
technology of the Dolby LM100 Broadcast Loudness
Meter, the DP600 automatically analyzes and normalizes
the loudness of programs and commercials without
impacting their original dynamic range.

In addition to loudness analysis and correction,
the DP600-C version supports faster -than -real-time
encoding, decoding, and transcoding of Dolby Digital,
Dolby Digita. Plus, Dolby E, and MPEG-1 LII contained
within several broadcast media file formats.

Both the DP600 and DP600-C can be used for a range
of invaluable applications. Discover how the Dolby
DP600 Program Optimizer can save you time and money.
Visit our website, and click the DP600 spotlight for
additional irformaticn.

www.dolby.com

DOLBY

,z\GK

BriadcastEngineerig

7'007

CP600 and DD6CO-C applications include:

 Broadcast neclia file QC and
loudness ccrre:tion

 Broadcast necia file transcpding

 Automated slig.tal program insertion (DPI)

 VOD file analysis and loudness correction

The DP600 P-ogram 03timizer
is now shipping.
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Digital Lighthouse, an independent production
company in Gainesville, FL, is shooting HD for
a range of clients, including CBS Sports. This
shoot will be part of a traveling exhibit produced
by the Florida Museum of Natural History.

the commercial when it comes on,
as compared with 80 percent of non -
HD viewers.

Format wars
The transition to digital broad-

casting has enabled manufacturers to
break away from the historic practice
of developing proprietary formats that
all deliver the same NTSC composite
video signals. Unfortunately, this pat-
tern is repeating itself as we move to
the common language of bits.

Web links
Discovery finds HD ads pay off

www.tvweek.com/news/2007/
09/discovery finds hidef ads
_pay.php

Home Technology Monitor
study: How people use HDTV
www.knowledge 17 etworks.com/
htm/index.html

The ATSC standard offers broad-
casters a menu of formats that can
be tailored to programming require-
ments, with options for spatial res-
olution and frame rates. The com-
mon ground is that all formats are
encoded using MPEG-2 compres-
sion and delivered using the MPEG
transport stream specification. Ev-
ery consumer receiver must decode
and present all of these formats at
the native display resolution.

But broadcasters have elected to
use only a subset of these formats,
with local stations typically building
their physical plants around the HD
formats used by the networks they
are affiliated with. In the end, all of
the HD formats are being converted
to either 1080i with 59.94fps or 720p
with 59.94fps, while SD is always 480i
with 59.94fps. One of the major rea-
sons for this is to maintain continuity
between program content and com-
mercials so that receivers do not need
to change scanning characteristics as
the formats change.

One would think that maintain-
ing aspect ratio continuity would be
equally important, yet widescreen
ads are rarely seen, even on dedicated
HD cable networks like ESPN HD.
Thanks to affordable entry-level HD
camcorders, some stations are begin-
ning to migrate their local newscasts
to HD, but local HD commercial pro-
duction is virtually nonexistent.

It is now becoming quite common
for independent producers to shoot
their projects in HD, even if the final
output will be 4:3 SD. Those with I -ID
acquisition gear may also be able to
shoot projects for the networks - es-
pecially local interviews used in HD
sporting events.

As was the case with NTSC, howev-
er, the ability to get this kind of work
is highly dependent on the ability to
supply the networks with the final
work product in the physical format
they require. Ironically, tape -based
HD formats are typically what the
networks are looking for.

The delivery of projects on P2
memory cards or HDCAM Blu-ray

discs is virtually unheard of, as is the
use of hard drives and DVD discs. The
ability to upload files via high-speed
networks is generally not supported,
despite the fact that consumers are
now routinely downloading HD pro-
gramming via the Internet.

The solution seems obvious. It's
time to create the infrastructure for
the delivery of MPEG-2 files using
DVD-R or high-speed networks. A
DVD-R can hold more than 30 min-
utes of MPEG-2 HD content encoded
at 25Mb/s. Even at 40Mb/s to 50Mb/s,
rates often used to deliver contribu-
tion -quality network programming
to affiliates, a DVD could hold an en-
tire rotation of HD commercials or
short program segments.

Don't wait!
With little more than a year un-

til the scheduled February 2009
end of NTSC broadcasting, it is

time for broadcasters to develop a
comprehensive strategy to support
widescreen SD/HD programming
and commercials.

A good place to start would be to
deliver all widescreen programming
to NTSC viewers in letterbox format.
If commercials delivered to HD view-
ers in pillarbox is a red flag for com-
mercial breaks, perhaps delivering
all NTSC programming in letterbox
would be a red flag for consumers
to buy a widescreen display. It might
also encourage advertisers to get with
the program, so to speak.

To help speed the conversion to
widescreen SD/HD, broadcasters
need to work with manufacturers to
develop standards for the delivery
of MPEG-2 files in any of the ATSC
formats. If there is still any doubt,
it is time for broadcasters to start
shooting and delivering widescreen
content. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and
moderates the OpenDTV forum.

111
Send questions and comments to:
craig.birkmaier@penton.com
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FCC UPDATE
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

DTV resolution
New FCC proposals seek to increase consumer

understanding of the DTV transition.

ith less than a year -
and -a -half before the
end of analog TV
broadcasting (except

for Class A, LPTV and TV transla-
tors), the FCC continues to issue
orders dealing with the imminent
transition and with the related white -
space interference issue.

DTV public education
The FCC has solicited comment

on several proposals intended to in-
crease consumer understanding of
the benefits of the DTV transition.
Among the suggestions are manda-
tory public service announcements
and the use of scrolls that impart
information about the transition.
The FCC is even considering the
imposition of reporting require-
ments, enforced through civil pen-
alties, concerning stations' pubic
information efforts.

Dateline
December 1 is the deadline by

which TV stations in Colorado,
Minnesota, Montana, North
Dakota and South Dakota must file
their biennial ownership reports
with the FCC.

December 1 also is the deadline
for TV and Class A stations in the
following states and territories to
place their annual EEO reports in
their public files and post them on
their Web sites: Alabama, Colo-
rado, Connecticut, Georgia, Maine,
Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Montana, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, South Da-
kota and Vermont.

BY HARRY C MARTIN

Final DTV table
The commission adopted the fi-

nal DTV table of allotments, which
lists the specific technical param-
eters (channel, location, power and
tower height) for each authorized
full -power TV station. In adopting
the table, the commission approved
changes to technical parameters for
specific stations in order to resolve
lingering discrepancies applicable
to their allotments. Also, the corn -

The proponents concede that the
first prototype devices were defec-
tive, but they argue that they should
have been given a chance, midstream,
to make corrections rather than suf-
fer outright rejection. Presumably,
the devices will be redesigned and
resubmitted at a future date.

The rejected prototypes were
fixed devices. Mobile white -space
units, if any pass FCC muster, will
be difficult to track and modify if

Among the suggestions are mandatory
public service announcements

and the use of scrolls that impart
information about the transition.

mission sought further comment
on a small number of DTV allot-
ment specifications that were either
authorized too late to be included in
the final DTV table or that involved
modifications which, in the FCC's
view, required further comment.

White -space
prototypes rejected

In the TV white -space proceeding,
the commission's Office of Engineer-
ing and Technology (OET) released
an initial evaluation of prototype
fixed -location white -space devices.

In 2006, the FCC called for proto-
type devices so their technical viabil-
ity could be quantifiably measured
by the agency's laboratory facility.
OET noted that several of the features
touted by the white -space proponents,
such as dynamic power control, were
not included in the prototypes it re-
ceived. Therefore, the commission
determined that further testing is not
appropriate at this time.

they cause interference to over -the -

air television. This is why the TV in-
dustry has vehemently opposed the
authorization of mobile white -space
operations. While wireless industry
representatives - with support in
Congress - continue to promote
mobile white -space deployment, to
date no prototypes have been tested
or even fabricated.

As the FCC is the expert body
that should be evaluating the white-

space issue, it - not Congress
- should make the decisions. The
FCC's recent equipment -related ac-
tions could diminish the congres-
sional initiatives that have clouded
the white -space picture. BE

Harry C. Martin is a past president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association
and a member of Fletcher, Heald and
Hildreth, PLC.

IISend questions and comments to:
harry.martin@penton.com
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World TV standards
ATSC, ISDB-T, DVB-T and DTMB stake their claims.

In the last few decades, there has
been a revolution in the tech-
nologies used to deliver video
and audio to users. Transitioning

completely to digital delivery means
the hope for a single worldwide stan-
dard has given way to several systems
due to timing, receiver technology
maturity, regional priorities and poli-
tics. While the United States and Eu-
rope have spearheaded the terrestrial
delivery of digital programming, oth-
er nations are now following suit.

Design decisions
MPEG-2 has strongly influenced

the rollout of video service. (See
Table 1.) Starting with ATSC in the
United States and a handful of other
countries, the video and systems -lay-
ers are nearly exclusively delivered
using the standard. However, the use
of transmission and audio technolo-
gies has not converged in a similar
fashion. While many of the umbrella
standards allow the use of different
components (see Table 2 on page 22),
exclusivity has become a deciding fac-
tor. In a nutshell, ATSC does not sup -

BY ALDO CUGNINI

Region Transmission Transport Video Audio

South Africa DVB-T MPEG-2 MPEG-2 MPEG-2

China DTM B MPEG-2
MPEG-2
or AVS-
China

MPEG-2 or
AVS-China

India DVB-T MPEG-2

Japan ISDB-T MPEG-2/AAC
MPEG-2 MPEG-2

Russia DVB-T MPEG-2

South Korea ATSC AC -3

Australia DVB-T MPEG-2 MPEG-2 MPEG-2, AC -3

Europe DVB-T MPEG-2 MPEG-2 MPEG-2

Canada

Mexico
ATSC MPEG-2 MPEG-2 AC -3

United States

Argentina ATS C AC -3

Brazil ISDB-T MPEG-2 MPEG-2 MPEG-2/AAC

Honduras ATS C AC -3

Table 1.Terrestrial digital standards

FRAME GRAB A look at tomorrow's technology
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port COFDM or MPEG-2 audio, and
DVB does not support VSB (or AC -3,
in most regions).

At this point in time, many of the
standards have been officially decid-
ed, but deployment is still to come.
Note also that while the governments
of Argentina and Brazil have decided
independently which digital TV stan-
dard each nation would deploy, they
have also agreed to work together to
implement a single standard for the
Mercosur customs union.

ATSC
The overriding design goals of the

ATSC system were to replicate the
coverage of analog NTSC terrestrial
television using rooftop antennas
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System ATSC DVB-T ISDB-T DTMB

Proposing
region

United States Europe Japan China

Transmission Single carrier Multiple carrier (OFDM) Single carrier (QAM)/Multiple
carrier (OFDM)

Bandwidth
6MHz/7MHz/
8MHz

6MHz/7MHz/8MHz 8MHz

Modulation 8-VSB
0.13SK/16-QAM/

64-QAM
DO.PSK/OPSK/16-QAM/

64-QAM
4-QAM/16-QAM/32-QAM/64-QAM

Error
correction

Trellis code + RS Convolution code + RS BCH code + LDPC code

Characteristic
Distributed -
transmission
capability

SFN capability
SFN capability, segmented
OFDM, time interleaving

Time interleaving, frequency
interleaving

Table 2.The different standards have varying constituent elements, allowing local customization.

and to provide the capacity for digi-
tal HDTV broadcasting. As is well
known to most of our readers, ATSC
uses 8-VSB modulation with a fixed

level of error correction. While in-
corporating the MPEG-2 systems
and video standards, ATSC has sev-
eral constraints to those standards,

Light speed
Light weight
Right choice

BROADCASTING
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Otani U.S.A. Sales Inc.
21110 Nordhoff Street,
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Phone: (818) 734-1785,
Fax (818) 734-1786
email: salesOotari.com

including limiting transmission to
packetized elementary streams (PES),
and specifying the various video pro-
files and levels that are supported.

ATSC has recently begun work
on ATSC-M/H, expected to provide
mobile and handheld transmission
modes compatible with ATSC A/53.
To date, two ATSC-compatible sys-
tems have been demonstrated for
mobile and handheld use: A-VSB
from Samsung and Rohde & Schwarz,
and MPH by LG and Harris. These
and several other systems have now
been formally proposed to ATSC.

The ATSC Synchronization Stan-
dard for Distributed Transmission,
A/110a, defines a standard method
for synchronization of multiple
transmitters using 8-VSB modula-
tion. The standard describes the
mechanisms necessary to transmit
synchronization signals to several
transmitters, including the format-
ting of associated packets. It also
provides for adjustment of transmit-
ter timing and other characteristics
through additional information car-
ried in the specified packet structure,
as well as techniques for cascading
transmitters in networks of synchro-
nous translators. Two types of single
frequency networks (SFNs) are de-
fined: digital on -channel repeaters
(a daisy -chain network) and distrib-
uted transmission (a star network).
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DV B -T

DVB-T is the Digital Video Broad-
casting standard developed for terres-
trial television. Mandated for use in
the European Union, the standard has
also been widely adopted elsewhere.
Based on MPEG video and systems,
and coded orthogonal frequency -di-
vision multiplexing (COFDM) trans-
mission, the DVB standards also de-
fine cable and satellite transmission.
(The latter two media in the United
States also use similar, though propri-
etary, standards.)

COFDM is a way of coding the
data stream onto a large number of
individual carriers. With DVB-T,
various transmission parameters can
be selected, allowing the individual
broadcaster to trade off parameters
such as data rate, signal robustness
and multipath.

DVB supports two modes for
OFDM transmission: 2K (1705 carri-
er) and 8K (6817 carrier), with QAM
carriers. While the 8K mode can allow
more multipath protection, the 2K
mode offers advantages for moving
receivers. Five code rates are support-
ed, from 1/2 to 7/8. The code rate 1/2
has the highest redundancy, but the
highest transmission safety. A code
rate of 7/8, on the other hand, has a

low redundancy but a very weak error
protection. Three types of nondiffer-
ential modulation schemes can be se-
lected: QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM,
offering 2, 4 or 6 bits per modulation
symbol, respectively.

A guard interval that protects
against multipath is inserted between
consecutive COFDM symbols. This
immunity must be traded off with
data rate, as the length of the inter-

In this manner, SDTV and HDTV
could be sent simultaneously with dif-
ferent coverage characteristics.

In order to support the multiple
transmission characteristics that could
change dynamically in some deploy-
ments, DVB also defines a Transmis-
sion Parameter Signaling for auto-
matic receiver compatibility. Manual
selection of modulation parameters at
the receiver is also possible.

A guard interval that protects against
multipath is inserted between
consecutive COFDM symbols.

val affects the net data rate. Various
guard intervals are available - from
1/4 to 1/32 - depending on the
amount of multipath immunity de-
sired. SFNs - where multiple trans-
mitters operate on the same carrier
frequency - can also be set up, by
proper choice of the guard interval.

DVB-T also includes hierarchi-
cal modulation, where the data to be
transmitted can be split into two parts:
one at a lower data rate with high error
protection, and a second with higher
data rates and weaker error protection.

In Australia, several features of
DVB are used in a unique combina-
tion. While television services trans-
mitted in SDTV require an MPEG-1
Layer II audio stream, the service
may also contain a Dolby Digital
(AC -3) audio stream. For an HDTV
transmission, however, either Dolby
Digital or MPEG-1 audio is allowed.
In addition, the requirement of ana-
log and digital simulcasting, together
with a minimum annual HDTV pro-
gramming requirement, has led to a
so-called triplecast scenario.

The FCC mandates that at broadcasts must switch over to digital on

FEB 17, 2009
How do you ensure DTV service quality?
Do you know if your service is FCC compliant?
Can you troubleshoot DTV streams in an emergency?

Triveni Digital has the right solutions. With both basic and HBE RM-40
monitors and the MT -40 analyzer, Triveni Digital's StreamScopeTM" is
designed to make February 17, 2009 just another day on your calendar.

Visit www.trivenidigital.com/2009/compliant.asp for details on
StreamScope and the FCC mandate.

Jr,_.:,trivenl
DIGITAL,
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ISDB-T
ISDB-T, standardized in Japan by

ARIB, was developed after ATSC and
DVB, and hence has several newer
features. Band -segmented transmis-
sion-OFDM (BST-OFDM) can pro-
vide simultaneous services for HDTV
and mobile and portable reception by
dividing a 6MHz channel into 13 seg-
ments for signal transmission.

For example, a mobile reception
service that employs one segment can
be partially received, together with
HDTV broadcasting on the other
12 segments. Three SDTV services
could likewise occupy 12 segments.
Similarly, a separate digital terrestrial
sound broadcasting service can use a
one- or three -segment scheme. In this
manner, a common one -segment re-
ceiver can receive both TV and sound
broadcasting services.

Also, an HDTV mobile reception
mode was developed using recep-
tion direction -control techniques and
Doppler -shift compensation tech-
niques. Using this mode, stable HDTV
reception has been demonstrated at
speeds of 100km/h (62mph).

While DVB has a separate standard
for handheld and mobile applications
(DVB-H), ISDB-T has a handheld
mode as a subset of the standard (as
does ATSC). By using one segment

in the center of the 13 segments, the
handheld service has a capacity of
312Kb/s, using QPSK modulation.
MPEG-4/AVC is the supported video
codec for this mode.

DTMB
The Chinese government has devel-

oped a proprietary system, now called
DTMB, for Digital Terrestrial Multi -

A one -segment
receiver can receive
both TV and sound

broadcasting
services.

- I 1

media Broadcasting. Incorporating
MPEG-2 systems with video coding
provisionally similar to MPEG-4/AVC,
the transmission scheme features a
layered frame structure synchronized
with real time, a function developed
for power saving. Single -carrier and
multicarrier operation are possible,
and four -level through 64 -level QAM
are supported.

Switchoff
The analog broadcasting switchoff

varies by implementing country.

Berlin -Brandenburg became the first
region in the world to switch off its
terrestrial analog signals in August
2003. In December 2006, the Nether-
lands was the first country to do so. In
the United States, the analog switchoff
is slated for February 2009, and while
there has been some noise about pos-
sible delays, the push to free spectrum
for "first responders" and emergency
uses - together with pending spec-
trum auctions and the Federally man-
dated converter box program - most
assuredly freezes that date. The swi-
tchoff of Japanese analog broadcast-
ing - mandated by the Radio Law
- is scheduled for 2011.

Conclusion
The variation in world digital TV

standards is, for the most part, one of
transmission system, with scanning
formats now of lesser consequence,
especially with the profusion of digital
signal processing. While the promise
of a universal TV system may have to
await future developments, the display
and storage of video have come closer
to a ubiquitous norm. BE

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.
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Video-over-IP challenges
Transporting video over packetized networks produces

high -quality results if you understand the network.

Last month's column covered
some of the fundamentals of
sending real-time video over
packetized networks. This

month, I will discuss the challenges
designers overcame in building vid-
eo-over-IP transport systems.

Private network
vs. public Internet

To better understand the challenges
faced in video-over-IP transmission,
it's important to know the nature of
the network over which the video will

BY BRAD Gil MEr

the private network is built from dark
fiber, and the only traffic that flows on
the network is the user's video. This is
an ideal case. More frequently, video
traffic is combined with data and voice
traffic, even if this is the user's own net-
work built on dark fiber, usually added
by your company's IT department.

From a practical standpoint, the IT
and telecom guys will want to transport
their signals to your dark fiber link. This
can help justify the cost of the circuit. If
the user mixes different types of traffic
over the same fiber, however, adequate

Private network over dark fiber

Location
A p

Public network

Location
A

Other
usersusers

Location
B

Other
users

Location
B

Private network via VLAN over the Internet

Location

VLAN

VLAN

Figure 1. Examples of a private network,
Internet

be transmitted. One of the most criti-
cal questions is whether the video is
being sent over a private network or a
public network. (See Figure 1.)

Private network
In a private network, traffic is con-

trolled by the user. Traffic is not mixed
with traffic from other users, and the
user knows how bandwidth is allo-
cated in that network. In some cases,

VLAN

Location
B

a public network and a VLAN over the

traffic engineering must be done on the
network to ensure that the video gets
through undisturbed.

Local area network
vs. wide area network

When considering private net-
works, it is helpful to understand that
in the video transport community,
the concept of a private network does
not extend into a facility. In other

words, someone in the video trans-
port business will probably not think
of your internal local area network
(LAN) as a private network. This does
not mean that you cannot transport
video on the LAN within your facility
- quite the contrary. In the interest
of having good communications with
your vendors, you should be aware
that the term private network almost
always refers to a network outside of
your facility.

A wide area network (WAN) cov-
ers a large geographical area. It may
connect two locations or hundreds of
thousands of locations. So a private
network is a type of WAN, but not all
WANs are private networks.

While we are getting some termi-
nology straight, I should point out
that if you start talking to a network-
ing person about your private net-
work, he might think you are referring
to a special kind of LAN that uses the
private IP address space. (Examples of
private IP addresses are 192.168.1.12
and 10.0.0.20.) This has nothing to
do with private WAN networks built
to carry video over IP.

Public Internet
The public Internet is a type of

WAN, and it has become the ubiqui-
tous communications medium of our
time. While video over the Internet
has improved, it is unlikely that any
major broadcaster is going to rely on
it alone to carry the backhaul of a
major sporting event. The buffer re-
quirements for Internet video trans-
mission are large, resulting in unac-
ceptable delay. Even with these large
buffers, disturbances still occur.

Given these issues, that means that
the Internet is out for broadcast use
except in the most drastic situations
where other transmission options are
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The UTAH-400 Router Gives You The Power

iness

When you getyour hands on a UTAH -400, you've got allthe routing power you'll ever need.
The Utah Scientific family of routers is so powerful, with so many frame choices, you can build the perfect-sized system for your application and budget.
Power at hand for as many signals as you want, in whatever formatsyou throw at it, up- to and including

3-Gb data rates, and internal conversion on inputs and outputs as needed.
Yet the real power is in the tenability. With multiple redundancy options, round-the-cbck support, and thebest warranty in the business, you can't get a more solid system.
On the other hand, it's also flexible;expandable, and affordable. Contactus today and we'll spec a UTAH -100

that's just right for you.

Note: while the UTAH -400 offers more power to broadcasters, as an extra bonus, it actuallyonames 25% less energy than similar systems,providing cooler, cleaner, and less-exper.sive operation.

www.utahscientific.coin
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not available, right? Yes and no. The
Internet by itself would be a challeng-
ing transmission medium for profes-
sional video-over-IP applications, but
in many cases, the Internet does allow
for the transport of video over IP us-
ing virtual LAN (VLAN) technology.

In carefully controlled environ-
ments where all the routing compo-

nents are known, VLANs can be con-
figured to provide private transport
of data over a public network. If dark
fiber is not an option, then your next
best bet may be VLAN.

Loss profile
Sometimes it can be confusing

talking with service providers and

Fascinated scientists since 1905:

Fascinates sound engineers today:

No compromisesm090

The mc290 digital audio console guarantees the best possible result

in the most challenging production situations. This top -of -the -range

console from Lawo sets new standards thanks to its maximum

flexibility, double redundancy, and its intuitive user control surface

of up to 200 physical faders. Total Performance from Lawo.

Lawo North America  Toronto (416) 292 0078  www.lawo.ca

NETWORKING
AUDIO
SYSTEMS

Many events you
watch on television

today have been
transported

over packetized
networks.

manufacturers. There are a lot of op-
tions out there, including whether to
have a private or public network, and
whether or not to use the Internet
with or without VLANs. But in many
cases, the discussion boils down to
the loss profile of the network and the
ability of the user or network provid-
er to control that loss. In short, the IP
loss ratio (IPLR), or the ratio of de-
livered packets to lost packets, differs
greatly depending on the transmis-
sion technology employed. For exam-
ple, a typical Internet connection may
experience an IPLR of 1x103, while
the loss ratio on a private network
on dark fiber can approach 1x10-'4 or
more (smaller numbers indicate less
loss on the network).

It's important to know how prone
your networks are to error, but more
information is needed if you want to
prevent those errors. It is one thing to
design a system to recover for random
errors that happen occasionally and
in no particular order. It is another
thing to design for errors that occur
infrequently and last for several sec-
onds at a time.

Transport providers and equip-
ment manufacturers have invested a
lot of time collecting data so that they
can create loss profiles. These loss pro-
files are mathematical descriptions of
the likelihood of any particular kind
of losses and the distribution of those
losses. Once engineers understand the
nature of the errors, they can design
systems to correct for those errors.
Clearly the loss profile of the Internet
is vastly different from the loss profile
of a dark fiber point-to-point circuit.

Challenges in video-over-
IP transmission

As you can imagine, there are chal-
lenges in delivering streaming video
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over IP networks. One challenge is
interoperability.

If you're designing a system that
transports video over IP within a sin-
gle company from one point to anoth-
er, then interoperability is a nonissue.
You decide on the video standards,
compression standards, forward error
correction (FEC) method and Inter-
net standards.

On the other hand, if you are work-
ing with a system that transports vid-
eo between different entities, or even
within different bn- nches of the same
entity that use different corporate
standards, then you may face some
challenges. Of course, the issue of
interoperability is not new for broad-
cast engineers, but video over IP adds
a few new parameters:

Video standards. If you are sending
a type of video that is not supported
by the receiving equipment, then ob-
viously the system will not work.

Compression standards. As with
video standards, it's not a good idea
to use incompatible compression
standards between the sender and
the receiver. Feeding MPEG-4 into
an MPEG-2 decoder will not achieve
acceptable results. Achieving interop-
erability across different MPEG-2
systems - while much better than
in the past - may occasionally cause
problems. If you are building one of
these systems, be sure to test compat-
ibility between differing encoder and
decoder combinations.

FEC standards. Recently, SMPTE
produced a standard (SMPTE 2022)
for the use of FEC over packetized net-
works. The DVB has also done some
work in describing FEC methods. It
is important to use standardized FEC
if you want to ensure that error cor-
rection capabilities function correctly
when interoperating between differ-
ent equipment manufacturers.

Internet standards. SMPTE 2022
describes a standardized way of map-
ping MPEG-2 transport streams onto
IP. Of course, if the sender and receiver
use different IP transmission schemes,
then interoperability issues will result.

Overall, the good news is that stan-

dards exist to resolve these interoper-
ability issues. Manufacturers and ser-
vice providers are working together to
ensure that video-over-IP installations
go smoothly. Many events you watch
on television today have been trans-
ported over packetized networks, so if
someone approaches you about trans-
porting video using packetized net-

works, you should know that it can be
done with high -quality results.

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer
& Associates, executive director of the
Advanced Media Workflow Association
and executive director of the Video
Services Forum.
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Send questions and comments to:
brad.gilmer@penton.com
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News economics
When moving to an integrated nonlinear, server -

based news system, also consider HD.

Each of the key players in a
news operation can benefit
from a move toward an in-
tegrated news environment.

It's worth looking at each key player's
point of view in detail and determin-
ing the available choices.

General managers' view
Successful broadcasters under-

stand the big picture as well as the
details. The news station must be a
viable business. Financial perfor-
mance ratios are commonly used
tools to judge the health of a busi-
ness. The primary ratio is return on
capital employed, often expressed as
earnings before interest and tax di-
vided by total capital employed.

This ratio allows general manag-
ers to relate operating profit to the
capital invested in the organization.
In a news company with old, paid
off - and therefore depreciated
- equipment, some ratios can ap-
pear good. However, the real picture
is more complex.

In old-style tape -based news, the
anchor journalists are key to the
channel branding. Craft editors are
also important because their skill and
speed on complex systems make the
seemingly impossible happen.

A key question for any organiza-
tion is: "Are we getting the most out
of our people and systems, especially
the expensive ones?"

Two other ratios are especially
useful here:

I. Direct labor divided by sales;
and

2. Production overheads divided
by sales.

General managers run stations as
businesses. They want a return on
capital, the assets to be fully utilized
and value of the business to increase.

BY MARK HORTON

Tape
capture

111
/I\

Tape
graphics

Tape
editing

Tape to air

Studio
production

Figure 1. Traditional tape -based news packaging is a multigeneration, sequential,
linear, step-by-step workflow.

A common business school max-
im is that momentum to change one
area is often helpful in changing an-
other. This is a maxim that should
be adopted by bold management,
and HD can be a part of the change
process.

News directors' view
News directors want to get compel-

ling stories out to the audience ahead
of rivals. They want staff to produce
great stories, with no technical hassle.

In the recent past, crews shot on
tape, and stories were edited on tape

Your viewers
expect to learn

about major events
almost as soon
as they occur.

and played out to the transmitter
from tape. (See Figure 1.) That all
worked fine until rivals started to use
disc -based editing systems, potential-
ly beating others to the punch.

However, many early nonlinear
systems were piecemeal solutions,
so the benefits of a truly integrated
newsroom weren't really delivered.

Now, your viewers expect to learn
about major events almost as soon as
they occur. They might be at home, at
work or traveling. Your viewers also
have access to the Internet and wire-
less devices capable of receiving text,
sound and video wherever they may
be. They're no longer satisfied with
watching a journalis read a written
report. They expect to see and hear
from correspondents at the scene.
They want to see the events for them-
selves - live, if possible.

That's why news directors need
technology designed to provide a
fast to air, cost-effective storytelling
environment with HD built in as
standard.

Journalists' and
editors' view

While some broadcasters want to
keep journalists in their traditional
role, increasingly others want jour-
nalists to edit, telling stories with pic-
tures and sounds, not just with words.
Many journalists also want to make
this change.

Today all material needs to be
available to any designated user as it
is ingested. Journalists, craft editors
and designers need to work concur-
rently on shots or stories, massively
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reducing time to air.
The user interface needs to scale

from straightforward browse stations
to fully featured craft editing systems
so there is a common workflow for
users and a common language be-
tween applications. (See Figure 2.)

Engineering
directors' view

Before making a major new tech-
nology change, wise engineering
directors will carefully consider the
present technical infrastructure and
working practices. Most days have
predictable peaks and downtimes
but big, unexpected events can hit
anytime. A lot of people and expen-

Tape, disk
or RAM
capture

Journalist
browse/edit

1

Simple graphics can be made on a
graphics workstation with a prede-
signed template. Highly skilled craft
editors and designers are better used
adding value to special reports, de-
signing better templates and improv-
ing the station's look.

The people who write the head-
lines, intros, traffic reports, recaps
and teases are capable of selecting
shots themselves, given the right level
of tools.

With this in mind, it's now time to
think about technology that will fit
the business needs.

Engineering directors are charged
with implementing the tape -to -
server transition smoothly. That's no

Graphics

Craft editing

Transmission to
air, Web, etc.

Figure 2. Modern news packaging requires an efficient, collaborative shared
workflow, assisted by using such systems as Quantel's Newsbox HD.

sive equipment can be required to
cover these demands in conventional
tape workflows.

Engineering directors then take a
hard look at real requirements:

Typically most stories are simply
shots cut from source footage. You
don't necessarily need highly trained
linear editors to do that. Journalists,
producers and in some cases camera-
men are quite capable of doing the
work - and basic storytelling mostly
needs only basic editing.

It's efficient for graphics artists
and craft editors to share effects
and graphics footage concurrently.

small task. The enabling technology
.must work reliably, be easy to use
and train on, and be future -proofed
as much as possible. The solution
must meet those requirements, both
today in SD and tomorrow in HD.

There must also be a concern for
what legacy technology will remain
and how it will interface. Engineer-
ing directors understand where the
cost efficiencies in the transition lie,
such as maintenance of legacy equip-
ment, cost of tape stock and VTR
head replacement.

Workflow is of paramount impor-
tance as the whole idea of the transi-

tion is to enhance capability, as well
as creativity. Metadata must travel
with the clips, and that means down
to the single frame.

How technology choices
affect the business model

Some might get the impression
that all disc -based news technolo-
gies are the same. Not so. There are
major differences between systems,
and these differences affect the busi-
ness model.

A few broadcasters might con-
sider buying prosumer PC- or Mac -
based systems. This can provide
some with a solution that fits their
application and has a financial ap-
peal because it's inexpensive at time
of purchase. By using only stan-
dard IT technology, the individual
components appear to be relatively
inexpensive, and the choice of com-
ponents appears wide.

However, there are hidden costs
associated with using prosumer tech-
nology that can negate any apparent
savings related to the original pur-
chase. Poor integration can mean
poor workflow and higher staff over-
head. Stories can take longer than ex-
pected to get to air and may be dif-
ficult to re -version. Highly complex
media management means bloated
disc arrays. With HD, these problems
would be even greater.

Of course, there are systems on
the market that can work at HD res-
olution, but these can be costly ei-
ther at time of purchase or during a
later upgrades. In many cases, these
offerings don't scale easily, even at
SD resolution.

Some of these offerings are ac-
tually multivendor, meaning the
company that provides them has
implemented a number of solutions
together to create a workflow. Dif-
ferent user interfaces, code bases
and architectures can mean hidden
operational and engineering costs.
Sometimes, three different servers
are required to ingest, edit and play
out, which adds to the cost and op-
erational complexity.
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The need for an integrated
server architecture

To publish a breaking news story
on the air you first need to ingest
the material, cut the story and add
any graphics and effects. Then play

Ingest

Ingest
server

Edit/effects

Edit
server

Playout

Playout
server

Figure 3. Some server architectures
use three devices for ingest, edit and
playout.

out to air. This process is illustrated
in Figure 3.

While some manufacturers use
this multiserver solution, an HD up-

grade can be expensive. In fact, some
systems have to use two edit servers
just to provide protection in case of
a lost disc.

Day to day, that all means mak-
ing, managing and moving unnec-
essary media. In the long term, an
upgrade could completely break the
original amortization schedule and
pricing model.

The need to manage
material efficiently

Finally, once broadcasters make
the transition from tape to disc,
they will need to rethink how to
manage stories. Suppose you want
to delete one or many legacy stories,
and these stories contain shots you
want to keep.

Some solutions allow you to delete
the old clip, but at the same time you
end up destroying the specific shots
you want to keep. Other systems

won't allow you to delete the old clip
(keeping the disk unnecessarily full),
so there is a constant need to defrag-
ment and consolidate the disks. When
working at HD resolution, this prob-
lem is amplified because there is so
much more data. The workflow can
suffer greatly in this scenario.

Summary
The business advantages of moving

to truly integrated nonlinear, server -
based news creation are clear, and
when you do, it makes sense to con-
sider HD. The world is changing fast,
and for broadcasters everywhere, HD
future -proofing makes sound com-
mercial sense. However, keep in mind
that any new technology choice must
support both the current and possible
future business models. BE

Mark Horton is strategic marketing
manager for post and broadcast at
Quantel.
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The Ultimate Fighting Cham-
pionship (UFC) is one of the
fastest growing sports in the
world, combining the beau-

ty of martial arts with the raw power
of boxing, wrestling and kickboxing.
Twenty times a year, fans attend UFC
events to experience the intensity up
close and personal. A worldwide fan
base watches the action via pay -per -
view and free broadcast television.
Ensuring those fans feel as close to
the action as possible is a concern that
constantly drives us forward in terms

of innovation and quality. That's why productions in SD. We wanted to dis-
this year we made the leap from sim- tribute in HD so that we could bring
ply producing the events in HD to the full beauty of HD images to our
distributing them in HD as well home viewing audience.

We reached that goal in February
The goal: HD distribution 2007. Of course, more bandwidth

In June 2003 we began producing on the distributor side helped, but
all UFC events in HD. However, be- the key enabling technology was the
cause of bandwidth limitations, we Avid DNxHD 145 codec, coupled
were restricted to distributing those with the company's Media Composer

Photo: UFC graphics are animated from an Avid Deko 3000 hybrid HD/SD system.
The system displays fighter stats over live footage of the event. The system also
creates lower third graphics and displays them over live video of the fighters.
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field version for added production versatility. The network
connectivity of all G" --CAM system components creates the

industry's newest, highly efficient, highly productive,
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meet the demands cf today's broadcast news
and digital media productior professionals.
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37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
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Editor Anthony Petosa works on a UFC feature with an Avid Media Composer Adrenaline
in Manchester, England.

Adrenaline systems. This setup allows
us the ability to work efficiently in
HD and provide viewers with the ulti-
mate in broadcast quality. In addition,
the production team appreciates the
space -saving advantages for long-term
storage provided by the DNxHD co-
dec. (We also duplicate every tape and
store them in a secure, off -site facility
for long-term needs.)

Coordinating dual
HD/SD operation

When we first began discussing a
move to HD, our goals were clear: to
replicate the SD workflows we use for
the skillfully orchestrated TV produc-
tion. Unlike wrestling, there is no fake
drama; the action is real. UFC produc-
tions require a great deal of coordina-
tion. Video and audio elements need
to be preproduced; high -end graphics
and effects need to support multiple
video formats and standards; lighting

How does a 20" HD monitor
fit into a 19" rack?

(ifiupeaup5ua Joyedns Jsnr wfiew e ;ou :Jaftnsuv)

Desktop Version
V-R201P-AFHD-DT

......
For just under S3K, Marshall offers a 20" High Definition monitor with all

Analog / Digital inputs, including HDSDI/SDI, Component YPbPr, S -Video,

Composite, XGA, and even 1/14-I for HD/computer-generated images. Also

includes Advanced Features like frame markers, safe area, adjustable color

temperature, and Pixel -to -Pixel mode for any video format. Unique design

allows this monitor to be either rack mounted for video wail applications or

uqed in a desktop configuiiiiiir:

V-R201P-AFHD
Price: $2999
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'GU EXPO
booth #731
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Marshall Electronics TFealx 830100 83)303 80660388 LCDracks.com
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Trust the experts you already know.
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The leader in broadcast connector and patching solutions will ensure
your success in data integration. As you evaluate the need for high-
performance ethernet patching in your operation, it's critical to have
carefully considered products Engineered for Primetime-.

Go to www.adc.com/dontcompromise to download information on:

Unipatch® GigE Data Patching
The Top Ten Things you need to know about Fiber



SYSTEMS DESIGN

SHOWCASE

and staging must be set up properly;
and, of course, flawless capture of the
live event is crucial. Finally, there is
the additional need to store the con-
tent for reuse on the Web, other origi-
nal TV programs and home video.

Avid delivered a one-two technol-
ogy punch that has helped us make
the move to HD without leaving the
SD audience behind. We now rely on
a nonlinear editing department that is
completely based on Avid systems and
a 32TB Unity MediaNetwork shared -
storage system. We also have two Mac-

based Media Composer Adrenaline
editing systems, six Media Composer
software applications, two Mojo SDI
hardware accelerators, and a Deko
3000 hybrid on -air graphics system.

A strength of the systems is their
ability for dual, simultaneous HD and
SD operation. For example, the Deko
can handle files created in both a 4:3
SD window and a 16:9 canvas flaw-

lessly. That's particularly useful when
creating an SD file with Adobe After
Effects and then using it for the HD
telecast. By simply telling the Deko
the program is in HD, the SD image
is ready to go.

Preproduction elements
Each UFC event begins with put-

ting together scripted feature seg-
ments, clip reels and interviews with
the fighters. Curtis Edge, editing
director for UFC's parent company
Zuffa, begins working on each three-
hour pay -per -view production in his
Las Vegas -based editing suites.

An assistant editor and freelancer
prep pretaped elements using Media
Composer Adrenaline systems in the
primary editing suite, and two work-
stations equipped with Media Com-
poser software and Mojo SDI hard-
ware in a secondary edit suite. These
elements include fighter clip reels,

historic event footage and prevoiced
features to fill in graphics templates.

Those systems tie into the Unity
MediaNetwork, where show tem-
plates are accessed and additional
pretaped elements are assembled.
Material stored on the Unity system is
also easily reused in other program-
ming, including in teasers, on venue
projection screens or on the UFC
Web site.

While Edge and his team work on
the video elements, UFC graphics de-
signer Howard Zryb and his team as-
semble multilayered graphical infor-
mation bars that are placed over the
live action. PhotoShop files are placed
into the Deko system, where Zryb in-
tegrates them with text, background
video clips, fighter stats and bio infor-
mation, and other elements.

The hybrid system's interoperabil-
ity with third -party products makes
our jobs a lot easier. The ability to

>>> Fiber Optic Communication
for Professional Video, Audio and Data Applications

Build Your Own Optiva TM Communication System at www.opticomm.com

tl

 Video, Audio and Data Protocol Selection

 Uncompromised Transmission Quality
111. Daisy -Chain Capability

 Configuration Flexibility
 Power and Optical Redundancy

10. SNMP Network Management

High -Speed Switching with the OptilinxTM OLX Series of Optical Switches

 N....
ire.' 'mootaria Mre,%Rift

".4.1.11 0MINN, 11141.0.NA. 014......

 144 -Port (4RU) Standard Version;
288 -Port (8RU) Expanded Version also available

Full Duplex Switching Capacity up to 4.25 Gb/s per port

 Supports Hot-Pluggable SFP Optical Transceivers
on all Port Cards

 Supports Point -to -Point, Multiple Loops (Auto -Loop)
and Multicast Topologies Simultaneously

 Remote Monitoring and Switching Using Opticomm's
LinxViewT. Management Software

Opticomm, an Emcore company
6827 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
Ph 800.867.8426 I Fax 858.450.0155
info©opticomm.com I www.opticomm.com

000oopticomm000
travel by light

an emcore company
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sheer aggression
rippling through

he spins...

950 n,gq1lvii.), Clients demand perfection...

nten has develcped the Vector 950 Active pan and tilt head system to
nterface with the Canon Optical Shift Image Stabilizer [-Shift-IS-1 technology.
he result is a revolution .n operational control of lens image stabilization for
ports and events broadcasts. The Vector 950 Active generates real-time
igital data that accurately describe the camera operator's operational

movements of the lens -camera system. This data communicates over the
interface with the new CANON high definition Digisuper 100AF and

IGISUPER 86 AF long -zoom field lenses to assist the action of the lens
image stabilization system..

The Vector 950 Active comes complete with a standard four bott base, single
telescopic pan bar and wedge adapter. It offers an increased capacity of up to
120kg/2651bs providing perfectly balanced tilt. By combining the
characteristics of the TF drag control with infinite perfect balance adjustment,
the effort needed to control the effect of a heavy, moving camera payload
remains constant, predictable and minimal- not a major distraction.

The combination of Vinten's Vector 950 Active and Canon's Shift -IS
stabilization is ideally suited for use in sports broadcast and other production.

Vinten
simply perfection

Wow! What power

vinten.com



SYSTEM DESIGN
SHOWCASE

Editing director Curtis Edge works on an Avid Media Composer Adrenaline system in a
UFC on -site editing facility.

work with Adobe, for example, lets
us read complex files natively, which
is important in maintaining the high-
est level of image quality possible. In
addition, the system's ability to read
information from Microsoft Excel
means that a fighter's name, weight
and age can be imported automati-
cally. Along with saving time, this fea-

ture also greatly cuts back on embar-
rassing input errors making it to air.

Once pre -assembly of elements
is completed, the editing team ex-
ports the media to a Digidesign Pro
Tools system and adds sound effects
to the template. A music mix and
voice-overs are also laid down. Au-
dio producer Mike Sak, owner of Kill

the Messenger studio, does all of the
sound design with Pro Tools. Those
completed elements are then loaded
into an EVS XT2 server for playback
during the live event.

Even after loading the completed
elements onto the server, the Media
Composer systems' work is not done.
A copy of all show packages is trans-
ferred to the editing workstations for
last-minute editing on the day of the
fights. Depending on the show, we
will rent as many as five additional
Media Composer Adrenaline systems
to use in the live broadcast edit facil-
ity to handle the workload.

Here again, the third -party inte-
gration is a key benefit. At any point
during a live match, a producer can
call for any of the files to be played
out from the server. The editing
systems then allow for elements to
be dropped into those prerecorded
segments to make them appear as if

At any point
a live match, a

producer can call
for any of the files
to be played out
from the server.

Curious? Please visit our website: www.riedel.net
RIIIRIEDEL

The Communications People

111ERFS

AVG' How to operate Artist 1000 intercom panels?
Step 1: Read user names clearly on the 8 Step 3: Adjust the listen volume of each cross -

character LED display. point with individual rotary encoders.

Step 2: To talk just push the display - it's so EnjDy the clear user interface and the Digital
intuitive. Aucio Quality of Riedel's Artist Digital Intercom.

Riedel Communications Inc.  200 Clearbrook Road  Elmsford, NY 10523  JSA  Phone +1 914 592 0220  www.riedel.net
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Time is ticking on the
transition to HD

Now you can handle 5.1 Audio
sources with ease
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If you're planning for Multicast 5.1 and stereo
broadcast, and need SDI and Dolby() E audio
distribution, investing in a Studer Vista Digital
Audio Console means you'll be ready for HDTV
now. With the acclaimed Vistonics user interface
making operation simple and fast, Vista consoles
represent the fastest route to the future.

NEW Dedicated 5 I Input
channels with processing

www.studench/HD
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SYSTEM DESIGN
SHOWCASE

Graphics designer Howard Zryb uses the Deko 3000 to call up premade graphics templates
during a live UFC event.

they are live.
We can also input and output in

both HD and SD formats simultane-
ously. Not having to input and create
content twice introduces time and
cost savings because it doesn't require
a second staff. In addition, it allows us
to serve SD viewers in an even better
way because the image quality from

HD ensures the SD image is as great
as it can be. Using 4:3 center cutting
of the action, we can deliver perfect
HD and SD content.

In the ring
When it comes to capturing the ac-

tion on fight night, directors switch
between as many as 11 Sony and Ikeg-

ami HD cameras, eight of which may
be recording at a time.

By show time, our staff has grown
from approximately 15 in prepro-
duction to 80 strong. Our facility
company, Concom, which is based in
Bloomfield, CT, subcontracts the mo-
bile production needs to Game Creek,
ensuring we have top-quality vehicles
on -site.

During the actual event, the seam-
less interoperability between the Me-
dia Composer Adrenaline systems
and the portable Media Composer
software stations allows for any-
one involved in the content creation
- whether they're sitting in the live
truck, the secondary edit suites, or
in the new media department where
the Web site content is managed - to
edit in HD. This is a big plus for an
event and production team that is al-
ways on the move.

The video and audio are clearly
important parts of the broadcast
product, but without quality SD and
HD graphics, our broadcasts would
only tell half the story. Graphics are
an essential storytelling device for
sports programming. For a sport like
UFC, where some of the competitors
are not widely known, the ability to
provide background information via
graphics is a necessity.

AhNVERZION
WWW.NVERZ ON.COM

+1 801 293 842)
SALES@NVERZION.COM

SUPPORT?
How many Automation companies can boast they
are still supporting software that is over 15 years old?
At NVerzion we support the old, sell the new and

CREATE THE FUTURE

1982 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1999 NCONTROL2000 XPANSION 2007 NCOI1TROL ELITE 2007 EMCL 1982 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991
SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1999 NCONTROL2000 XPANSION 2007 NCONTROL ELITE 2007 EMCL 1982 RAS 1187 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL
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Grab a proven, reliable BrightEye 91 HD Upconverter for your broadcast,
sports or mobile needs today. 12 and 16 bit processing ensures gorgeous video.
Audio processing, HDMI, USB and more make this amazing unit a sure fit for
your application.

Just call if you'd like to see a demo.

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
PO Box 993  Grass Valley CA 95945 USA

Tel +1 530.478.1830 www.ensembledesigns.com
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"MTV has
selected thethe

fiber-optic 1053"'
HDTV broadcast "-°

camera connector 3)..,=.
developed
by Fischer

Connectors to
equip 16 HDTV

camera systems."
The 1053's

capabilities "have
significantly

contributed to
MTV's successful
HD -readiness,"

says Steve
Kaufman, Senior
Vice President
of Production

Operations and
Technology
at MTVN.
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V"'

HDTV 1053'

No Epoxy -

No Polish

Fast and Easy

Termination

Truly Field

Installable

Incorporates
Corning'
Unicam

Fiber -Optic

Technology

CORNINGplus

cherECT OR S

1735 Founders Parkway
Alpharetta, GA 30004
Tel: 800.551.0121
Fax: 678.393.5401
www.fischerconnectors.com
www.fischer-10153.com
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SYSTEM DEsuerib.

SHOWCASE

The Deko 3000 hybrid system is
operated in the production truck
and provides up-to-the-minute, fact -
based scrolls and lower thirds pack-
aged with dynamic, eye-catching
graphics. This setup enables Zryb to
enter new text as needed to capture
the live results in real time.

Deko's motion effect features are
a production team favorite, allow-
ing Zryb to add visual impact to text
by animating it with such graphics
as flares, lightning bolts and flashes.
Edge, in fact, says that the system is as
important as the cameras because it is
actually on -air from the very begin-

Deko's motion
effects allow Zryb

to add visual
impact to text
by animating it
with graphics.

ning of the broadcast to the end cred-
its. It keeps working until the last cred-
its roll. The files are then stored in the
Unity system for use on future shows.

To fully optimize media assets,
UFC shares its multilayered, pay -
per -view footage across departments
- and with the producers and edi-
tors of those future television shows
- using the Unity MediaNetwork
shared -storage setup.

In addition, the Unity system allows
storage of hours of HD preproduction
video and graphics online. If anyone
involved in a production needs to find,
for example, a shot of a specific fighter
executing a specific technique or move,
it can be found instantly.

The system also allows us to more
easily supply content to Zuffa's new
media department. The department
uses four workstations loaded with
Media Composer software plus one
Mojo SDI hardware accelerator to
input media for conversion to Web
formats with a high degree of por-
tability. With the use of SDI inputs
and the right decks, almost any for-

mat can be ingested.
The next move will be equipping

the Unity MediaNetwork with Unity
TransferManager software. This will
streamline production even further
by transferring preproduced media
directly to the server rather than lay-
ing it back to tape.

Protecting the UFC brand
The move to HD has been a rapid

one for UFC. Two years ago we had
one Adrenaline system and Xpress Pro
software on a laptop. As our populari-
ty has risen, we've become increasingly
protective of our brand. That's why we
expanded our Avid solution to a full-
blown setup in early 2006, giving us
the total creative control we need. BE

Tim O'Toole is director of production for
Zuffa, the parent company of the Ultimate
Fighting Championship.

Design team
Curtis Edge, editing director
Tim O'Toole, director of production
Mike Sak, audio producer and

music supervisor
Howard Zryb, graphics designer

Technology
at work
Adobe After Effects software
Avid

Deko 3000 hybrid HD/SD
graphics system

DNxHD codec
Media Composer Adrenaline

editing solution
Media Composer software
Mojo SDI connector
Unity MediaNetwork storage
Unity TransferManager software
Xpress Pro software
Digidesign Pro Tools audio

system
EVS XT2 server

Ikegami HDK-70 cameras
Microsoft Excel software
Sony HDC-1500 HD cameras
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Fade to Black

The analog to digi

4

Five players from across the

broadcast industry are battling
it out - trying to beat the FCC
deadline for conversion from
analog to digital delivery. Watch

as they maneuver their way

around the obstacles and try
to improve their positions in a
fiercely competitive field.

What will they do next?
Who can they trust?

NVISION will show you
how to win the game.
Why settle for survival? We can

show you how to use the conver-

sion to digital and HD as an

opportunity to achieve your goals

and improve your competitive

position in your market. It's easier

and more affordable than you ever

imagined with NVISION technology

and expertise,

authority in analog to
digital conversion

in HD technology

in future -proofing
your investments with
scaleable designs

George

IlkDirector of Engineering,

15 -station TV group

With an ambitious vision gleaming in
I' his head, George convinced corporate

management to invest enough capital

to "do it right." Will he go power mad,

or stay focused on his goals?

Doris
General Manager, two public TV
stations in middle America

She's a 20 -year broadcast pro, but no

engineer. Now she has to design and

spec the right system to convert to

digital, yet leverage her legacy in

analog. Can she do it on a "charitable"

budget?

George's plan:

 Consolidate operations into 5 regional

facilities

 Go all HD, up -converting SD sources

to HD, and down -converting HD master

control feed to SD as needed

 Engineer for maximum resiliency and

redundancy

 Allow for future growth

What NVISION built for George:

 Independent, expandable master

control for each station

 Shelf spares ensure fast recovery from

any malfunction

 Redundancy options protect all signal

paths and provide full router control

even if a system controller fails.

 Router expands up to 256x256 with

modules, or 512x512 with a second

frame.

Doris's plan:

 Replace 15 year -old analog routing

system with digital

 Originate one HD program stream in

prime time

Originate four SD streams in daytime

 Unique branding and independent

programming for each station

What NVISION built for Doris:

 A cost-effective master control system

supporting 2 HD channels and 8 SD

channels

 A cost-effective all digital routing

system comprised of a 32x16 HD router

and a 32x32 SD routing system

 Single cost-effective router control

system for both routers

See the whole package at See the whole package at



Operations and Engineering Manager,

independent station, top -50 market

A halds-on workaholic who loves

telev sion, Dave has to juggle analog

and digital, SD and HD as he converts

in small steps. Will "playing it safe"

be dangerous for Dave?

Chief Engineer; independently
owned station, small market

Doubles as an engineer for AM/FM

radio station. Bill expects to go digital

and HD on a micro -budget, and

without much muss or fuss. Who can

he count on to deliver?

NTIV115lle°

Moving pictures and sound arour d,
pelectly.

VP of Engineer*, major TV
network

He led the network's move to digital

and HD. Now his 20 stations must

convert to HD, but their needs are so

diverse they can't agree on suppliers.

JW isn't happy.

Dave's plan:

 Manage substantial syndicated

programming in SD while slowly

transitioning to HD

 Convert analog signals to digital so

he can hang onto some old analog

equipment

 Redundancy and reliability are top

plorities

What NVISION built for Dave:

 Router accommodates SD and HD

sources in one frame

 Future expansion without a "forklift

event" by adding second frame

 HD and SD master control in one frame

with room to grow

 Compact router for inexpensive routing

of analog signals, plus machine control

Bill's plan:
 Replace a 20 year -old master control

switcher

 Switch and brand both HD and SD

channels fed from network

 Allow for a future SD channel

 Route a mix of digital and analog

inputs/outputs

What NVISION built for Bill:

 Two channels of basic master control

plus 96x64 multi -format routing in a

single space -saving 8RU frame

 Pure digital system with analog I/O

capabilities

 Ability to add a second channel of

SD MC by plugging in one module

JW's plan:
Find a supplier with scaleable products

capable of supporting all 20 stations

 High reliability and redundancy are

mandatory

 Supplier must listen, respond and

"take care of JW's needs"

What NVISION built for JW:

 Customized equipment packages

based on size of station

 Redundancy built into routing and

master control

 Highly reliable, scaleable products

with room to grow

Superior customer service and

technical support

See the whole package at See the whole package at See the whole package at



Get in the game!

NVISION leads the way in
analog to digital conversion.

With its innovative technology and deep expertise in both digital and HD,
NVISION knows how to create a superior and cost-effective configuration
for your facility.

Large -Scale, Mid -Size and Multi -Format Routers
 Future proofed: 3Gig for 1080p, hot-swappable

modules, field reconfiguration
 3Gig, HD, SD, analog video, analog audio, AES, time

code, SRC & data
 Seamless integration with NVISION router control
 3rd party protocol support

ii
Router Control

Flexible, scaleable architecture
 Highly configurable control panels
 Platform independent GUI control panels
 Numerous third -party interfaces
 Redundancy in 4RU

Compact Routers
4,0(

SAP _ taunt
,terstolt5",
'T 2007

 NVISION quality & performance
 Scaleable: mix & match with all NVISION routers

& control systems
 3rd party interfaces
 3Gig, HD, SD, AES (sync & async), AA, AV, PR
 Future -proofed: 3Gig for 1080p

Master Control
 HD & SD operation
 Cost-effective platform for master control, branding,

& routing
 4 different control surfaces
 5 different channel processors

Interfaces to all major automation systems
 Future proofed: scaleable, highly configurable system

SYNAPSE Modular Signal Processing
 +120 modular functions

amiamiim  3 Gig, HD, SD, audio, video, analog, & enhanced
fiber connectivity

 Embed, de -embed, up/down/cross conversion,
monitoring, & low latency

 Dolby/Dolby E encoding, decoding
 SNMP software capabilities
 SD and all HD disciplines in

same frame.

N 115llOW

Moving pictures and sound around,
perfectly.

To learn what
NVISION can do

for you, and get

White Paper

go to

NVISION
125 Crown Point Court
Grass Valley, CA 95945
1 -800 -860 -HDTV (4388)



TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Transmission lines
With the analog shutoff looming, you need a plan.

As almost all TV stations
have a DTV facility in
operation, it is time to
plan what moves need to

be made in the transmission line on
the tower. Should the station plan for
major modification, replacement or
maintaining the status quo?

Transmission line facilities can be
divided into four classes:

Analog lines that will be abandoned
in 2009;

Analog lines that will become digi-
tal lines to the same antenna;

Digital lines that may have to be up-
graded and must be maintained; and

New digital lines that must meet the
final power and channel assignment.

Strictly analog lines
The first class of lines simply

needs to be held together until the
big changeover occurs. Many of
those lines have been in operation
for 30 -plus years, often with little
maintenance.

Replace wristwatch band connectors
about every 12 to 14 years. Don't believe
manufacturer claims that watch bands
never fail. They all fail - sooner or
later. Pulse the lines to ensure nothing is
in the upcoming failure mode. Remem-
ber, the front office is still making most
of its money from that old analog sys-
tem. You'll feel a lot more heat from the
front office if the analog line goes down
than if the DTV line fails - although
that is starting to change.

The problem is keeping the old an-
alog lines working. Duct tape doesn't
help in failures, but dual -sided sticky
tape might help witi broken hangers.
There is no need to budget for major
projects.

Analog -to -digital lines
For the second class of systems, the

care and feeding of the transmission
line is a bit more critical. In this case,

BY DON L MARKLFY

major projects can be planned and
budgeted. The lines are probably old,
and maintenance may be question-
able. First, sweep and pulse the line to
look for developing problems. Plan to
replace the watch band if the system is
more than 12 years old.

In addition, the entire center con-
ductor run may need replacing. A
complete center conductor changeout
with connector replacement will es-
sentially provide the station with a new
transmission line run, leaving only the
big copper pipe with its flanges. This
is a good way to upgrade the system at
a reasonable cost, especially given the
cost of copper.

Maintaining digital lines
Digital lines only need to be main-

tained until the changeover occurs.
This includes stations where the DTV
channel will be moved significantly
with a major power increase.

Many stations using low- to me-
dium -power antennas have stayed
with semiflexible lines for good rea-
son. Often the runs are shorter up to
the lighter antennas, all of which will

be scrapped. Here the technical staff
is lucky. These systems are only about
three or four years old. They often are
still within factory warranty. Nothing
should be required between now and
the change date other than keeping
them pressurized. Remember, even
brand new lines will die if you let
them reach atmospheric pressure.

Some lines are capable of operating
a DTV channel without maintenance.
These lines are fairly new so they
should be in good condition. Usually
these lines have been swept and pulsed
as part of the original installation.
The station staff now only needs to
maintain good engineering practice.
Again, keep the pressure on the lines,
or waveguide, as required to maintain
a dry status. Watch for any change in
the indicated VSWR. The meter on
the transmitter can't indicate the line
VSWR, as the true condition is only
determined by sweep and pulse mea-
surements. But, the transmitter meter
is invaluable for spotting a change
in reflected power, which in turn
indicates that the VSWR is chang-
ing at some frequency or group of

FRAME GRA B A look at the consumer side of DTV

Internet usage is overtaking TV viewership
26 percent of consumers use the Internet more than six hours daily.
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TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

frequencies. At that point, figure out
what is wrong and get it fixed before
you are off the air.

Establish a regular schedule for
testing the line with combiners and
filters. The recommended time be-
tween such tests varies. Not more
than five years should go by without
the careful application of a network

The ERI MACXLine rigid line features
thermal expansion -compensating bellows.

analyzer to the complete antenna and
transmission line system. Add to that
a careful examination of the entire
system, including the primary power
connections, breakers and power dis-
tribution wiring, by a good operator
with a thermal imaging camera. That
test can help you avoid downtime and
physical injury to station staff.

The cost of such testing is small
compared with the cost of repairing

a burnout with a day or two of lost
commercial time. Some failures can-
not be predicted, even with testing.
All you can do is to try to catch fail-
ures that can be anticipated by careful
observation and testing.

New digital lines
The last class of new transmission

line systems need to conform to the
new power or channel assignment.
In short, what worked well on analog
works on digital. The DTV signal is
robust, the transmitters compensate
for limited performance, and the later
generations of receivers work well.

All the major manufacturers have
complete transmission line products.
Depending on the channels involved,
other manufacturers can modify their
line lengths to avoid the bad reflec-
tion problems that would other-
wise occur. Of course, on single -fre-
quency systems, that isn't much of a
consideration.

Most manufacturers have Web
pages that show their range of prod-
ucts. The biggies have hard lines from
7/8in through 9 3/16in, although the
upper sizes are not usually needed in
the DTV world, with its much lower
power levels. They won't reach the
higher channel numbers without
moding, so they are relatively useless

in multiple channel systems. This has
led to higher power designs of the
smaller sizes. Most hard line sizes are
available in 5011 or 7511. Both work
well in DTV service. Therefore, the
selection goes back to the old criteria
of loss, power rating and cost.

Waveguide systems can operate
well in DTV service. That includes
rectangular, circular and truncated
systems. For long runs, the efficiency
of such systems can still make them a
good choice based on the cost of de-
veloping DTV kilowatts.

Use the same method
The major point of the DTV selec-

tion process is essentially the same
as has been used for years in analog
operation. There are still some areas
where research is needed to deter-
mine how the bit error rate or signal
to noise ratios may suffer from mis-
tuning of coaxial lines or waveguide.
To date, major problems don't exist.
If you select lines the same way as for
analog systems, don't anticipate any
problems.

Don L. Markley is president of a L.
Markley and Associates.

BE

111
Send questions and comments to:
don.markley@penton.com

The question isn't why we're offering no -fee support.
The question is, why isn't everybody else?
When our customers talk, we listen.

So when they said, "We love your automation software, but we

don't want to pay extra for support," we said, "Okay."

They said, "Really? Why doesn't everyone treat us this well?"
"That," we said, "is a good question."

 Announcing Crispin 4 Life.
No -fee 24/7 support for your automation software.

      
or II 

Automation just got easier.
Let's talk about you: welisten@crispincorp.com 919.845.7744 www.crispincorp.com
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Today's broadcast workflows must be integrated
into various levels of operation. Content should be

um simultaneously available to everyone.
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Designing an

FFICIE T
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

BY DFNNIS M. GI FNN

Workflow design has
come a long way from
the days of the stand-
alone video produc-

tion system. News outlets of all sizes
and post -production facilities de-
mand workflows that are fully inte-
grated into the various levels of oper-
ation, making content simultaneously
accessible to all stakeholders in a col-
laborative environment. (See Figure 1
on page 60.) This requires networked
digital video systems and effectively
managed content, which is not always
easy when working with highly sensi-
tive audio and video assets.

The following network infrastruc-

ture design goals are fundamental to
improving workflow efficiency:

Minimize downtime through re-
dundancy, no single point of failure
and the resiliency to recover quickly
from a failure of any part of the net-
work, with minimum impact on
production;

Maximize network throughput and
bandwidth;

Establish architecture for data stor-
age and data path;

Set a high standard for information
security;

Tie in all aspects of workflow from
ingest to playout;

Allow for the movement of content

in any direction;
Enable work in various video for-

mats and resolutions;
Improve tracking and management

of audio and video assets;
Facilitate executive review and ap-

proval of content in real time via the
network;

Enable craft editors to access and
work with different parts of a project,
such as graphics, title and effects, si-
multaneously; and

Establish a clear policy for media to
be archived.

A highly adaptive digital media
network is needed to accomplish
these goals. The network combines
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Out with the Old...
...In with the New

The New System 5
Check out the new System 5 packed with advanced mixing

features - specifically designed for the high -quality

multi -channel HD audio experience.

NEW Control Surface with...
 New touch -sensitive LED color coded knobs

 Higher resolution screens
 Faster embedded processors for quicker boot times

 More memory for added features and faster response

NEW DF66 DSP SuperCore with...
 100% changeover of DSP, MADI I/O & Router

 Up to 300 channels and 1536x1536 I/O paths

NEW Modular Converters including...
 Ethernet controlled mic preamps
 SDI de/embed modules

NEW V3 software including...
 Dual 5.1 spill zones
 Scene automation
 Channel delays up to 2 secs and bus processing
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Editor

I

Server

Ingest

Playout

Server

Transfer

Transcode

Archive

Figure 1. A logical view of a digital video system and content management network

the next generation of IP switching,
routing and security infrastructure,
with a digital media creation and
management solution. The combina-
tion provides an integrated, multiser-
vice IT architecture for digital content
production and distribution - maxi-
mizing workflow efficiency and busi-
ness continuity.

The network infrastructure will in-
teract with all layers of the production
process, including users, applications,
metadata, servers and services. Thus,
the storage area network (SAN), the
type of network switches, security,
Ethernet cables and digital asset man-
agement (DAM) system should be
well thought out during the design
phase. (See Figure 2 on page 62.)

The SAN
The SAN subsystem has to offer

a common view of media resources
across the network infrastructure,
such as virtualization. It should be
designed with a server chassis that
has dual integrated switches for re-
dundancy to minimize downtime,
easy storage scalability and an open
storage networked approach for faster
access to content.

The SAN subsystem is the reposi-
tory for content in a collaborative
workflow environment. Therefore,
content must be accessible at all times.

To achieve this, servers are typically
configured with multiple network in-
terface cards (NIC) and dual -homed
to the access layer switches for dual
connectivity to the content.

Selecting network switches
All gigabit switches are not created

equally. The network switches must
have the capacity to handle a collab-
orative workflow with the intelligent
movement of high -quality audio and
video data across the digital media
network, from ingest to playout.

Unlike regular data files, which can
be segmented and reassembled, audio
and video has to stream sequentially.
This requires a network switch with
the following features:

Switching capacity of 136Gb/s and
throughput of 102 millions of packets
per second (Mpps);

Agility and highly advanced, pro-
grammable, application -specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs);
 A distributed architecture and
throughput;

Optimized features for superior
endpoint -to -endpoint performance;
and

Wired -speed, nonblocking archi-
tecture that offers reliability, avail-
ability and security to the network.

All switches connecting to the SAN
must have:

Web server

- Media network
- Data network

Layer 3 capability and 10GigE in
order to handle inter virtual local area
network (VLAN) routing;

The ability to manage the high level
of throughput; and

The proper caching mechanism
to handle the oversubscription level
- which can be caused by the SAN
and video application read and write
I/O demand on a switch port.

Oversubscription occurs when the
amount of internal switching fabric
bandwidth allocated to a given switch
port is less than the device connec-
tion speed at that port. For example,
if a port on a switch has a connection
speed of 1Gb/s but is unable to achieve
wire -rate 2Gb/s of performance, then
the port is said to be oversubscribed.

Routing between VLANs and the
corporate network can be implement-
ed by static or a dynamic routing pro-
tocol. For the purpose of redundancy,
the network should be designed with
a minimum of two access switches,
and they should be configured with
a redundancy protocol such as Vir-
tual Router Redundancy Protocol
(VRRP).

VRRP eliminates the single point
of failure on the network. It also al-
lows each switch to act as the master
router for one VLAN and the back-
up router for another VLAN. In the
event of a switch failure, the healthy
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with the OptivaTM Communication Platform
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communication solution for broadcast control rooms,

studios and OB stations. With its integrated patent -

pending Daisy Chain technology, OptivaTM provides

a truly configurable and upgradeable solution.

iDAISY CHAIN
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Optiva'

By using the Product Configurator at opticomm.com,

you can easily plan your fiber network. Choose any of

our video, audio or data signals to design the perfect
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and test configurations, all at the touch of a button.
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switches will become the master
router for both VLANs, thus keeping
the communication path intact.

Securing the network
I once visited a client site and had

to go through an extensive process
in order to get access to the build-
ing. First, I had to clear one guard
station, where I was given a token.
Then, I had to present the token at
a second guard station before I was
given permission to enter the build-
ing. However, when I got to the serv-
er room and logged into the systems,
I noticed they did not have any an-
tivirus protection software or fire -
wall for protection from the outside
world.

It is important that business op-
erators do not overlook the value
of information that's moving over
the network. Companies often go

to great lengths to protect physical
property, but do not discern the im-
portance of protecting creative and
intellectual assets.

The digital video system network
should be protected with a firewall
device that can process data at wire
speed. Through the use of security
applications and security policies, a
network admission control regimen
should be in place to inspect all peo-
ple, applications and systems access-
ing the network.

Network cables
Meeting the high I/O demands of

video editing applications requires an
agile workflow with an IP base solu-
tions infrastructure. The network
cable of choice is gigabit Ethernet,
also known as GigE or 1000BASE-T.
GigE is base Ethernet and Fast Ether-
net technology, and it comes in two

Computer
newsroom

system server

Network switches

Encoder

Network access
server

eli Producer's PCal

Firewall

forms: copper (Cat 5e or Cat 6) and
fiber. Ethernet is the network media
of choice for a LAN, so by using GigE,
network engineers and architects do
not need to relearn a new technology
in order to implement and provide
support for GigE.

Managing assets
A digital media creation solution

should be attached to a DAM system
that is built around an agile IT appli-
cation and service infrastructure. The
DAM system should possess the fol-
lowing components:

Lightweight directory access pro-
tocol for tight access control and ease
of directory browsing, and a cluster
server configuration for high avail-
ability of the content database;

An open platform that integrates
applications and systems into the
production workflow, and supports a

Network switches

VLAN 5

Network switches FVRRP-*
I I_J

Viewing and
sorting PCs

Ingest

Fibre Channel

10GigE

1GigE -

Editing PC

DAM servers

VLAN 6

Firewall

VLAN 5 VLAN 6

Network switches

SAN

Storage
Integrated switch

r Cluster

Heartbeat

Database storage

Network service
server

Encoder

Network access
server

Graphics PC

Editing PC

Wr414

Figure 2.The network combines the next generation of IP switching, routing and security infrastructure, with a digital media
creation and management solution.
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Wbrkflow business
continuity

Applicatons
and services

Digital media network
infrastructure

Flexible

Integrated

Resilient

Figure 3. Today's work -lows require an intelligently integrated business continuity
frarr ework.

wide range of industry standards and
application programming interfaces
(APIs);

Content management tools and
centralized administration;

Access to up-to-date project assets
and information for people across the
organization, including producers,
graphic artists, assistant editors, writ-

ers, storyboard artists, video and au-
dio editors, directors, archivists, and
legal and finance departments;

Embedded control and communi-
cation, with automatic revision track-
ing, conflict management and inte-
grated messaging - so noneditors
can efficiently and accurately log and
mark material;

Task automation for such processes
as encoding, transcoding and trans-
fers in the background; and

Archive tools that improve access
while saving online storage space.

Meeting the demand of today's
fast-moving workflow requires a
highly adaptive, digital media net-
work. (See Figure 3.) The network
must intelligently integrate with the
IT physical infrastructure and the
IT service infrastructure to opti-
mize rich media application man-
agement, security and throughput.
This seamless integration is neces-
sary to maximize workflow and en-
sure business continuity. BE

Dennis M. Glenn is a solutions architect
for the Global Client Solutions group at
Avid Technology. He is a Cisco Certified
Network Professional (CCNP) and a Mi-
crosoft Certified System Engineer (MCSE)
with more than 10 years of network de-
sign and system integration experience.
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Introducing the Azden FMX-42 Professional Field Mixer

Having 4 Balanced XLR line/mic inputs with individual level and pan controls, the FMX-42

provides switchable cper channel) 48V phantom power and liniting, professional quality

VU meters for accurate level seting, master level control, 1k -one generator, 2 Balanced

XLR outputs (line/mic switchable), stereo mini jack output for DV cams, and a headphone

monitor with level coitrol.

IliIt can be powered by either six internal "AA" batteries or a 12V extern 3I

suppl,t (optional) The pictured ballistic nylon case is included.

MSRP is $750

OUTPUTS

JAZDEN
PO Ho, IN Franklet Squa e. NY "1 - r FON  FAX '

For full specificat ons, visi our website: www.azdencorp.com
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The media and entertainment
industry continues to adopt
digital media in all stages of
acquisition, manipulation

and distribution. Whether the focus is
broadcast, film or animation, across all
media and entertainment segments,
digital technologies for creating, man-
aging and distributing content are in
various phases of adoption.

Why is a digital media distribution
strategy necessary? The media and
entertainment industry is facing re-
quirements that are summed up: Cre-
ate once; consume anywhere.

This refers to creating a program
master to provide all required versions
for satellite, terrestrial, broadband,

mobile and portable device delivery.
Implementing a digital media distri-
bution strategy is critical to meeting
these business -driven initiatives.

Moving content
When was the last time you con-

sciously thought about how content
moves inside and outside your or-
ganization? Do you click the send
button and cross your fingers that
the content will actually get there?
Perhaps you are still sneakernetting
drives or copying and handing them
off to bicycle -bound couriers or using
overnight airline -based delivery. Or
maybe you've run into worse trouble
and had to recopy 300GB of data on

a drive because the media wouldn't
mount at the receiving location due
to the dreaded "format unrecognized"
error message.

When you have to worry about how
you send, receive and coordinate the
movement of content among many
locations, there are a lot of concerns
to account for. First is making those
all important transmission deadlines.
How close have you come to missing
one? Second is maintaining security
and prevening piracy.

Third, how do you plan to keep up
with moving all digital media that your
company generates? That includes ac-
counting for getting all the new deliver-
ables to where they must be on time.
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Capture and Ingest Manage, production
creation editing and approval
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I
Internet

Consumers

LO

Staging Distribution to
affiliate partners

Figure 1. A typical content creation lifecycle from capture to mass -market distribution

Adoption of
file -based workflows

While there is still an enormous
amount of film and tape -based con-
tent, there is also an inevitable move
to file -based acquisition using cam-
eras that record on either optical disk
or solid state. The creation of disk -
based files has spurred the growth of
file -based workflows where acquisi-
tion, manipulation, mastering and
delivery are completely file -based.
The simple notion of "a frame is now
a file" requires a digital infrastructure
to support file -based workflows. It
is often helpful to classify workflow
methodologies.

New workflows and
requirements

Time to market demands and mul-
tiple distribution channels force us to
adopt new technology and to adapt
our workflows. Why is it important
to carry programming in so many
different forms and to so many differ-
ent screen types? Let's consider some
developments:

In 1994, the average amount of time
from start to finish of a major motion
picture was 12 months. Today it is sev-
en months.

In 1973, according to John Kramer
of EMAK Worldwide Marketing, a
company that wanted to reach 95 per-
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Figure 2. An example of a global view of media transfers that can be centrally managed

cent of women aged 25 to 49 would
need three network commercials. To-
day, 92 commercials would be needed
to reach that same group.

In 2001, the theatrical -to -video
window was 165 days. In 2006, the
window was 129 days.

In 2006, it was estimated that an av-
erage of 62 percent of Internet traffic
consisted of unmonetized video.

File -based workflows help to meet
these various demands, but imple-
menting such workflows does not
come without complications. Figure 1
outlines the process of content acqui-
sition to delivery. Note that each of the
distinct processes is, in itself, cyclical.

Requirements of a digital
media distribution system

What are some of the functional
areas and technologies that form the
basis in implementing a digital media
distribution system? They include:

1. Centralized management.
This refers to capabilities that allow
users to determine rules and policies
by which content is transmitted on
the network. An example of this is
the use of tiered pricing where con-
tent is assigned a high, medium and
low priority designation for sched-
uled delivery.

A dashboard view of the media de-
livery system can easily provide that
feedback. Figure 2 is an example of
a global view of media transfers that
can be centrally managed. Central-
ized management of digital media
movement is indispensable in order
to gain access to extremely valuable
information, such as asset tracking,
reporting, network and storage use,
and billing generation.

2. Network resource management.
Functionality must enable users to
manage the allocation of network
resources and tie those resources to
media transfers. This could take the
form of real-time bandwidth allo-
cation and readjustment to media
transfers, for example. Or, perhaps,
it is important that a series of media
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When you're mixing audio for live production and on -air broadcast,
you've only got one chance o get it r ght. That's why the world's most
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Figure 3. Real-time bandwidth allocation for transfers of greater or lesser
importance

transfers being sent over a media path
not exceed certain bandwidth limits
imposed for that path.

In addition to standard TCP/IP net-
working capabilities, compensating
for highly latent networks and pro-
viding WAN acceleration via employ-
ing user datagram protocol (UDP) is

Partners, contractors,
e.g. pre -production

West Coast
operations

7ziy1
\

Ingestion
from amateur

images

44 .44

.44

critical. Other standard networking
techniques, such as check -pointing,
snapshots and auto -resumption in
case of line disruption, are all desir-
able. Figure 3 is an example of how
bandwidth could be adjusted in real
time in order to facilitate transfers of
greater or lesser importance.

.44

Synchronization of content
between operation centers

.44

.44 .44

Upload/download
of news clips

.44

Affiliated stations nationwide

3. Security.

Data integrity and data confiden-
tiality are implicit requirements of
any digital media distribution sys-
tem. Through a combination of Se-
cure Sockets Layer (SSL), additional
media content encryption, and the
use of a public key infrastructure
(PKI), digital certificates can be is-
sued and signed, and mutual port-

to -port authentication can occur.
Transmission of content can result
in the issuance of a digital certifi-
cate for each piece of content sent,
and reports can be generated, prov-
ing that a specific piece of content
was both sent and received.

4. Automation.
The automated processing and
movement of content is also crucial
to a scalable digital media distribu-
tion system. For example, a common
workflow can be characterized by the
following steps:

Content is ingested and deposited
into a folder on a storage volume.

A process is run that interrogates
the storage volume folder and upon

.44

Managed transfers to
and between partners

.44

East Coast
operations

Ingestion
from mobile

crews

.44

Digital transfer agent Standard transfer Web upload

.44

Figure 4. An example of a centrally managed digital media distribution system
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detection of a file moves the file to
an encoding system.

An encoding system imple-
ments existing profiles to encode
the file into multiple formats.
These newly encoded files are de-
posited in a specific set of folders

Finally, another process is auto-
matically run which interrogates
that set of folders, detects that
new content is present and then
transmits the files to their predes-
ignated recipients.

5. Performance and scalability.
Another important aspect of a digi-
tal media distribution system is how
many points of interest need to be
served and whether the deployment
is a client -server or managed peer -
to -peer architecture. Fundamental-
ly, how does the system need to be
designed so that it can process not
only the required job submissions

but also handle the actual move-
ment of content?

6. Integration and interchange.
The use of SOAP- and XML-based
APIs further facilitates the inter-
change with and integration to sys-
tems found in the media and enter-
tainment ecosystem for metadata,
essence and device communications.
SOAP interfaces enable powerful
Web services implementations for
interoperation between systems.

In practice
Figure 4 on page 68 shows an ac-

tual deployment of a digital media
distribution system. In this example,
central management is a mirrored
configuration between East and
West Coast operations. Data mover
software is placed at specific loca-
tions representing O&O stations and
key affiliates. For transfers to and

from vendor partners, data mover
software is also located at key areas.
Finally, for ingest and review of both
user -generated content and in -field
staff videographers, a Web -based
upload/download capability, which
provides for WAN accelerated file
transfers, is provided.

In summary
Increasingly competitive and strin-

gent business demands placed on the
media and entertainment industry to
create more content faster, to deliver
it in more formats, to more places and
to more devices. This has raised the
necessity to extend the management
and control oversight of the process
to a centrally managed digital media
distribution system. BE

Tom Ohanian is vice president of product
management at Signiant. He is an
Academy Award and two-time Emmy
Award recipient.
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Let Your Vedia Sing
Your audience is waiting. You a -e expected to
invest millions of dollars and deliver a flawless
digital workflow solution. Now you must decide
on the core of your operation - your content
storage management system.

No pressure. Just order a commanc performance of
DIVArchive 6.0, our newest release.

Built on software proven in more than 160
instal ations worldwide, DIVArch,ve 6.0 offers
more functionality and interoperability than ever
before. Choose the global team at Front Porch
Digital. We will make your media sing, and
ensure that you receive rave reviews.

www.fpdigital.com

im FRONT PORCH DIGITAL

Command Performance
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Modular Design:

Take apart your battery and replace the power cells.

Expecting everything to be as simple.

Discover the ENDURA ELITE battery with modJlar design-an industry first.

Replace the power cells in your battery at your convenience. And lower
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Emerging trends
in file -based

infrastructures
The history of business is

filled with examples of once
dominant corporations that
failed or were slow to react

to technology change and lost their
market advantage. Despite many in-
dicators to the contrary, the leading
players in these industries viewed
themselves in a traditional way while
the market around them was under-
going a fundamental shift toward a
new business model.

Today, the trend in the broadcast
world is toward divergent, fragmented
audiences that demand relevant con -

BY BRIAN CAMPANOTTI

tent on a multitude of nontraditional
platforms. Content owners must ef-
ficiently and quickly evolve with the
times to ensure future stability of
their business. A mandatory evolu-
tionary step in the broadcast world
is to move away from traditional vid-
eotape -based workflows toward file -
based infrastructures.

File -based implementations affect
every aspect of the broadcast work-
flow from capture and ingest through
post production, storage, distribu-
tion and transmission. Add to these
considerations the delivery of multi -
format and multitarget content, and
it becomes a very complex puzzle to
solve. It is essential that the platform

Photo: Storage must be tailored to meet the needs of the station at different levels.
This may include storage on server racks, robotically, holographically or on tape
decks.The Discovery CommunicationsTelevision andTechnology Center in Sterling,
VA (shown center courtesy Discovery Communications), employs a Front Porch
Digital DIVArchive, which manages the archive and nearline storage of programs
for the channels originating from the playout center.
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IL NOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

Multi Layers & Multi D

VPS-7 1 5 "1 .5M/E GINGA" 1=1
The FOR -A VPS-715 "1.5M/E GINGA" not only enables multi -layer, multi-DVE production,

but also incorporates completely new and different workflows and a wide array of special

effects for realizing ground -breaking creativity. The VPS-715 features the same functions

and concept of the VPS-700 in a 1.5M/E configuration. The easy -to -use control panel and

various functions enable efficient operation. The VPS-71 5 marks the birth of the Galaxy

("GINGA" in Japanese) surpassing even the Big Bang of the VPS-700.

- 16 Inputs and 16 outputs in 3RU frame

- 26 video layers

- 6 keyers with chroma key function

- 6 channels of 3D DVE effects

- Frame synchronizer on each input

- Redundant power supply

- Optional analog I/O card

- Optional "Flash Recorder" function can be used

for 2 streams of video sources



SPECIAL REPORT
EMERGING TRENDS IN FILE -BASED INFRASTRUCTURES

assembled provides the greatest flex-
ibility to adapt to emerging file for-
mats as well as new modes of content
distribution and consumption with-
out placing additional burden on the
human component of the workflow.

To accommodate the advanced
requirements, state-of-the-art file -
based infrastructures are built with
CSM systems at their foundation. This
middleware solution provides the inte-
gration and abstraction layer allowing
high-level user applications, such as
automation and media asset manage-
ment, to communicate and transpar-
ently control the complexities of the
vast underlying storage infrastructure.

CSM vendors now offer unified
integration to encoding platforms,
transmission devices, newsroom sys-

4-Ingesti

Videotape

Feeds

File -based

tems and NLE platforms. They also
provide key functionality, such as
transcoding and automated content
lifecycle management. (See Figure 1.)

After A/V content is encoded into
a file, a properly designed CSM-based
infrastructure allows that content to
be stored, replicated, repurposed,
transferred and reformatted across
high-speed local or WANs. It does this
without any human intervention and
at many times faster than real time.

A fundamental portion of the CSM
solution is the file -based storage in-
frastructure. These high-speed, mass
storage devices are constantly evolv-
ing, largely driven by the IT industry.
For the broadcaster, a range of tech-
nologies are now available to balance
performance, reliability, scalability and

4-Broadcast devices ->

LJ

Digital
newsroom

Post
production

Ingest/playout
servers

cost. Typically these storage technolo-
gies include fast SAN disk arrays for
content -intensive applications; less -

expensive NAS disk arrays, robotic
data tape and optical storage libraries;
and offline storage of media ejected
from the robotic library but still ac-
tively tracked by the CSM system.

Disk arrays are fast and offer random
access to content, but they do have sig-
nificant downsides when parameters,
such as cost per terabyte, scalability,
cost of redundancy and disaster recov-
ery, are all taken into account. In data
tape -based robotic systems, linear ac-
cess and mechanical characteristics (ro-
bot arm movement, tape mount times,
positioning time, etc.) dominate. When
comparing disk arrays with data tape -
based robotic systems, it is obvious that

4-Content reuse4-User applications

Li Li
DVDMobile

Traffic Automation

!PTV VODLi Li

Media asset News
management production Web iPod

A/r
Content
tracking
database

Advanced
management

services

Content Add engines
movement and

transcoding
NM MIN   and services

as workflow
engines evolves

== .1
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system(s)

Nearline t > Archive
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Media storage
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Content
storage
management
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File -based
storage
infrastructure

Figure 1. An advanced CSM-based infrastructure
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SONY

Imagine the impossible
Imagine it. Then achieve it. New Vegas Pro 8 software provides you with the tools to accomplish w-iat was
once considered impossible - complete video and audio production in one application. It's the ultimate
all -in -one environment for demanding creative professionals.

Vegas Pro 8's unique wcy of working with media has established it as the fastest -growing non-linear
editing platfcrm among producers who demand more. Its unique, progressive approach to v deo
production, L nrivaled audio control and powerful DVD authoring tools set it apart from other non-linear
editors. Havir g established the benchmark for speed and ease of use, fris new version moves the bar
higher with additional features that offer increased power, functionality, and creative possibil ties.

Now with Pro'ype Titling Technology, multicamera editing, a comprehensive channel -based audio
mixing console, Blu-ray disc burning, and superior 32 -bit float engine processing - in additior to is robust
support for H DV, XDCAM, 5.1 surround encoding, and 3D compositing - Vegas Fro 8 offers a neve, before
imagined array of opportunities to reach your production goals.

Try Vegas Prc 8. And ac-iieve the impossible. Learn more at www.sonycreativesottware.com/vagasi

like.no.olher

as Pro

CALL FOR Etill1111.11gaw.
New contest for Public Service Announcements
Winne rec gives national television distribution and
a mecla p oduction suite -clued up to $25,000
includ ng PC's and cameras. More information at
www.sanycreativesoftware-com/cyber

Copyright 0 2007. Sony Creative Software Inc All rights reserved.
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intelligent analysis is needed to choose
and balance the correct storage tech-
nologies when designing an effective
CSM infrastructure.

LTO-4
The evolution of data tape technol-

ogy continues to advance at an amazing
rate and can be considered mandatory
for any future -proof CSM implementa-
tion. The latest and most compelling is
the release of the fourth generation of
LTO technology, LTO-4, supported as
an open standard by multiple manu-
facturers. These tape cartridges have
800GB uncompressed capacity provid-
ing enough storage capacity for nearly
40 hours of IMX50 SD content. This
represents a significant cost and real-
estate savings over the same amount
of content stored on traditional video-
tape stock. Even more impressive is the
fact that each LTO-4 drive is capable of
sustaining 120MB/s transfers, which
equates to the movement of one hour of
IMX50 SD content in a little over three
minutes. This is considerable perfor-
mance improvement over videotape -

14.00

13.00

12.00

10.00

9.00

8.00

7.00

6.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

based workflows. Savings are increased
manyfold when the human factors
regarding videotape -based workflows,
such as physical transport, replication
and quality assurance checks, are also
factored into the equation.

In a robotic library, 10 LTO-4
drives can sustain well over 1GB/s of
sustained throughput and can scale
from there depending on the con-
tent workflow demands as services
and distribution evolve. These speeds
are impressive, but are based on the
prerequisite that the CSM solution it-
self can effectively scale to meet these
staggering performance demands.

Robotic systems and
optical media

The mechanical overhead and lin-
ear nature of data tape robotic sys-
tems cannot be ignored. However,
they also do not factor significantly
into the overall system performance
of a properly designed CSM infra-
structure. By designing a solution that
includes a careful balance of nearline
spinning disk augmenting a backend

mass data tape robotic library, amaz-
ing performance can be achieved.

Optical media technologies, such
as holographic and Blu-ray, continue
to advance, but not at the same rate as
data tape technology. Although they
do exhibit random access performance
closer to hard drives than to linear data
tapes, their density, cost per terabyte
and transfer rates still pale in compari-
son. These technologies better serve ac-
quisition and front-end newsroom ed-
iting operations rather than long-term
storage goals at this point, but this may
change as technology advances.

Mechanical performance charac-
teristics for robotic, tape -based librar-
ies can be methodically calculated to
provide tangible performance met-
rics that can be used to factor into ar-
chitectural choices. Figure 2 plots the
end -to -end performance of different
optical and data tape technologies in
robotic library systems. Taken into
account are robotic arm movement
and media load times, media mount
times, media seek times and drive
transfer speeds for content encoded

 * * -  *-*-6-6-  o-6-*-e_o  o_46_ --_o As        0-0- 00000    
1.00 Real time

0.00 4\ ^a co

Blu-ray
Holographic

--SAIT-2
-LT0-4

\`' \``) \cb ^)% cb% c,` ay icb

Minutes

IMX50 asset duration

<,;\ cc).

Figure 2 Optical and data tape drive/library performance summary
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Transforming the maelstrom of lightning fast changes and unforeseen

events into quality live programming requires quick intercommunication

and complete control.The new Eclipse V -Series panels give production

professionals the ultimate in features for maximum control of their

communication. Individual mix level controls let users adjust personal

audio levels for varying workflows. Digital Signal Processing (DSP)

and Supervisor Functionality maintain centralized control of any

remote panel. Source and destination are more distinct and easily

identified through 10 -character graphic dispays and multiple

language support.When everything's happening at once,

digital memory can replay the last 10 seconds of any message.

But if that weren't enough, panels now have color -lit LEDs, making

controls easy to see in darkened rooms. With its bold new

contemporary design and ultimate functionality, the V -Series puts total

control at your fingertips. Clear -Corn is raising performance.

ECLIPSE V -SERIES

PANELS.

TAKE CONTROL

AND

LOOK GOOD.

Air

1ms

m`m

iS'2007, Vitec Group Communications, LLC. All rights reserved.
Clear -Corn Is a registered trademark of The Vote< Group plc.

uear-Com
RAISING PERFORMANCE
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at IMX50 (or DV50) rates. The hori-
zontal axis plots the duration of this
file -based content in minutes (which
directly maps to file size), while the
vertical axis indicates the transfer per-
formance as compared to real time.

For example, a plot point at the
intersection of a 30 -minute IMX50
asset on the horizontal axis and 6.00
on the vertical axis means the CSM
system could transfer the content in a
mere five minutes.

The main conclusion to draw from
this multidimensional comparison is
for short duration content (left side

Blue -ray

Holographic

SAIT-2

LT0-4

1 minute

tape -based CSM solutions for short -
form content can be further reduced
by introducing a small amount of
spinning nearline disk managed trans-
parently by the CSM middleware. This
nearline storage acts as a transfer cache
for content moving in and out of the
data tape robotic system and allows
short -form content to persist on spin-
ning disk for quick access while also
protected on one or more data tapes
within the robotic library.

Advanced CSM solutions allow con-
tent lifecycle policies to manage the mi-
gration of content dynamically tuning

1.1 minutes

0.6 minute

1.9 minutes

1.6 minutes

Table 1. Sample performance metrics for

of the plot in Figure 2), the mechani-
cal characteristics of the drive/library
dominate the overall performance
equation. As we move to larger dura-
tion items (toward the right side of
the plot in Figure 2), drive through-
put becomes the dominant factor.

Key to recognizing the significance
of this graph is to appreciate that file -
based content in any media -centric
environment, whether in news or
post production, will statistically span
the entire horizontal axis and are not
specifically limited to small files only.
From an operational perspective, it
is likely more acceptable to wait 94
seconds for a one -minute duration
asset to be transferred using LTO-4
technology than it would be to wait
nearly 50 minutes for a one -hour as-
set to transfer using Blu-ray technol-
ogy. (See Table 1.)

While arguably insignificant in real -
world implementations, the impact of
the mechanical characteristics of data

5 minutes

of the overall CSM infrastructure ar-
chitectural considerations necessary
to design an effective system. The
ideal CSM solution must offer broad
and proven integration with different
types of workflow or application -spe-
cific storage and remain open as needs
and technologies evolve. Key to the
design and architecture of an effective
and future -proof CSM infrastructure
are other factors, such as:

Application -specific storage tech-
nology support with differing QoS;

Seamless storage scalability and
expansion;

IMX50/DV50 asset duration

4.2 minutes

1.9 minutes

2.4 minutes

1.8 minutes

10 minutes

8.1 minutes

3.4 minutes

3.1 minutes

2.0 minutes

various drive/library technologies

overall system performance to match
creative workflow demands. As an add-
ed benefit, nearline disk also provides
bandwidth balancing between fast data
tape technologies such as LTO-4 and
significantly slower broadcast devices,
which typically run at less than half
their speed, allowing optimization of
overall CSM system performance.

The spinning disk technology evo-
lution continues to be driven by the IT
industry and now affords broadcasters
commodity nearline disk -based solu-
tions. One technology worth briefly
mentioning is network attached grid -
based storage. These are emerging as
the most compelling, cost-effective
and redundant spinning disk technol-
ogies for advanced CSM implementa-
tions, specifically targeted toward me-
dia -centric applications.

The CMS ideal
Of course, the underlying storage

technologies represent only a portion

30 minutes

23.7 minutes

9.7 minutes

5.9 minutes

3.1 minutes

60 minutes

47.2 minutes

19.1 minutes

10.1 minutes

4.6 minutes

Support for existing and emerging
content and storage technologies;

Transparent storage technology
migration;

System bandwidth extensibility as
workflows and demands evolve;

Support for content reuse, analysis
and other content -centric features; and

Focus on long-term content protec-
tion of valuable file -based assets.

State-of-the-art CSM solutions are
capable of connecting independent
media -centric workflows into an en-
terprise -wide system that unites all
the storage within an organization
and serves each workflow according
to its specific needs. In the diverging
world of content delivery, the CSM
system provides the essential extensi-
bility and flexibility to adapt to new
industry conditions and deliver max-
imum value from an organization's
valuable assets.

Brian Campanotti is chief technology
officer for Front Porch Digital.

BE
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igabit EthernetH.264HDTV
ATSE DVB-T

DVEI-E
131/1341E1VB,5
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Your complete solution.
The R&S'DVM 400 - real-time hardware decoder
in a full -featured MPEG analyzer.

The RaS DVM lets you do it all. It's a TS analyzer, recorder, and

player, now with RF interfaces and real-time hardware decoding.

It gives you:

 In -Depth Analysis on MPEG 2 and H.264 Streams

 Detection of virtually all possible errors

 RF and GigE interfaces

 Extensive video and audio buffer analysis

 Detailed analysis of all DVB-H specific characteristics

 Hardware and software decoding of all MPEG-2 and H.264

coded HDTV

 Triggered error recording and Template Analysis

Go to test-rsa.com/I31/M400/BE1007 to find out more

about these and other features.

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
rohde-schwarz.com/USA  1-888-837-8772
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Dolby and Harris'
X75 interface

The solution provides a single point of control.
BY RANDY CONROD AND JEFF NELSON

During the continuing
HDTV rollout, keeping
costs down - as well as
saving rack space by us-

ing less equipment - is key. Audio
has become as important as video,
and one of today's major challenges
is to incorporate both stereo and sur-
round -sound mixes into broadcast-
ing while maintaining video -to -audio
timing and levels.

A single point for video and audio
processing is considered a definite as-
set to new system designs. Easy access
to the video processing with audio
timing, levels and remapping is im-
portant when implementing HDTV
with surround sound.

A/V processing
The initial design of the Harris X75

multiple -path converter and frame syn-
chronizer included five AES inputs and
outputs so that outboard Dolby decod-
ers and encoders could be easily con-
nected for a single video and audio pro-
cessing point. While the design was be-
ing implemented, Dolby created small
form factor options for the system that

Video to input (27/1.5Gb/s) SDI

Harris' X75 interface is a single video processing device with integrated Dolby E
and Dolby Digital decoding and encoding.

could be easily integrated for Dolby E
and Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoding
and encoding. The final design enables
a single video processing device to be
used easily with inboard or outboard
Dolby products. (See Figure 1.)

The converter/synchronizer pro-
cesses both video and audio signals.
In today's hybrid production envi-
ronment, both SD and HD baseband
video must be accommodated, as well
as analog, digital, embedded, and
Dolby E or Dolby Digital compressed
audio.

Video frame synchronizers for ana-
log, SD -SDI and HD -SDI with pro-
cessing amplifiers allow the user to
level -adjust the video with genlock and

Embedded -

Dolby E/AC-3 -

AES (up to eight) -

AES (up to eight)
Analog (up to four)

Audio metadata

De -embed

Dolby
decode

Up-, down- or
crossconversion

frame sync
proc amp, delay

Dolby
encode

Audio gain,
invert, sum,
delay swap

Embed

timing. Video signals are up-, down -
or crossconverted and aspect -ratio -
converted as necessary. If required, ad-
ditional delay is provided for matching
to the audio portion of the signal.

Audio may be analog, digital (AES
751Z or 1001/), or embedded into SD-

SDI and HD -SDI. Audio that has been
compressed into Dolby E or Dolby
Digital may be passed through un-
touched and properly aligned with
video. At the same time, if required,
the compressed stream may be decod-
ed and processed along with the video.
Gain may be applied, the audio signal
inverted and delay added (or video de-
lay) to match up the video -to -audio
timing for lip sync purposes.

Video from output (27/1.5Gb/s) SDI

Embedded

- Dolby E/AC-3

- AES (up to eight)

- Audio metadata

AES (up to eight)
Analog (up to four)

Audio metadata

Fixed audio
metadata
generator

Figure 1. A simple block diagram of the X75 interface
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(i) AirBoss
Tired of all the calls in the middle of the night? Florical's AirBoss is the most
reliable television automation system in the business. With Florical you can
truly have a "lights out" operation.

352.372.8326 www.florical.com FLORICill
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Metadata
Dolby audio metadata may be han-

dled in many ways. For upconversion
of video with stereo audio, externally
generated metadata used to configure
the downstream Dolby Digital encod-

functions. A number of additional
metadata values are for information
purposes only.

When decoding Dolby E content,
the metadata may be embedded into
the VANC or provided as serial data

Video and audio can be manipulated - for
any application - for ingest into a system

or before output from a system into a
distribution or contribution channel release.

er may be inserted into the vertical an-
cillary data space (VANC), ultimately
controlling the decode process.

The metadata stream also includes
parameters that designate the num-
ber of audio channels in the program,
as well as loudness normalization,
dynamic range control and other key

on the data port of the device. When
encoding Dolby E or Dolby Digital,
audio metadata may be generated
and authored, brought in on the data
port as serial data, or taken from the
Dolby E decoder to the Dolby E or
Dolby Digital encoder.

In addition to video and audio

processing control, a single point of
monitoring is important. Video and
audio signals are monitored for sig-
nal presence with many user-settable
parameters. Control and monitoring
over an IP network is possible us-
ing a Web browser or dedicated GUI
software.

Conclusion
The X75 multiple -path converter

and frame synchronizer with inte-
grated Dolby E and Dolby Digital de-
coding and encoding provides a single
point of total control over the video
and audio portions of a program sig-
nal. Video and audio can be manipu-
lated - for any application - for
ingest into a system or before output
from a system into a distribution or
contribution channel release. BE

Randy Conrod is product manager, Digital
Products, Harris. Jeff Nelson is broadcast
channel manager for Dolby Labs.
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Innovation is in the box -

The ability to perform-no matter what-
is a prerequisite for our products.That's

because our clients often find themselves

in challenging situations: natural disasters,

security crises, wars-and they still need
to be able to do their jobs.

No surprise that Streambox is right there,
in the thick of things, providing high quality

error -free video in real-time as global events

unfold. Our solutions can be set up and

transporting broadcast video over low data

rate IP networks in a matter of minutes.

Sure, not every job is a matter of life and

death, but don't tell our boxes.They seem

to like the pressure. Learn more at

www.streambox.com or call us toda
at +1.206.956.0544 ext 222.

SEE US AT SATCON BOOTH #543
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Exceptional movement in manual and robotic modes
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Robust and durable with improved serviceability
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The FPGA advantage
Fairlight's use of Altera's FPGA-based PCI card enables
design flexibility, reduced cost and high performance.

professional media equip-
ment designers have tra-
ditionally relied on digital
signal processing (DSP)

devices to provide processing power
for audio and video subsystems. As
these types of equipment grow more
sophisticated to align with consumer
expectations, designers are finding
that costs and complexity are also
increasing.

DSP devices are a general-purpose,
fixed -architecture technology cover-

Figure 1. Fairlight's CC -1 board with Altera's
Stratix II GX is 4in x 8in and replaces eight QDC
boards.

ing many applications. As a result,
conventional audio and video subsys-
tems must rely on multiple and costly
acceleration boards, each contain-
ing multiple DSP devices. Not only
is this an inefficient use of valuable
resources, it also results in a longer
development cycle and a system that
consumes more power.

Less is better
For better audio and video stream-

ing performance at lower costs, Fair -
light of Australia developed a media
technology platform using a single
Altera Stratix II GX FPGA-based
PCI card rather than dozens of DS('
devices. Tapping into the reprogram -
mability inherent in FPGAs essen-
tially creates a universal hardware
platform useful for a number of

BY TINO FIBAFK AND MARTIN S. WON

media applications requiring real-
time audio and video processing
power, from low-cost recording and
editing platforms to large -format
consoles with integrated HD video.

Industry studies show that an aver-
age DSP algorithm running on a low-
cost FPGA provides up to 10 -times
better performance than it would if
running on a low-cost DSP device.
Costwise, FPGAs can generate from
10 -times to 100 -times improvement
over DSP devices or microprocessors.

High -quality picture
and sound

Fairlight's Crystal Core architec-
ture, which uses a crystalline in-
terconnect scheme at every level, is
implemented in one or more PCI Ex-
press cards (called CC -1) connected
to a host computer. The FPGAs in
the system replace an eight -board, 64
floating-point DSP device -based de-
sign. (See Figures 1 and 2.)

The smallest configuration on a
single CC -1 card delivers 240 channels
into an 80 bus mixer. Each channel is
equipped with eight bands of EQ and
three stages of dynamics. A midsize
system - providing an increase of 960
channels into 320 busses - is created
in a host computer with four CC -1

Figure 2. The Fairlight QDC board
replaces these eight boards.

boards. Larger systems may be assem-
bled using multiple hosts with no limit
to the number of linked processors.

With the CC -1 card, media equip-
ment designers have a means to cre-
ate the larger, high-performance A/V
systems consumers are demanding,
while also meeting their budget re-

Costwise, FPGAs
can generate from

10- to 100 -times
improvement over

DSP devices or
microprocessors.

quirements. A system used for sound
design can be reprogrammed for HD
color grading and, later, for music
recording. FPGAs bring hardware -

coded DSP functions including real-
time processing power, finite impulse
response (FIR) filtering, and fast
Fourier transform (FFT) processing.

The flexibility of FPGAs means
that many functions can be placed
on the most efficient location in the
logic flow of the device, rather than
in peripheral hardware. For a design
engineer, the result is a smaller and
faster system that generates less heat.

measures 10in x 10in Altera's Stratix CC -1
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assembly... durabiWy... value

Fastest
XLR Assembly

in the World!

The AAA XLR Connector
Another first from Switchcraft...the quickest,
easy -to -assemble XLR connector available
today. The 2 -piece construction of the AAA
XLR Connector saves time in assembly, and
increases your job efficiency.

And second...the all metal, RF shielding body is
made with Switchcraft durability.

Put them together and you have a new level of
value in critical components!

 Integral strain relief locks cable in shell, while 4 barbs
comfortably adjust to cable diameter.

 Exclusive one-piece head with solder pots.

 2 -piece, all -metal, RF shielding construction.

 Available with:

-3 to 7 pins, gold or silver plated contacts

- Black or Nickel finish

Visit www.switchcraft.com/aaa.pdf for detailed information
on the new AAA XLR Connector.

www.switchcraf-..com
5555 N. Elston Ave.  Chicago, IL  60630

ph: 773.792.2700  fx: 773.792.2129
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Also, the design process is simplified
and less costly to undertake.

For audio processing applications,
this media platform supports more
than 200 channels of recording, edit-
ing, mixing, I/O and plug -ins. Latency

processes at different bit depths. DSP
devices, in contrast, operate at fixed
bit widths, performing all processes
at a single resolution.

From a practical standpoint, using
DRO means that equalization pro -

For audio processing applications,
this media platform supports more

than 200 channels of recording,
editing, mixing I/O and plug -ins.

is low, and full processing is available
on each channel. Audio engineers
can achieve better audio quality at a
lower cost by choosing the appropri-
ate level of processing for each system
task, using a feature called dynamic
resolution optimization (DRO). DRO
takes advantage of the capability of an
FPGA to simultaneously run multiple

cessing can be performed at 72 -bit
floating-point precision, mixing can
be performed at 36 -bit floating-point
precision, and metering functions can
be performed at 16 -bit fixed-point
resolution. For video processing ap-
plications, a single chip can play back
and color -grade a full -uncompressed
HD stream.

New opportunities for
media equipment designers

Exploiting the flexibility and pro-
cessing capacity of FPGAs, profes-
sional media equipment designers
are gaining a cost-effective, power -
saving alternative to traditional DSP
device -only architectures. With this
FPGA-based media technology plat-
form, equipment designers have a
reusable foundation for a variety of
audio and video processing systems.
Instead of resorting to multiple DSP
devices, they can achieve better per-
formance, lower costs, a smaller
footprint and lower power impact
with a platform based on a single
FPGA hardware coded with DSP
functions. BE

Tino Fibaek is the chief technology officer
for Fairlight. Martin S. Won is a senior
member of the technical staff for Altera.

"We needed an asset management system that was broadcast
centric, efficient and easy to install. We found Zeus."

David Jones, Director of Engineering, The Weather Channel

THINK THE WEATHER CHANNEL DID.

Call 407-352-6501 or visit
www.obordigital.com

4'7PO OBORogDIGITAL
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In the news business, being second is never acceptable. Staffs know
that their station benefits when they capture and air a story before
the competition. This puts managers and engineers on the lookout
for the tools and the technology to enable their news staffs to ac-

quire, edit and air footage and graphics faster than the next guy.
Today, many stations rely on a file -based workflow to enable their pro-

duction staffs. While that works well for SD content, what about HD?
Broadcasters now realize that news can't just be an SD -only phenome-
na. As viewers see more HD content on their home screens, they expect
all programming - including local news - to be equally as visually
compelling.

If the HD production issues aren't enough of a challenge, two new
screens have popped into view: the Web and mobile phones. Local tele-
vision content, especially news, is now expected to appear on all three
screens almost simultaneously. The dilemma for engineers and managers
is how to cost effectively enable their staffs to produce this content quickly,
in high quality and in a variety of formats.

To help engineers and managers meet this challenge, Broadcast Engineer-
ing and Broadcasting & Cable magazines have joined forces to produce a
series of supplements and private technical symposiums focused on prac-
tical solutions. This supplement and symposium are focused on news-
room technology. We've assembled key vendor and industry experts to
offer both their thoughts and experience and to answer your questions.

Whether you are just starting to broadcast news in HD or needing to
move your content onto the Web and handhelds, the solutions you may
need lie just ahead.

("Johnathan Chalon Larry Dunn
Vice President, Publisher,

Entertainment Technology Division Broadcasting & Cable
Group Publisher,

Broadcast Engineering and Radio Magazines

Articles
The HD news transition S3

News moves to three screens Sll
News graphics evolve S20

Maintaining a competitive edge S28
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KMBC-TV, the Flear3t-Argyle-owiied
station in Kansas City, MO, is one of a
growing number of stations to have
launcheclitithocal newscasts this year.

*0. .,
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The HO news transition
Newsrooms grapple with the complexity of
working in a mixed SD, HD environment.

Tele ision news is all
ab t showing view-
ers the relevant people,
pla es and events affect-

ing their worl
HDTV o rs that audience a

bigger, cleare view of their world
than ever b ore, and consumers
are respon i ng enthusiastically.
The Consu er Electronics As-
sociation pr dicted in June that
16 million it TVs will be sold in
the United S ates this year, taking
the total nu 1 er of high-def sets in
the country t i 52.5 million.

In terms o households, the CEA
reported th as of that month,
30 percent had HDTVs, and that by
the end of 201)7, the figure will grow
to 36 percent Local station and net-
work news Organizations have re-
sponded as well. Industry estimates
put the number of stations on air
with local HD newscasts at between

50 and 60 and growing every week.
The three network nightly newscasts
are making progress toward HE,.
CNN Worldwide went HD within
a little more than a month ago, and
CNBC HD and the Fox Business
Channel in HD will launch this fall
(and may have done so by the time
this is printed).

There are a variety of reasors
networks and stations launch then -
newscasts in high definition, but
ultimately they all boil down to the
viewer.

"I think truly when you are do-
ing news at the local level, the main
focus you have to have is on the
viewer," says Shawn Bartlet, general
manager of Cox Television's WFTV
in Orlando, FL, which launched
its own local HD newscasts in July
2006. "I think if you are not serving
that viewer, there will be a cost as-
sociated with that."

Time of transition
As mcre stations face how best

to deliver HD news to a segment of
their audience while continuing to
present -heir newscasts to the ma-
jority of viewers watching in SD,
they approach a critical crossroads.

"At this point in time, custom-
ers are facing perhaps their most
option -filled set of choices about
where to take their production as
well as their hardware platforms,"
says Fred Schultz, senior market-
ing manager for news solutions at
Harris. ''They have a great interest
in preserving those options as far
down the decision -making process
as they can achieve:'

At issue ishow best to serve both SD
and HD audiences without becoming
tied to a technology that forces news-
rooms to decide on an editing plat-
form before they're ready to commit
to a final format mix, he says.

A sponsored supplement to Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable October 17-18, 2007 I News Technology Summit S3
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"Given that they are all going
to be three -stepping their way
into HD from SD - first with the
studio, then with the chauffeured
HD driven back from the field and
finally with microwaving from the

A news photographer for 24 -hour regional
news cable station NECN in Boston shoots
with Sony's XDCAM camcorder.

field - it's not that clear to many
of them what their actual edit needs
are going to be," Schultz says.

To accommodate that uncertain-
ty, Harris not only has integrated
support for its own NewsForce Edi-
tors into its servers but also Apple's
Final Cut Pro.

Omneon Video Networks also
recognizes the need to offer mixed
format support and preserve choices
about editing applications, says Chris
Lee senior director, Broadcast Solu-
tions for Omneon Video Networks.

"Omneon's dual -format capabili-
ties are one of the key reasons the
company is making serious inroads
in news," he says. "Our servers al-
low users to mix SD and HD con-
tent, and edit them both with Final
Cut or many other editors. There's
no reason for a newsroom to try to
make the transition overnight."

The flexibility to drop SD and
HD source material onto the same
editing timeline effortlessly is at the
heart of Quantel's Newsbox and
Enterprise sQ, says company CEO
Tom McGowan.

"Picture I am an editor sitting at
my Newsbox. I have SD 4:3 and HD

16:9 clips on my same timeline," he
says. "I decide I am finished editing
that 100 -clip story, and I want to
play it out in HD. As we play it out
in HD, all SD will be up-resed on the
fly. If I elect to playout in SD, it will
down-res all HD material to SD. It
also will play both out in parallel:'

Such flexibility means the focus
of news production can be "about
creating the story and not manipu-
lating the formats," he adds.

For stations planning to add HD
news, accommodating both SD and
HD for contribution as well as the
distribution is a sizable issue.

"The biggest surprise that I had was
the amount of conversion gear;' says
Jerry Agresti, KMBC-TV director of
engineering. "The number is huge:'

Shortly after relocating to a new
broadcast facility in Kansas City,
MO, the Hearst -Argyle -owned sta-
tion took its newscast HD.

"I don't want to sound like we
went into it with our eyes closed;'

sneaks up on you;' he says of the
transition to HD news. "The num-
ber of conversions you need to be
making - just the little nickel and
dime pieces, which unfortunately
are usually measured in $1000 and
$2000 increments - those are the
parts that throw you."

With its new Vision and legacy
multidefinition switchers, Ross
Video has attempted to keep the
number of converters required for
news production to a minimum,
says Darren Budrow, the company's
director of sales.

"You can either integrate those
up/down/crossconverters and re -
size directly in the switcher, or you
can have them external," he says.
"We decided to go external:'

The switcher itself can operate in
SD or HD mode, supporting 720p,
1080i at 24Hz, 50Hz or 60Hz.

"What happens if you have 10
sources; nine of them are HD and
one is SD?" Budrow asks rhetori-

An operator ingests sports highlight material onto a Harris NEXIO HD/SD SAN
atTSN HD in Toronto.

he says, "but the count of conver-
sion devices is amazing."

Andrew Suk, director of broadcast
engineering for Cordillera Com-
munications, which launched HD
local news at its stations in Tucson,
AZ, and Lexington, KY, agrees.

"I think a lot of the glue product

cally. "Our solution is to set the
switcher to be HD and convert
that one SD device to HD. What
happens if your facility evolves to
an absolute mix - 50 percent SD

and 50 percent HD? You could put
a single converter on each one of
those SD sources, or you could let

S4 News Technology Summit I October 17-18, 2007 A sponsored supplement to Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable



HD NEWS
NEWS PRODUCTION

End -to -End HD.

Spend less and do more with the most efficient IT -immersed
HD news workflow in the industry.

Central to a collaborative newsgathering operation is the rock -
solid IT -based infrastructure behind it. The Grass VaIleyTM IT -based
AuroraTM news production suite and the K2TM media server and
client systems from Thomson, enhance every aspect of your
Digital News Production workflow.

Tools that give you the freedom of format, media, compression,
and codec choices that let you work The way you want to-at an
affordable price.

End -to -End solutions that understand fast -to -air means now.

THOMSON
images & beyond/

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/hdnews
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the switcher do this for you. Just
using a mathematical formula, we
can figure out the worst -case sce-

The Thomson Grass Valley Infinity Digital
Media Camcorder supports a file -based
workflow from the point of capture.

nario - the number of convert-
ers you would actually need in any
one production."

Out and about
The consequences of working in a

mixed SD, HD world extend beyond
the control room and into the field.

"First of all, we have to train
our camera people on what HD is
versus SD," says Bob Ott, Sony VP
marketing, optical network and pro
audio -video products. "That may
sound a little specious, but what
we're finding in the early stages of
this is that you have to teach them
some of the typical things that have
to be understood, like they are in a
16:9 format simultaneously dealing
with 16:9 and 4:3 worlds."

News photographers in the field
must understand that for the fore-
seeable future, when they shoot 16:9
- whether it's in SD or HD - they
have to do so with a 4:3 safety area
in mind, he says.

"News is kind of forgiving?" Ott
explains. "If there is a grip standing
there with a light in the sidebars, it's
not a big deal. But if they are doing
documentaries or any other program,
it becomes an issue obviously."

Still the transition to HD and
dealing with the disruption it can
bring to field production, workflow

in the newsroom and control room
operations is significantly less today
than only a few years ago.

"From the standpoint of disrup-
tion, obviously HD would not have
been a good idea in the year 2000,"
Ott says, "but we've evolved quickly
so that by the year 2007, HD edit-
ing now is even supported on Mac
and PC laptops by multiple NLE
manufacturers."

There's ample evidence elsewhere
that the industry is making accom-
modations for HD. For instance,
satellite resources now exist to
handle the anticipated growth in
demand for HD news backhaul.

"There is still a demand out there
for field operations to migrate from
standard def to high def," observes
Ron Rosenthal, Intelsat regional
VP North America, broadcast so-
lutions. "As the various news orga-
nizations have upgraded their stu-
dios to HD, they are still currently
providing at least 90 percent of

While not TV news, the event re-
quired significant satellite and tele-
port capabilities.

"In one single day, Intelsat pro-
vided content from seven different
continents all in HD for the pur-
pose of global retransmission," he
says. "So not only did we handle the
contribution of the event, but also
the global distribution of the event
as well."

As stations, groups and networks
grapple with the minutia of these
and other issues involved in pre-
senting HD news, it's easy to lose
sight of the bigger picture. All of the
changes and accommodations HD
demands are serving a greater pur-
pose: better connecting news view-
ers with their world and depicting
the people, places and events that
make up the news in a more true-
to-life fashion.

As Bob Hesskamp, VP technical
operations for CNN Worldwide's
news division, says, "HD gives us the

The Sony XDCAM, which records to optical disc, stands up to the inclement
conditions of shooting the lditarod dog sled race in Alaska.

their packages and their live shots
in SD. However, this represents an
increase in demand, right now, for
HD news feeds. We're uniquely po-
sitioned to provide our customers
with managed solutions anywhere
in the globe for HD content."

Rosenthal points to this summer's
Live Earth concert as evidence of
Intelsat's HD capacity and ability.

ability to bring our viewers closer to
the story. It comes alive, much like
when you watch a sporting event in
HD; the game is more real to you. I
think the news is more real to you
when you see it in HD. It's beauti-
ful. The disturbing news may be
more disturbing, and the beautiful,
inspiring news is going to be more
beautiful and more inspiring?'

S6 News Technology Summit I October 17-18, 2007 A sponsored supplement to Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable



IGNITE HD
INTEGRATED NEWS PRODUCTION

Providing more, for less.

Produce live HD newscasts and other p-ograms with a fraction
of the effort you use now, with the advanced automation and
robotics of Grass Valley's Ignite' HD Control Room solution from
Thomson. Free your personnel to produce additional sparkle to
your news stories or create other revenue -generating content.
That's why Ignite HD live production solutions provide the
strongest ROI in the industry.

THOMSON 1
images &beyond/

THOMSON

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/ignitehd
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Gaining momentum
Sprint Nextel's VP of spectrum development
discusses where the 2GHz BAS relocation stands.

0 n Sept. 7, the very day
the Broadcast Auxilia-
ry Service (BAS) relo-
cation was mandated

to be completed, the FCC waived
the deadline it had imposed 31.5
months earlier on Sprint Nextel
and BAS licensees to relocate BAS
Channels 1-7.

Under the original plan, Sprint
Nextel and BAS licensees were
given a little more than two -and -a -
half years to replace existing analog
microwave radios, antennas and
related equipment with new digital
gear and relocate the seven chan-
nels to a swatch of spectrum from
2031.5MHz to 2103.5MHz, divvied
up in 12MHz wide increments.

Three days before the waiver was
granted, the company - along with
NAB, MSTV and SBE - jointly peti-
tioned the commission to extend the
Sept. 7 deadline for 29 months. In is-
suing the waiver, the commission set
a new deadline of Nov. 6, giving itself
60 days to consider the petition.

The man ultimately responsible
for the success of the project is
Mike Degitz, Sprint Nextel VP of

spectrum development.
Q: Where does the 2GHz reloca-

tion project stand?
Mike Degitz: We've turned the

corner. We're getting beyond the
contracts and negotiation phase,
and we are entering the installation
phase. There's a lot of equipment
out there being installed right now
and a lot of lessons being learned.
There have been some challenges
learning the nuances of the new
equipment, but it's all getting fig-
ured out, and that's going to be les-
sons learned. Hopefully, things are
going to pick up from here.

Q: What were the major obstacles
that prevented the project from be-
ing completed on time?

Mike Degitz: This whole project
is just larger than anyone ever imag-
ined. It's the complexity of every-
thing involved here - the fact that
you have equipment that's been out
there for 30 years. Usually it's not
just one chief engineer who installed
it, but several chief engineers.

To figure out exactly what they
have and design a system to replace
it takes a lot of effort on both the

Phase*
March
2007

September
2007

Percentage
increase

1a. Markets kicked off by Sprint Nextel 100% 100% Complete

1b. BAS stations engaged in transition 100% 100% Complete

2. Inventories submitted by broadcasters 99% 100% Complete

3. Inventories verified and agreed by Sprint Nextel 80% 99% +24%

4. Quote packages submitted by broadcasters 35% 66% +78%

5a. Quote packages approved by Sprint Nextel 30% 61% +103%

5b. Frequency relocation agreements signed 22% 48% +118%

6a. Purchase orders submitted by broadcasters 17% 41% +141%

6b. Purchase orders fulfilled by manufacturers 5% 15% +200%

7. Equipment installed by installers 2% 8% +300%

station's part and the manufacturer's
part. Then that has to be put into a
contractual form. It just took a long
time to get this work together.

Q: Wasn't one of the concerns
over income tax liability?

Mike Degitz: There were a cou-
ple of biggies. The income tax issue
was one. One of the groups got a
private letter ruling from the IRS
that stated that this is a tax-free
transaction, so the stations are not
liable for income tax on this.

The other big issue was getting
a standard contract written that
the majority of the broadcasters
could agree to. It took a long time
to hammer out. Everybody's got
different interests, and to get ev-
erybody on the same page took a
long time. That was probably the
biggest logjam, and then the tax is-
sue. Once that got resolved, things
started moving.

Q: How does this relocation ef-
fort compare with others?

Mike Degitz: Sprint Nextel has
done other relocations, but it's
mainly been involved with private
radio networks. Now we're work-

ing on the 800MHz re-
location, which is just as
big as this one. It's much
different though in that
the amount of equipment
that's being exchanged is
not the large systems as
with the BAS relocation.
It's individual pieces in
the system - the handsets
primarily. So it's a little
different scope. Money -
wise, it's a larger project,
but in terms of complex-
ity, it's not as complex.

That's one of the prob-
lems we've had. No one's

2GHz BAS relocation status. Courtesy Sprint Nextel. ever done this before. is
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Three -screen destinations for news content - including
traditional broadcast satellite and cable TV as vv?.II as the
Internet and mobile Devices such as cell phones - require
TV journalists to re-evaluate whc they are and what they
do. Shown here is BSkyB's interactive sports channel, Sky
Sports Active, where Harris NEXIO and NewsFlash editors
are used to edit high ight packages.

News moves to three screens
News audiences are turning to the Internet, cell
phones and mobile devices.

Cdi phones, mobile TV
devices and the Internet
may be creating a bit of
an identity crisis these

days for TV newsrooms.
Are the journalists who work

there broadcasters first, or are they
content providers? That seemingly
simple question is packed with
implications for how stations ap-
proach news, select technology and
allocate resources.

"What we really have to start
doing is understand_ng that the
Web is no longer a necessary evil,"
says Johnathon Howard, Avid
Technology director, Broadcast
and Media Publishing. "It's going
to be part c -f survival going for-
ward for traditional broadcasters.
The competition is coming after
the eyeballs that TV stations have
previously awned."

In other words, if stations don't
look for ways to leverage the Web,

they risk losing ground to newspa-
pers and others that do.

With their long track record of
covering Their local markets.and an
ability to gather raw news footage
and turn it into stories, local sta-
tions have a leg up in this competi-
tion for now.

"Broadcast television newsrooms
have a great advantage?' says Ed
Casaccia, director of produrt man-
agement & marketing for Thomson
Grass Valley Digital News ?roduz-
tion. "They already have the infra-
structure in place to go out and ac-
quire the actuality material.They've
got the crews to do it, and they are
beginning to think of themselves
more as content producers and less
as (being locked to) transmitters.'

Paul Slavin, ABC News senior VP
newsgathering, agrees.

"We need to find ways to morph
our businesses in that direction,"
Slavin says, "and we need to find

the value that we - particularly
in broadcast and television - can
bring to those mediums."

Content approaches
For television statiors with lim-

ited staffs, resources and time, cre-
ating content for the Web and cell
phones can be challenging. Cer-
tainly, running the same exact story
on a Web site or cell phone that
aired is the easiest approach, but it
probably also is the least helpful.

"One of the biggest things I've
seen - and that I find frustrat-
ing- is that we hear nroadcasters
saying, For more infcrmation, go
to our Web site at www.whatever?
and when you go to that Web site,
it's the exact same content you
saw on TV," Howard says. "It's not
unique content?'

Repurposing content offers a

more appealing approach from
an editorial point of view. If done
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ViziWeatherTM
1.11 The superior 3D renderer, ViziEngine'
VINO is the output source for Viz'Weather

Image Courtesy of Eel -

A complete 3D as well as HD/SD real-time weather solution for the creation of highly sophisticated

weather presentations, with real-time integration to international and local weather data providers.
With countless visualization possibilities for the creation of 3D fly-overs, 3D weather icons, manipulate

satellite or radar imagery, and much more. The graphics and animations are driven by the weather

data, and can be controlled, switched, and manipulated in seconds. The solution was designed for
and by meteorologists and weather presenters. Viz I Weather now also supports Curious World Maps.

Plug and play weather data. Easily accessible and available on-line globally. Triggers the weather
graphics. With Viz I Weather you can show your viewers real-time weather either as point based

symbol or as high -resolution 3D animations. Viz I Weather includes an interface with local real-time

weather data of less than lkm resolution, providing accurate local forecast for use in transportation

control, large outdoor sports events, etc...

With the Particle Generator functionality you can create a visually true copy of the forecasted weather

development: The shape and movement of 3D clouds can be broadcast showing the true speed of

the various cloud layers. Weather data such as temperature, wind speed and direction, weather
symbols, 3D maps, and radar maps are displayed automatically with corresponding graphics elements

in real-time, using pre -made templates.

ilardendo

Media Asset Management solutions for the Broadcast Industry. Ardendo offers a range of solutions

for Digital Archiving, Ingest, Media Asset Management, Transcoding and Browse Editing.
Experience in combination with technology, competence and partnerships enable Ardendo to deliver

solutions for broadcasters on the move to IT -based production and archiving.

Key Features and Benefits

Fast and easy to use.

Real-time weather data with constant updates.

State-of-the-art 3D HD/SD graphics & animations
creation using ViziArtist powered by ViziEngine'''.

Weather data available for all types of graphics,
tickers, weather presentations and virtual sets.

Supports Curious World Maps Software.

Weather symbols, 3D maps, isobars, radar maps,
temperatures, wind speeds and direction displayed
automatically in real-time.

Template based: Demands very little manpower
to prepare a forecast ready for air.

Weather data resolution from Storm: 36km down
to under 1km resolution.

Automatic (or manual) data insertion from the
weather supplier into the graphics.

Creation and manipulation of the show sequence
from within ViziWeather.

Ability to control, switch, and manipulate weather
data and graphics in seconds.

Preview of weather graphics is instantly available
within the user interface.

Easily manipulated graphics, even during
broadcast, show up-to-date weather events and
locations.

Full integration of weather data in other Vzrt
systems such as the ViziTicker"4.

Sound effects.

Supported Data Types

Point data: temperature, symbol, wind speed, wnd
direction, and any other data field.

Model data: Isobars, isotherms, precipitation, and
cloud -scans.

Satellite imagery.

Radar imagery and radar forecast.
Manual input data: Fronts, pressure systems (Ft..),
text, and splines.

Most other data can be added if needed

Ardendo Product range:

Ardendo offers a range of software products for
IT -based production and archiving of digital media.

ARDCAP Professional Ingest Solution

ARDENC Browse and Thumbnail generation

ARDOME Third generation digital media
management

ARVID Video server for archive and
workgroups

BROWSE Editiing on the desktop
EDITING

DART Digital Automated Record Tool

ivart) Vlzrt Americas
352 7TH Avenue, 14T0 Floor New York, NY 10001
Tel: +1 212 560 0708
email: usaseles©vIzrt.com

In addition, Ardendo also offers project
implementation services: Resources for proles;
management, solution architecture, system
customisation, test and training.



Q VizITrioTM
The superior 3D -enderer. VizjEngine'
is the output source for Vizi-Frio

VizITrio is a cost-effective, yet powerful, real-

time 2D/3D character generator. In addition to

the basic CG features it offers a feature -rich

3D design system for creation of true 3D
graphics and animations. VizITrio offers a wide

range of attractive features such as the Look -

Ahead Transition Logien', multiple clients
controlling one output channel and integration

to Non -Linear Editing systems.

OLFIBLITZER
QUESTION OF THE DAY

Can President Bush
be beaten in 2004

Yes 80% No 20%

CNN.COM/WOLF

VizIrrlo Output
Image Courtesy of CNN
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HD/SD Output

VizITrio can deliver both High and Standard definition formats. Being built upon the ViziEngine real-time

output machine VizITrio as a software automatically supports SD and HD. The core technology in ViziEngine

is entirely resolution independent, hence adaptation to new output standards is only a hardware issue.

VizlCurious World MapsTM

CIThe superior 3D renderer. ViziEngine''
is the output source for VizICWM

Design, Produce, Present
Curious Software introduces its new 'Design,

Produce, Present' workflow built around the

award winning VizlCurious World Maps, and

a new VizlArtist and VizIEngine integration.

Design- The workflow starts with the creation

of templates in a new authoring environment

incorporated into VizlCurious World Maps.

Using the full design capabilities of the industry standard system, your graphics team creates templates specifying exactly how every map will look:

the style, the selection of aerial or satellite imagery, the level of detailed street data and so on...Pre-rendered animations or high resolution still maps

can also be created to make the final production even faster. If you don't have a graphics department, Curious Software can even create your templates

for you.

Produce- Use the VizlCurious World Maps Templates to create your story telling maps - expanding map creation beyond the graphics department

into the newsroom and studio,directly within the control of the news and program producers and directors. Each product in the Producer range is entirely

dedicated to fast and easy creationof maps illustrating particular types of story. They are designed to be used by non graphics professionals - allowing

editors, journalists, producers or presenters to create and present still and animated maps of the highest broadcast quality.

Present- Using Vizl-rio, VizIContent Pilot or VizIWeather, it is made simple. No need to copy heavy animation files to a DDR, simply save the template

as a numeric page into the rundown (Trio, Pilot or Mos playlist) and "take to air" upon the directors cue.

Key Features and Benefits

True real-time 3D graphics.

Easy -to -use feature -rich 3D design tool.
Look -Ahead Transition Logic enables seamless
automatic transitions between graphics (no need
for mix off/on).

Integration with the leading non-linear editing (NLE)
systems from Pinnacle and Avid.

Supports all SD and HD formats.
Advanced multilayer logic reduces number of
pages needed for composite graphical elements.

Client/server architecture allows multiple clients
to perform off line creation, preparation and/or
editing of graphics.lt also allows multiple
clients/operators to control the same output channel.

Optimized workflow: various screen layers, content
creation and playout divided between operators.

Seamless newsroom integration with all major
newsroom systems: !News, Octopus, ENPS,
Dalet+, OpenMedia, Pronews, and other systems
which supports MOS Newstar. Intelligent
Interface"' support and powerful native API.

Runs on standard, rack mountable PC hardware
and laptops.

Intuitive GUI with WYSIWYG display of graphics,
without use of the on -air playout unit.

Four independent video input sources, 2 built-in
clip channels with playback of DVCPRO25 /
DVCPRO50, and MPEG-2 clips. Clip playout can
be controlled from the animation timeline. as well
as multiple real-time video output with adjustable
video buffering.

Local (VGA) and external (SDNGA) preview
channels (multiple configurations available).

Import of 3D objects from: WavefrontTM ,
3Dstudio"", AutocadTM, VRML 2.0"", Maya"', and
SoftimagelxsiT. as well as import of Softimagelxsi
animations.

Still store/Image/Clip/DDR database with search
functionality.

Built-in 2D DVE with sub pixel accuracy, RGBA
Input, and Chrome Keying.

Bulgaria Approves Nuclear Plant

BULGARIA

-Sofiya
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properly, it can have minimal im-
pact on newsroom workflow.

"Generally speaking, file -based
workflows are innately suitable for
repurposing," Casaccia says. "At

that level, the repurposing target
is a non -issue because what's go-
ing to happen is somewhere in the
process, you are going to customize
the media for the delivery method
- the old concept of COPE (create
once, publish everywhere):'

According to Casaccia, the work-
flow in creating the prime media
for the initial distribution doesn't
need to change.

"What has to happen during
that workflow is at the appropri-

ing the metadata system more than
the primary essence file delivery
system," he says. "You need to add
descriptors that are durable. How
they are used downstream is deter-
mined by the medium. To enable
really facile, elegant, efficient repur-
posing is actually almost entirely a
function of the metadata."

Building original, new stories
for distribution via the Web or cell
phone may be the ultimate step in
the broadcaster -to -content -pro-
ducer makeover, but it's also the
most involved.

"Generally, when you go out and
shoot footage for a story, you might
have a 30 -minute tape that's full of

At WRDW-TV in Augusta, GA, editors and photographers use the the Avid
NewsCutter system for more involved pieces (shown), while reporters and
producers edit simpler stories from their desktops with Avid iNEWS Instinct
editing stations.

ate points when identified by the
appropriate people, hooks or flags
have to be put on the material to
say, 'From this point to this point
-a mark in and mark out, if you
will - this area of this media is
going to be repurposed in the fol-
lowing one or more ways,"' he says.
"Right from that point, you start
creating associations?'

Those associations don't have
to be confined to audio and video
essence but can include graphics,
titles and other pertinent produc-
tion elements.

"What you wind up doing is task -

great footage," Howard says. "You
probably used about 15 or 20 sec-
onds of it during that 30 -second
story (on -air). So, there's a lot of
content there that you're already
paying someone for. What you need
are the tools that really enable you to
use that content when it's new and
fresh and not as an afterthought?'

Cell phones and mobile TV
At the same time stations are

tweaking their workflows and edi-
torial choices to support a greater
presence for their news content on
the Internet, cell phones and mobile

TV devices are entering the picture
as viable news delivery platforms.

The potential for this market is sig-
nificant. A report released in Septem-
ber from Juniper Research forecasted
about 120 million mobile users in
more than 40 countries will receive
broadcast television content by 2012.
While the figure stands at fewer than
12 million worldwide today, in five
years that swelling number of users
will spend more than $6.6 billion on
mobile broadcast television services,
the research organization says.

An alliance of U.S. commercial
and public broadcasters, called the
Open Mobile Video Coalition, is
working to accelerate development

Metadata is critical to thriving in
a three -screen news world. The
Thomson Grass Valley Aurora
news production system can pull
assignment metadata from the
newsroom computer and send it to
an Infinity camcorder in the field.

of a mobile TV standard for broad-
casters. The Advanced Television
Systems Committee has shifted the
standardization process into high
gear, calling for and receiving mul-
tiple proposals for a mobile and
handheld standard.

The urgent desire for a system
that would allow local stations to
use a piece of their 6MHz wide
DTV channel to deliver mobile
TV is so strong that two systems
- MPH from Harris and LG Elec-
tronics, and A-VSB from Rohde
& Schwarz and Samsung - may
even compete in the free market
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"Because the F350 has time lapse, slow shutter and over and under...ranking. I got more
creative options and my client got higher production value for the binge ."Humeau says.

"With XDCAM HD, we shot a big show on a tight budget."
Thiery Humeau, director of photography and president of Telecam
Films recently used his PDW-F350 XDCAM HD camcorders to create 1/4,-
Bombs, Bullets & Fraud, a documentary on the US Postal Service
Inspectors for Smithsonian Networks, a new HD TV channel from
Smithsonian Institution and Showtime Networks.

"They needec a big movie that had to meet their high standards of quality
on c fairly tight budget," Humeau says. "Some scenes we shot movie -style
with a big crew, dollies and jibs. Some are ENG-style, following cops at
night. Some cre highly produced interviews. In every instance, Ihe XDCAM FD camcorder came through."

The show's producer, Tim Baney of Baney Media is also a fan. He says, "The camcorder is N. ery producer-fr endly.
You can instantly play back a scene on the LCD monitor and say okay, good, et's move of to the next take. It's
a huge time saver and safety net that gave me confidence, knowing we got i- in the can.'

And the Smithsonian Networks' reaction? "They love it," says Banay. "In fact, they're already tclking to us about
ancther film."

To see a trailer of Bombs, Bullets & Fraud and find out how to receive up to $5C0 back on he purchase of an
XDCAM HD camcorder, visit sony.com/xdcam.

200; Sony Electron cs Inc All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Fectures ond specifications ore subject 40t Smithsonian
to change without notice. Sony and XDCAM ore trademarks of Sony Smithsonian Networks is a joint venture of Smithsonian Institution and Showtime .Networks. NETWORKS
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before the ATSC standardization
process has run its course.

Those responsible for charting the
future path of broadcast and news
operations are taking this market ex-
tremely seriously. For example, The
E.W. Scripps Company is conduct-
ing engineering studies to determine
whether it might be possible to en-
hance delivery of a mobile TV broad-
cast signal, says Bill Peterson, senior
VP for the E.W. Scripps Company
television station group. The studies

for broadcasters to use wireless Web,
Java, video and SMS services to dis-
tribute their content to cell phone
subscribers. So far, the company
has signed agreements with 25 sta-
tion groups, including CBS Televi-
sion Stations, Gannett Broadcasting,
Lincoln Financial Media and Media
General, to assist their stations in
reaching mobile handsets.

On the other side of the coin,
today's handheld devices can play
an important role in news contri-

Within the past month, the Associated Press introduced a Pocket PC version
of its SNAPfeed store -and -forward video application, which previously was
only available as an application for a laptop.

seek to find out if "adding a vertical
polarization to new antennas that we
install" would allow "good home re-
ception as well as good reception off
a handheld device," he says.

Neither Scripps nor other broad-
casters are waiting for the ultimate
direction a broadcast mobile TV
standard takes to begin offering
content to viewers on the go.

"We are introducing video to mo-
bile devices in most of our proper-
ties in the near future - real near
future:' Peterson says.

One approach is via cell phone, and
a major avenue onto those handsets
is News Over Wireless, a network of
mobile solutions that provides cover-
age across 85 percent of the United
States. The company, which belongs
to Capitol Broadcasting Company's
CBC New Media Group, offers a way

bution. That's the thrust of the new
ENPS Mobile Suite introduced at
IBC2007. The system consists of
three components: the ENPS Mo-
bile application; a Web -browser ver-
sion of the ENPS desktop known as
ENPS Web; and SNAPfeed, a Pocket
PC version of AP's store -and -for-
ward video application.

"The SNAPfeed Mobile Client
makes every staffer that you want to
give a device to a newsgatherer," says
Joe Webster, manager, marketing
technology for AP Global Broad-
cast. "For those situations where
you need to turn your handheld de-
vice into a newsgathering tool, you
can capture audio, video and stills
and using the same kind of SNAP -
feed workflow that's in place with
the full SNAPfeed client, transfer
content to your station's server:'

Be true to the medium
Broadband Internet service and

cell phones have emerged as new
media faster than many imagined
and left television station news op-
erations scrambling to figure out
what's the best approach to take.

Certainly, the transition from lin-
ear tape -based news production to
file -based workflows has positioned
TV newsrooms to seamlessly create
content for these new digital out-
lets. But that's the easy part.

SNAP How do you want to trans nit
feed this media?

I want to use this
connection:
EVDO

I have a specific
deadline.

I want to specify
the quality.

t_onnectiou
Status:

,16101114iitriiadiiiiiMIEZELIMAN

The SNAPfeed interface makes it
easy for journalists in the field to
contribute footage to an ingest server
in an ENPS newsroom via a standard
IP network connection.

Far more difficult is figuring out
what kinds of news content will
best serve the needs of the news
consumer at the receiving end of
these new delivery platforms. How
long should a story be? How should
it be told? What's the best way to
use graphics and titles? How can
news stories on these platforms
best use their interactive element?
Those and scores of other ques-
tions must and will be answered as
the use of these new media for news
consumption unfolds.

In this sea of uncertainty, one
thing seems clear.

"The one lesson that has come
out of all of this is whatever you
do has to be true to the medium:'
Peterson says. "Whatever you do has
to be authentic for the medium:'
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Succeeding on new platforms
Find your unique value, says ABC News senior
VP newsgathering

Television news is in a pe-
riod of advanced change,
and the broadcasters who
succeed will be those

who identify the unique value they
bring to new distribution platforms
such as broadband and mobile de-
vices, says Paul Slavin, ABC News
senior VP newsgathering.

Slavin, who will deliver a keynote
speech during the Broadcast Engi-
neering/Broadcasting & Cable News
Technology Summit in Chicago,
contends that the delivery of video
via these platforms is the future of
news. But beyond that, there's un-
certainty about how best to lever-
age video, text and audio to win
over news consumers online and
on -the -go.

"How do we create content that
is compelling on a small screen?"
he asks rhetorically. "How do we
create content that someone has to
aggressively go and get - either by
searching for it or downloading it
- as opposed to just passively ac-
cepting it? How do we create a dif-
ferent relationship with our users?"

While Slavin, along with the rest
of the television industry, searches
for the answers, some general prin-
ciples are emerging. One is to avoid
producing subtle stories for mobile
phone viewing.

"Stories for mobile phones have
to be broader brush," he says. "They
have to use simpler graphics, and
the pictures need to be more ap-
parent. You can't be looking for
subtle imagery that you might see
in a '20/20' piece."

Another principle is the role of
news personalities.

"News personalities are the stock
and trade of what we do with a
traditional broadcast," Slavin says.
"Programming for the mobile de -

Paul Slavin, ABC News senior VP
newsgathering, says that the delivery
of video via broadband and mobile
devices is the future of news.

vice has different needs."
Applying a bit of intelligence to

packaging stories for various distri-
bution platforms is another.

"There needs to be an acknowl-
edgement going into the process
that you have to take the same
content and cut it up into differ-
ent bits and pieces for a different
demographic and a different tech-
nical platform," he says. "There
may be a very small expenditure
to do so; there may be none what-
soever, except for the expense of
intelligence."

There also needs to be a fresh
look at how field footage is ac-
quired to feed the need for more
news content.

"I think we may be really adapt-
ing a lot of what the local level can
already do," says Slavin. "There are
simple things, like the question
about the number of crew members
that can go out on a shoot. At local

stations, sometimes the reporter
carries a camera, and sometimes
it's a one-man band. It is rarely two
people."

At the network level, sending
two- or three -person crews into the
field warrants a fresh look.

"We need to be more intelligent
about the use of our own resourc-
es," he says. "We need to ask people
to be multi -talented. We need to
teach people to shoot and edit and
report and even broadcast."

During this transitory time as TV
news operations look for the best
ways to capitalize on their strengths
and new audiences, having the
freedom to experiment is critical,
Slavin says.

"We are trying 100 different
things to see what sticks," he ex-
plains. "You have to be willing with
each of these technologies mov-
ing forward to fail. You have to be
structured for failure. Things will
not work. But if you don't fail rou-
tinely, then you're never going to
succeed occasionally."

That's not to say there isn't intense
competitive pressure to succeed.
The same broadband technologies
making the Internet a viable new
delivery platform for the television
industry are allowing non-tradi-
tional video competition.

"There was a time when I first
came to the business that the com-
petition was CNN, CBS and NBC,"
Slavin says. "Now my competition
is everybody. What do you do with
that? You continue to look for differ-
entiating technologies and content.
You look for those things you can
create a remote around. You have
to get smarter about marketing and
smarter about everything because
now I am competing with the news-
paper in Des Moines?'
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Work faster and smarter
with Avid Interplay
At the heart of the Avid Interplay system is a client -server engine

that works with the Avid Unity" family of media networks to provide

instant access to your media assets. The Interplay Engine

provides powerful search, revision control, security, and

media management capabilities in a unified, facility -wide

media production environment.

A deep database
with a friendly face
The Interplay Access client offers multiple views of your

media, organized the way people really work. Users can

quickly see how elements or assets are connected, so it's

incredibly easy to find shots and sequences and to quickly

pinpoint all related material. If relationships between objects

change, they are automatically updated everywhere.

The right tool in
the right hands
With the Avid Interplay, Assist application, producers,

assistants, and others can log incoming feeds and create

sequences without tying up editing systems. Ever \

level of user-from assistant to producer-can easily

add locators, enter descriptive annotations, and even

use shortcut keys to insert shot descriptions.

Save time at the very start
Interplay Low -Res Encode creates low -resolution versions

of incoming footage simultaneously with the high -resolution

capture. Automatic encoding of the same asset in multiple

resolutions saves time, frees editing systems to do production

work, and ensures that every user is working with the

most efficient, best -quality material.

Interplay
Engine

Avid Unit,
shared stora

Interplay
Low -Res Encode

Interplay
Transcode

The resolution you need,
automatically
If an editor needs either a high- or low -resolution version of

a media asset, the Interplay Transcode service can be

triggered from within the editing interface. The correct

resolution is created in the background and made instantly

available. When a sequence is sent to a playback device, all

material is automatically re -linked to the target resolution.

Avid Interplay.
The world's first nonlinear
workflow engine.



Interplay Access

Interplay
TrE nsfer

Interplay
Administrator

nterplay
Archive

Keep working while
you move media
The Interplay Transfer option manages processor -intensive

media transfers so facilities can exchange media of any type

wi:h other workgroups, locations, and third -party systems.

Quickly transfer media and metadata in the background

wi-hout interrupting editing and production work.

See the whole field without
leaving the editor
The Interplay Window is directly accessible from within

the latest Media Compos.er% NewsCuter', iNEWS

Instinct', and Symphony" Nitris" systems for a

transparent connection to media assets through

the Interplay Engine.

Stay safe and sound
Avid Interplay Administra-or offers flex ble, secure

administration of Interplay software. user access,

and workflow. Health monitoring and diagnostic

logging capabilities let administrators %.iew the status

of all Interplay componen:s, including system hardware,

processes, processor utilization, and disk status.

Additionally, expert planning, certification, training,

and testing from Avid Total Services Frotect your

investrrent; ensure that sour personnel get up and

running quickly; and pi-ov de a faster ROI.

Keep everything
within easy reach
Editors and Interplay Access users can quickly archive

media using :he Interplay Autc Archive fea-ure. Intelligent

tracking of archived material al ows users to work with

low -resolution proxies of arciived media, automatically

restoring just the parts needec for final output.

It's easy to predict the future. Deadlines will be shorter. Projects will be bigger. Competition will
be rougher. Don't fight tomorrow's battles with yesterday's tools. Avid' Interplay'" is changing the
way people work with digital media-and changing the rules of the game-to give you a real
competitive advantage: more time.

A powerful set of desktop tools and network services automates routine tasks and accelerates
turraround at every step, from preproduction to final delivery to archive. That means more time
to be creative. Less time spent on busywork. And a more efficient business operation that
leverages the full potential of your team's talent and technology.

For more information visit www.avid.com/interplay. Avid
Footage courtesy of Kurtis Prcductions, Ltd.
© 2007 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without notice. Archive, Avid, Avid
Unity, do more, iNEWS, Instinct, Interplay Media Composer, NewsCutter, Nitris and Symphony are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its
subsidiaries, in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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For election n cht 2008 coverage, many Ix&
stations are considering new approaches to
graphics already used on the network level,
including the i-nmersion of news anchors End
analysts into news graphics, says Isaac Her4y,
bresiffeatoof-Viai Americas.

News g hicse
As newsrooms adapt for HD and content delivery
to cell phones and PCs, graphics keep pace.

Develcpments in televi-
sion news graphics Lre
keep ng pace with the
other. sweeping char g -

es affecting news workflow. form -it;
and delivery options.

Driven by the desire to maximie
efficiency, contra costs anc guaran-
tee a consistent level of quality, sore
station groups continue to imple-
ment a centralized graphizs work-
flow. For instance, Media General
Broacicast Group announced in Au-
gust that it was adopting a central-
ized graphics workflow- hzadquar-
tered in Richmord, VA, for its news,
marketing, sales and special project;
departmen:s at its 23 network af-
filiate TV stations. Relying on a tem-
plate -based graphics workflow, Me-
dia General expects to con-plete the
transition by the end of the year.

The march towards Hi news-
cast also is affecting stations as

they grapple with creating graph-
ics for a dual standar.Z- and high-
definiion audience. Some, such as
CNBC HD and the soon -to -launch
Fox Eusiness Chanrel, are even
lookirg at ways to move beyond
the center-cut-w_th-wings-at-
tachec format to take advantage of
new ways to configure their screen
real estate.

New approaches to TV graphics
for the small screen - cell phones
and mobile devices - as well as
the station's Internet s_tes, are also
emergi zg. Add to the the way sta-
tions will handle elec:lon graphics
in 20CF, and it's clear the TV news
graph_cs will remain a dynamic
sector for the foreseeable future.

Acquire and interact
Data acquisition technology that

allows newsroom graphics systems
to col:ect vote totals from election

-eporting services and autamati-
-ily generate graphics based or_
:he numbers is a mainstay of zlec-
-ian night graphics. However. ever

mature technology is being
waked and improved.

`We are always finding wa-is tc.
ge- data into our system faster?
;an Isaac Hersly, president of Vizi.:
4r-iericas. "We also are seeing, tha:
-more of this data can be previewed
irs't and then viewed on d::ops
.chin the newsroom systems?

These new preview capahlitiez
give producers responsible for rac-
e.; the ability to look at the results
zase to real time.

`They can set that up and eoter
_ato the playlist," Hersley says, "93 the
production tools have a higher Muir
:yaw, and the content can really be
.xeviewed before it goes to air."

More appealing election graphic;
are also headed for local stations,
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Bringing Broadcast Communities
Together Globally
Whether cable programming or HDTV, Intelsat has built some of the

most popular broadcast communities around the globe, and we know

what it takes to grow a vibrant community. As pioneers in HD transmission,

we are the number one carrier of HDTV feeds in the United States. We also

develop custom video solutions to deliver your content in real-time to

people anywhere in the world.

+1212-839-' 800
broadcastso utions@intelsat.com

INTELSAT.
Closer, by far

www.intelsat.com



THE NEWSFORCETM HD/SD NEWS SOLUTION:

When it comes to pure speed, nothing surpasses Harris® NEX10- server systems. The comprehensive NewsForce-
news platform harnesses that power to provide the fastest access to content and playout - with complete
HD /SD format transparency.

NewsForcer" offers a full line of task -driven field, newsroom and craft editors with direct NRCS integration- including
support for Apple® Final Cut Pro'''. All seats work directly on the NEX10- SAN, sharing content and projects, and
sending edits directly to air without waiting for time-consuming file transfers or rendering.

NewsForceTM - Fastest to cut. Fastest to air.



Fire destroys historic landmark

FAST. FORMAT TRANSPARENT. INTEROPERABLE.

Further accelerating your news workflow is a range of interoperable Harris broadcast systems, including:

Inscriber® G -Series- broadcast
graphics

 CENTRIC,- multiviewer

 Videotek® QuiC- media analysis

Invenio- digital asset
management

 NetVX- video networking

a NEO® and 6800+- modular
platforms

For more information visit www.broadcast.harris.com/newsforce or contact a Harris representative
at +1 888 843 7004.

ARMS assuredcommunications' www.harris.com
Broadcast Communications Defense Communications and Electronics  Government Communications Systems Harris Stratex Networks



NEWS GRAPHICS

according to Hersly.
"The networks have always had

the infrastructure to create a so-
phisticated line of graphics," he
says. "Now, the smaller local sta-
tions - with local news revenue
being so important - are upgrad-
ing to be able to present sophisti-
cated graphics?'

Local stations are looking to add
interactivity with their election
graphics that will allow anchors
and reporters to call up race results,
do comparisons and visually dem-
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Ms mapplc New Internet plugin for the Via !Multi Platform Suite
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Vizrt's multiplatform suite MPS uses the native
processing power of Web visitors' computers
to generate news graphics on the fly.

onstrate election scenarios with the
simple touch of a flat -panel display
or video wall, Hersly says.

"They can use a standard touch
screen, which can be mounted over
a standard flat -screen monitor,"
he says. "We can assist them, train
them or show them how they can
set up interactivity on that screen.
It's real easy if you think about it.
Instead of using a mouse click at
your desktop, you are using your
finger by pointing and clicking and
causing a reaction or an interaction
on the screen?'

Interactivity is consistent with a
broader trend Vizrt has identified,
he explains.

"Most of our clients feel that the
anchor or the anchors should now
be embedded within the graphic to
tell the story, so there's no cut -away
to a full screen of graphics," Hersly

says. "The anchor is still somewhat
in your face, which is a good thing
because a lot of folks like that per-
sonality delivering the information
and whatever graphics accompany
that story."

Mobile TV, the Internet
& high definition

As television newsrooms have
gotten serious about delivering
content to cell phones, handheld
devices and the Internet, graphics
vendors are responding with ways
to help them carry over their on -air
look to these new platforms. For
example, Vizrt last year unveiled
its MPS multiplatform suite, which
lets broadcasters take advantage
of the computing resources in the
hands or on the desks of consumers
to achieve that consistency.

However, it's been slow going on
the cell phone front for MPS because
"the performance of the phone net-
works in this country is not where
it should be," according to Hersly.
However, recent announcements of
cell phones with on -board graph-
ics mean help is on the way. Even
today's cell phones can handle the
difference between's the horizontal
aspect ratio of TV and their own
vertical orientation.

"Remember, there is code running
on these mobile devices," says Ed
Casaccia, director of product man-
agement & marketing for Thomson
Grass Valley Digital News Produc-
tion. "They are not like a television
set that's just a receiver. So, in your
delivery you can become much
more agnostic by sending the same
thing everywhere but telling each
device how to display it. If you send
the same data every place but you
tell the device, 'Here's the crucial
area of interest: we have the tech-
nology to define the area of interest
and pass that along as data so that
a phone with a vertically oriented
aspect ratio can know what to do."

Graphics -rich PCs are a different
story entirely. Millions already have

the graphics processing power on
board to generate on -the -fly news
graphics sent as data along with a sta-
tion's video stream via the Internet.

"We have a version of our soft-
ware that puts our Viz engine in a
PC and lets us create graphics lo-
cally, and those graphics can be
targeted to known consumer pref-
erence," Hersly says.

On the big screen side of the
equation, the growth of HD graph-
ics systems deliveries in the United
States is tracking the increasing

Vizrt's MPS client for cell phones and
handheld devices will become more
important as on -board graphics chips
are added, says Isaac Hersly, company
president for the Americas.

number of local stations on -air
with HD local news, which cur-
rently is estimated to be between 50
and 60 stations. According to Her -
sly, 85 percent of the Vizrt graphics
systems being shipped today in the
United States are high definition.

"We are finding that local sta-
tions - be it in the top 10 markets
or even the top 50 markets - most
of them when they do order today
are asking for HD, and it's not that
they were planning to do it down
the road:' he says. "It's a relatively
immediate use of HD."

According to Hersly, stations are
adapting well to HD's wider aspect
ratio and the need to simulcast stan-
dard- and high -definition channels.

"We are not having too many is-
sues vis-à-vis SD and HD graph-
ics, once they get the hang of it,"
he says.
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An integrated news cataloguing
and archiving solution.
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Manage the Growing Amount of News
Content

As facilities move to a tapeless workflow
with nonlinear editors and video servers, it's
important to have a system in place to store
news stories without the time consuming
process of dubbing to videotape. Crispin's
NewsCat digitally archives stories after airing
and provides a method to easily locate
material at a later date. Archived video clips
are linked to a database containing all script
information from the newsroom computer
system. The database functionality includes
an extensive search function; producers and
editors can search for a story using
traditional parameters such as date, slug,
script information or keywords.

Optimized Workflow
NewsCat enables broadcasters to

optimize their facility -wide workflow through
an interface resembling an Internet search
engine. Multiple users can simultaneously
search and retrieve archived video from
anywhere on the Intranet.

Video Storage Designed for a Newsroom's
Workflow

Most television news departments require
that the most recent (3 - 12 months) news
video be availab e almost instantly (nearline
storage) and that the remaining news library
be accessible wh.hin minutes (shelf storage).
Crispin's NewsCet has the flexibility to scale
the size of the nearline storage to meet the
needs of both large and small newsrooms.

Create Stock Footage Libraries
News departments always have the need

to locate generic file footage to use in a
story. The unique annotate feature in
NewsCat allows a news department to add
key words and descriptions to archived video
enabling producers to quickly locate file
video.

No Software!
All user interfaces are seen using a

standard browser such as Internet Explorer.
Any networked DC in the news department
has access to NewsCat searches...no
dedicated terminals of software needed for
users!

Some key points to consider:

Archive your video as easily as saving your script
interface with ENPS, iNEWS or QNews
Save time locating file video
Search for video from any desktop
Preview low -resolution video from any desktop
Enhanced automated cataloguing and search capabilities
.Digital archives are faster then finding a tape on a shelf
.Storing video digitally maintains quality better than tape
Can be part of disaster recovery plan
.Digital archives are easier to repurpose
Lower cost of ownership

.Less labor required
No tapes required
No support fees

Visit Crispin for more iiformation:
http://www.crispincorp.com/requestnewscat

Let's talk about you: welisten@c-ispincorp.com 919-845.7744 www.crispincorp.com
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Measuring TV audience
Four factors will impact local news ratings, says
Nielsen Media Research's chief research officer.

The next couple of years
are likely to be the most
dynamic in the history of
television measurement,

says Paul Donato, chief research of-
ficer at Nielsen Media Research.

Donato, who will discuss those
changes at the Broadcast Engineer-
ing/Broadcasting & Cable -produced
News Technology Summit in Chi-
cago, identifies four unfolding
changes which are likely to impact
local news ratings.

"Our most important initiative
is probably the combined mea-
surement of TV and the Internet,"
Donato says. "That includes mea-
surement of streaming but also mea-
surement of viewing Web pages"

Over the next year, Nielsen is roll-
ing out measurement techniques
designed to reveal the relationship
between broadcast and Internet use.

"So many of the major station
groups have come to us and talked
about their Internet strategy and
the interplay between whether their
news programs can push some-
body to a Web site, and whether a
Web site can drive somebody to an
actual video," Donato says.

The extension of electronic mea-
surement techniques down to mar-
ket 125 is another significant change,
he says. Rolled out over the next
three to four years in markets 11
through 60, People Meters will have
the same impact in these markets as
they have had for some time in mar-
kets 1 through 10, namely the elimi-
nation of sweeps and a change in the
size of the measured audience.

"It's year-round measurement, so
there are no more sweeps" Donato
explains. "To the extent there's any
kind of programming done for the
sweeps periods, People Meters will
likely impact that strategy?'

Paul Donato, chief research officer
at Nielsen Media Research, says
that over the next year, Nielsen is
rolling out measurement techniques
designed to reveal the relationship
between broadcast and Internet use.

History also shows there are dif-
ferences in the numbers that get
produced when measuring a per-
son's data through a People Meter
versus a combination of meters
and diaries, which is the tech-
nique currently used in markets
11 through 60.

"Typically, any programming that
runs five days a week at the same
time tends to do better in a diary
than a pure electronic measured
system" Donato cautions.

For markets 61 to 125, Nielsen
plans to mail households elec-
tronic meters to measure their
viewing habits. All it asks is for
people to place the devices near
their TVs so they can pick up
what it being watched.

"What that tends to do com-
pared to an all -diary system is to
actually drive the ratings up a little
bit:' he explains.

The bottom line for news direc-
tors is simple.

"Technology changes result in
measurement changes" Donato says.
"Sometimes you can expect them to
have a positive impact on the num-
bers, and sometimes they'll have a
negative impact on the numbers?'

Nielsen also will begin relying on
new technology that looks for codes
embedded in audio tracks rather
than what frequency is tuned to
in its quest to measure the out -of -
home TV viewing market.

"By measuring television that
way, you're in a position actually
of measuring mobile media out-
side the home" Donato says. "No
longer does the meter actually have
to be attached to a TV set. From a
news programming point of view,
it's a fact that much news is broad-
cast during traditionally what is the
commute time"

With this new approach, Nielsen
has a way to measure viewers who
are turning to mobile devices dur-
ing their commutes, a previously
unmeasured, but important, " seg-
ment of the total audience.

Finally, there will be a growing
use of data from STBs. By providing
data about what's being watched on
a second -by -second basis, STBs give
news directors the ability to do mi-
cro evaluations of their newscasts.
While acknowledging limitations
- such as not knowing whether
the box is attached to a TV that's
actually on - Donato says set -top
box data is precise.

"Taken together, these are tre-
mendous technology changes to
the whole ratings system:' he says.
"They are likely to have a signifi-
cant impact on news audiences
and, therefore, the management and
production of news"
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OverDrive® is a Ross designed integrated production
control system. It drives all of the user selected devices
during a production - extending the reach of the technical
director to include control of video servers, audio mixers,
robotic cameras, character generators and more.
The centralized control offered by OverDrive® means that
you can get a more sophisticated production on the air
without increasing your staffing levels. With OverDrive®,
productions are more consistent and less staff intervention
is required to execute a clean production.

 typical ROI 18-36 months
integrates with your legacy deuices

 immediate profitability gains

 increased production capability

Version 5.1 software with CG MOS, sideCar control surface
and advanced remote client operation now available.

ROSS

Liue Production Technology
TM

Leading the World
in Integrated
Production Control

TALK SHOWS

www.rossvideo.com



Henry Boze, group VP offengineering for Lincoln Financial Broadcasting, uses the
Crispin NewsCat automated cataloging system at WWBT-TV in Richmon ,VA.

Maintaining a competitive edge
News operations will have to find efficiencies
through file -based workflows and automation.

The Internet is develop-
ing into a great homog-
enizer when it comes to
news media. Once easily

defined media types, like television
and newspapers, are adopting and
adapting the tools and techniques
of each other to produce Web pres-
ences that blur the line of demarca-
tion that once separated the two.

Television station Web sites
abound with wire service copy
and locally generated, inverted
pyramid -style text stories, just like
those found in daily newspapers.
Newspapers too have adopted the
stock and trade of their rivals, add-
ing video coverage as a prominent
feature to their Web sites.

A study of newspaper Web sites
released in July from The Bivings
Group revealed that 92 percent of
the top 100 U.S. newspaper Web
sites now offer video - up from
61 percent the year before. The

study also found that 39 of those
newspapers are originating their
own video content for distribution
on their sites.

That news should set off alarm
bells throughout TV newsrooms
across the country, particularly
when the number of reporters em-
ployed by both institutions gets
factored in.

"If you look at the ratio between
newspaper reporters and TV re-
porters, it could be as many as 20 to
one," says Johnathon Howard, Avid
Technology director, Broadcast and
Media Publishing. "The important
thing to keep in mind is television
newsrooms need to get out in front
of this right now.They have the tal-
ent pool that knows how to crank
out a lot of content. They also already
have the infrastructure in place."

That infrastructure, supported by
file -based workflows and automated
news production, can help stations

equalize the numerical advantage of
their newspaper competitors.

"If you plan for it and put the
right tools in place right now,
there's still time; Howard says.

File -based workflow
By now, the benefits of file -based

workflows in TV news produc-
tion are well established. Such ap-
proaches are faster and easier to
use than linear videotape methods.
Multiple copies of the same con-
tent can be viewed and edited by
reporters, producers, editors and
the promotions department at the
same time.

"That's the beautiful thing about
the technology," Howard says. "Since
everything is basically file -based
now, that means that you can get ac-
cess to content as soon as it exists."

Even though videotape still plays
an important role in television news
production, the preponderance of
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When you need a media server,
but schedules, space and buugets are tight...
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For details,
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WORKFLOW

new tapeless camcorders seems to
foreshadow tape's ultimate demise.

As Chris Lee, former news direc-
tor of KRON-TV in San Francisco
and current senior director, broad-
cast solutions for Omneon Video
Networks, says, "The new acquisi-
tion formats all capture file -based
material, so now more than ever
you really want to have a server at

The Quantel solution also is be-
ing used at TV2, Norway's largest
commercial broadcaster, with op-
erations in Bergen and Oslo. The
approach allows editors in either
location to populate their timeline
with source files in either location
and play it out with no delay as if
it resided on the server next door,
he says.

At WPEC-TV in West Palm Beach, FL, the Ross Video OverDrive news
production automation system improves efficiency and enhances the on -air
look of the station's newscasts.

the hub of your production facility.
Otherwise, you are in a very awk-
ward position of taking this sleek
file -based material and then dub-
bing back to tape to edit, which
really just costs everyone time and
really makes no sense."

A file -based workflow also can
produce a few benefits that are so
commonplace that they may be
easily overlooked. One is fostering
a collaborative work environment,
whether it's among reporters and
producers in the same newsroom
or separated by hundreds of miles
in remote bureaus.

"We are bringing new approach-
es to multiple stations in a group,"
explains Quantel CEO Tom Mc-
Gowan. "We've done some work
with two stations to allow editors
in Bryan, TX, to edit material at a
sister station in Waco."

Ultimately, McGowan envisions
a day when seamless collaboration
between remote sites will be mea-
sured in thousands, not hundreds,
of miles.

"We are working on handling New
York to L.A.," he says, "so editors can
work together without a noticeable
difference in clips on the timeline:'

Another closely related benefit is
news contribution and transport.

"Even in the early days, prior to
the more recent wide -scale adop-
tion of nonlinear technology, the
store -and -forward delivery of af-
filiate news service content allowed
stations to receive a huge volume
of material without dedicated staff
and equipment to 'roll on the feed,'"
explains Rick Young, Pathfire VP of
product management. "In those
days, the only way to hand video off
to downstream systems, which usu-

ally were tape decks, was via base -
band video. Today, both the video
along with the associated metadata
- and you can't underestimate how
important that is - can be directly
integrated into workflows without
the decode/re-encode process."

Data about the data
Sometimes referred to as data

about the data, metadata is the
"who, what, where, when, why" of
a file -based workflow. It's essen-
tial because it describes individual
clips so file -based systems can be
searched and journalists can locate
what they need. However, it raises a
particularly troublesome question
for journalists whose job is to get
a story on the air: Who's going to
enter all this data?

"I think there's a reluctance to
have any tool slow you down,"
Howard explains. "Quite honestly,
unless your job is to annotate and
log footage, you are not really going
to want to do it."

Thus, incorporating metadata
into news production can't disrupt
the newsroom's core mission.

"The trick is for the newsrooms
not to have to change what they
do," explains Ed Casaccia, director
of product management & mar-
keting for Thomson Grass Valley
Digital News Production. "The
trick on our side of the industry is
to harvest that work they are doing
already and associate that as soon
as possible with the audio, video es-
sence material."

Thomson does so with its Infinity
camcorder and Aurora newsroom
production system, he says.

"The Aurora newsroom produc-
tion system can pull assignment
metadata from the newsroom com-
puter system and send it to the cam-
corder in the field:' Casaccia says.

At that point, metadata is associ-
ated with the essence without bur-
dening the reporter in the field.

According to Howard, Avid Tech-
nology has taken a similar approach.
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WORKFLOW

"What we've done is extract as
much of the metadata from the
story that's been written for that
sequence as possible. If someone
starts editing it, we know what
original source footage is associ-
ated with that sequence, which is
associated with that text right from
the story," Howard says. "So there
are all of these inherent associa-

that traditional control panel from
a production switcher and format
that onto a graphical user interface
that is timeline -based," explains
Darren Budrow, Ross Video direc-
tor of sales.

The production switcher doesn't
go away and remains the nerve cen-
ter communicating with external de-
vices, but OverDrive replaces buttons

Crispin recently has enhanced its NewsCat automated cataloging system to
help stations transition existing tape archives to digital files on spinning disk.

tions that happen within our sys-
tem. When you begin to aggregate
them together, that is a tremendous
amount of metadata that gets cre-
ated without you doing anything
except for your job."

News automation
If file -based workflows are pro-

viding the vehicle to drive greater
newsroom efficiency, newsroom
automation systems are the auto-
matic transmission of the process.
Sure, you can get where you're going
without it, but the journey's so much
more enjoyable when you have it.

News automation takes many
forms, but the consistent thread
that ties these automation systems
is the reliance of technology to sim-
plify labor-intensive tasks. When it
comes to automating control of
news production, Ross Video has
responded with OverDrive.

"What OverDrive does is bring

and fader handles with a simpler in-
terface. In some respects, OverDrive
is similar to a master control auto-
mation system. It will look at the
playout server and inform a technical
director with a graphical warning if a
clip is unavailable. It also lets opera-
tors add, remove or rearrange items
in the rundown on the fly.

"The whole focus of this is being
able to do this in a live environ-
ment, where breaking news is lit-
erally happening all around you,"
Budrow says.

Currently, OverDrive can inter-
face with the Avid iNews or AP's
ENPS newsroom computer systems
via MOS, so rundowns can be pub-
lished directly to the controller and
operators can view them on the
OverDrive timeline.

Elsewhere, automation is assist-
ing newsrooms with archiving sto-
ries for convenient retrieval after
the newscast airs. For the past few

years, Crispin has answered this
need with its NewsCat product.

"What we've done is integrate an
interface to the newsroom comput-
er systems that have already defined
that clip, and we have databased all
of the attributes associated with the
news clip," explains Alan DeVany,
company founder and president.
"We've done that in a way to pro-
vide a very simple search tool via a
Web interface anywhere on the net-
work with just a click of a mouse."

Recently, the company has added
an extension to NewsCat to help
stations ingest and catalog their
shelves full of archived videotape.

"To find something older than
what we've had an interface to, all
of a sudden we have much less de-
scriptive information about that
held in our database," DeVany says.
"We have designed a tool to allow
stations to pull a tape, dump it into
the system and then archive it. We
create a low-res proxy of that as
we do for all of our news clips, and
anywhere on the network we can
allow for anybody to continue to
add descriptors about that video
that they see to a common search-
able database."

Fade to black
There was a time when a station

wanted to remain competitive with
the station down the street. File -
based workflows and automation
helped them cut costs, increase ef-
ficiency and produce a better prod-
uct so they could do just that.

Today, a station doesn't just com-
pete with its cross-town rival. Tech-
nologies like the Internet have seen
to that. Broadcast news operations
are at the dawn of a new competi-
tive reality in which every media
outlet is a potential competitor.
Maintaining and improving upon
efficiencies realized through adop-
tion of file -based workflows and
news automation will be critical to
their success in this hotly contested
news environment. 4
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You never know
where your next story
is going to break.

That's why we invented SNAPfeed.

Wherever news happens, AP's SNAPfeed can
help you get the video back to the newsrocm
to meet your deadline. With a camera, laptop
and Internet connection, you can quickly
and easily encode and transmit recorded o-
live video. You determine the deadline, and
we do the rest to get you the best possible
compression and transmission quality.

Get the story as it breaks
and get it on the air
without having to wait.
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today and pLt AP
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Getting more local with coverage
Give viewers the news they want, when and
where they want it, says Scripps senior VP.

Six of the 10 television sta-
tions Bill Peterson oversees
as senior VP for The E.W.
Scripps Company televi-

sion station group are launching
high -definition local news. That,
combined with his long history
in the broadcast industry that be-
gan as a news photographer and
reporter, definitely make Peterson
qualified to offer insight into where
TV news is headed.

Peterson, who has been a news di-
rector at five stations and a VP and
general manager at four others, in-
cluding WRAL-TV in Raleigh, NC,
will present a keynote speech at the
Broadcast Engineering/Broadcasting
& Cable News Technology Summit
in Chicago.

Q: How will Scripps approach
local news going forward given the
high degree of flux in technologies,
delivery platforms and audiences?

Bill Peterson: Clearly, the path
to success when it comes to these
changes is to be adjusting with
them, and we're going to be driven
more and more local. That means
we're going to be producing more
material and probably gathering
more material.

Our strategy is to be where the
viewer is and to provide content
when they want it, where they want
it. I think most of the big players
in our industry realize the same
thing and are headed in the same
direction.

Q: From a tactical point of view,
can technologies like file -based
workflows help your stations deliv-
er more local news where and when
viewers want it?

Bill Peterson: There will have
to be more people who go out and
gather news, so we'll have to find
efficiencies in the way we do that.

William Peterson, senior VP for The
E.W. Scripps Company, says that
citizen journalists play an important
role in the future of news.

There's also going to have to be
more people out selling advertising.

We will have to adjust our staffs
and probably increase them to ac-
commodate those needs, but obvi-
ously the first place you turn to is to
see if technology can allow you to
redeploy human resources.

Q: How are your news orga-
nizations responding to new
technologies?

Bill Peterson: The people in the
field seem to be adjusting faster
than those of us in the corner office.
There was a big accident on 1-95
in Baltimore. WMAR literally got
it on its Web site almost instantly
because a photographer snapped
a couple of shots with his cell
phone, sent it to YouTube and from
YouTube put it on the Web site.

Q: What role do you see for
citizen journalists in the future of
news?

Bill Peterson: They fit in. There

will have to be some people in the
newsroom who vet that material to
make sure that it is what it appears
to be and that it's legitimate.

Even now, I look out from my
desk and watch some of the CNN
coverage. If there's a big breaking
news story, often some of the first
video it will be using is from people
in the field who happened to snap
off a few digital images and send
them in.

Q: Do you think there will be
stories that get told better with HD
or stories that would not have been
told at all without it?

Bill Peterson: I don't know that
they will be told better, but I think
from a viewing standpoint, there
are stories that can be more com-
pelling. One always pops to my
mind. I can remember sometime
in the spring after WRAL intro-
duced local HD news, there was an
average story being done; it would
have been two-thirds down the list
in the morning meeting. The state
government was making an effort
to acquire and fix up some histori-
cal buildings near the capital. They
were originally residences. It was a
fairly vanilla story.

Well, the video of these grand old
homes in high definition was just
amazing. You became so interested
in the video of these structures that
a story that in standard definition
would be interesting was simply
jaw -dropping in high definition.

Q: What tips can you offer others
as they plan for the future?

Bill Peterson: There still is so
much happening that to be drawing
a line in the sand in mid -October
2007 and be saying that this is where
the future is and this is where we're
going, that's trying to be clairvoyant,
and that's pretty dangerous.
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BC Multichannel BroadcastEngineering 5th ANNUAL

HIGH DEFINITION SUMMIT
December 4th - 5th 2007 I HOLLYWOOD, CA

AV E THE DATE
INDUSTRY LEADING
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

Ken Aagaa'd
Senior Vice President
Sports Operations
CBS

Derek Chang
Executive Vice P-esident
Content Development and Strategy
DIRECTV

INTERESTING, INFORMATIVE

Hear discussions of the most timely
and mportant 15. sues of interest to all
involved in High Definition programming
origination, proc uction/post production
and distribution.

Including:

 Latest Developments in
HD Production

 Live Events and Sports
Production in HD

 Digital Rights Management and
Content Protection

 Streamlining Production Workflow
and Techniques

 Higher Order Encoding -
What it Means For HD

Be our guest at the 5th annual exclusive
gathering of industry executives to discuss
advances in High Definition Television.

On December 4th and 5th in Hollywood, the High
Definition Summit is a networking event designed to explore
key issues with detailed case studies, high-level keynotes and
in depth analysis. This private summit will focus on the latest
developments of high definition programming: efficiencies
and opportunities in origination, production/post production
and distribution. Explore what's ahead for this exciting,
expanding business.

Who should attend:
Presidents, CEO's, and VP's of Technology for Broadcast
Networks and Station Groups, Cable Networks and MSOs,
Motion Picture and Television Studios and Production/Post
Production facilities are urged to attend.

Dates Tuesday - Wednesday,
December 4 - 5, 2007

Locatiot. Hilton Universal City
Hollywood, CA

Broadcasting & Cable, Multichannel News, and Broadcast
Engineering will cover the cost of summit registration,
meals and hotel accommodations. You pay only for travel.

Sessions begin with luncheon keynote at noon on Tuesday
and end with luncheon keynote Wednesday at 2:00pm.

Please schedule your departure flights no earlier than
4:30pm Wednesday. Program includes group cocktails
and dinner on Tuesday.

DEDICATED TO MAKING HDTV MORE SUCCESSFUL

To Qualify for an Invitation
Please contact Sandy Friedman at 646.746.6740

or safriedman@reedbusiness.com

For Sponsorship Opportunities
Please contact Larry Dunn at 646.746.6572

or Idunn@reedbusiness
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Broadcast Engineering ,s proud to introduce an

ongoing series of monthly webcasts covering key

technical and operational issues. In these one -

hour long events, attendees can learn while at

their desktops or home computers. A broadband

connection is all that's needed.

The topics are taught by experienced and trained

engineers, consultants, and operations managers.

The focus is on quick, solid and useful instruction.

These are not product demonstrations or promotions.

These webcasts will provide solid technical and

operational training for professionals. And, the

bonus is they are free!

Visit
broadcastengineering.com/webinar/print

today to register!
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COMING IN
NOVEMBER:
Project Management and
Working with Integrators

PresenteJ by John Luff

November 13, 2007  2:00 pm EST

Building or updating a facility? Join consulting engineer John
Luff and other Broadcast Engineering readers this November
for "Project Management aid working with integrators." The
webcast will help eng.neering managers sharpen their project
management skills and offer ways to improve communication
and relationships with system integrators.

Today's TV stations are insufficiently staffed to perform major
upgrades or builds. These projects require the use of outside
contract personnel or companies. The key to getting what you
want and only paying that is a thorough understanding of
who's responsible for what. This course will
help you decide what your staff can do,
and where you need outside expertise.
Armed with these worksheets, you will
be better able to hire and negotiate with
your partners and integrators.
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Workflow in a Mixed IT/
Broadcast Hardware
Environment

Presented by John Luff

December 11, 2007

2:00 pm EST

Sponsored by

Media
Asset
Capital

Sponsored by

December's webcast focuses on building an efficient
workflow in a mixed IT/broadcast hardware environment.
It will focus on integ'ating current and new technology
into a cohesive and efficient workflow. From networking
connectivity to file sharing, many aspects of building your
facility workflow will be covered. Don't be left out, join us for
this important webcast. The instructor is consulting engineer
and Broadcast Engineering magazine writer John Luff.
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Streambox's ACT -L3
WDIV-TV in Detroit delivers live

signals from the Great Lakes sailboat race.

wo years ago, WDIV-TV -
the Post -Newsweek owned,
NBC affiliate serving the
Detroit TV market - was

challenged with providing viewers
with live coverage of the Port Huron
to Mackinac Island's 82nd annual sail-
boat race. The race incorporates 250
racing regattas in the Great Lakes,
hosting sailors from around the
world. The event generally lasts three
days, depending on weather condi-
tions. It begins in Port Huron (about
an hour north of Detroit), goes up
through Lake Huron and ends on
Mackinac Island (where Lake Huron
meets Lake Michigan).

A local TV station covering a sail-
boat race might not seem like that
much of a challenge; however, this race
takes place over a 200 -mile course, and
depending on weather conditions, can
be as much as 10 miles to 15 miles off
the coast, between the Michigan and
Canadian shorelines. It's not possible
to use portable microwaves and stan-
dard KU -band uplink technology.

Back in 2006, our first year of cov-
erage, we rented two portable, gyro -
stabilized Nera F55 Inmarsat fleet
satellite dishes from a London -based
company. The boats are very expen-
sive, so we couldn't drill into the deck
of the boat we were using. Instead
we built a small, lightweight metal
suction -cup platform to anchor the
dishes on the deck. The problem we
still encountered was the listing of the
vessel from side to side, as we could
only get a signal when the sailboat
listed one way. Both satellite dishes
were tied together using a Talking
Head videophone. The technology
offered us 64K bandwidth on each
end, for a total of 128K. The picture
quality, albeit poor, achieved what we
wanted, which was live video from a

BY JEFF 1 IFBMAN

WDIV-TV photographer Tim Pamplin took edited content and encoded it using the
Streambox software. He then transmitted the data using the two Hughes BGANs.

vessel speeding in the middle of the
Great Lakes. On day two of the race,
we encountered harsh weather condi-
tions. Most of our equipment became
waterlogged, and we lost a camera.
Maintaining communication to co-
ordinate live shots was hampered
because of our crew's difficulty to re-
main in one position to get a satellite
phone call out to the station.

A new plan
Today, the technology enabling re-

mote transmission from a moving
boat has improved drastically. This
year we used Streambox's ACT -L3
Portable Video Transport Solution
with the company's SBT3-6102 encod-
er and STB3-D5101 decoder. This sys-
tem was attached to a wireless Sprint
air card and two Hughes 9201 BGAN
Inmarsat terminals as the means of
transmission. The term BGAN stands
for Inmarsat's new "Broadband Global
Area Network" transmission.

Space is an issue onboard a boat;
every inch counts. By combining
these two types of technology, we
saved a massive amount of space and
weight, meaning we could add other
devices. BGAN guarantees a video
stream of up to 256K. Each terminal
looks much like a portable laptop,
with similar weight and design.

Our crew took advantage of back-
ground IP, available aboard the In-
marsat bird. This allowed us to oc-
cassionally reach as much 400K.
However, because you're using back-
ground IP, and not streaming class,
it is susceptible to decreasing at any
moment in the middle of a transmis-
sion if multiple other users suddenly
access the network.

We based a WDIV crew - pho-
tographers Tim Pamplin and Cesar
Gonzalez and reporter Paula Tutman
- onboard the 154ft-gaff-rigged
topsail schooner, the Highlander Sea.
This restored, 83 -year -old sailing
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vessel was large enough to accommo-
date our crew and equipment. Keep in
mind, our crew spent three days on-
board the boat, so we needed to pack
all the equipment in watertight cases,
including plenty of tape and batter-
ies. Prior to the race we worked with
vendors to ensure our technical plan
would actually work. Hughes could
not guarantee our success on a mov-
ing vessel, without the particulars of
the degree of list of the boat or exact
speed at which we'd be moving. Simi-
lar transmissions have been attempt-
ed by a broadcaster from a boat in the
Caribbean with limited success.

Two weeks before the race, Pamplin
took the equipment out on a much
smaller boat and ran tests for us, put-
ting the system through some paces.
The tests were aimed at delivering the
best possible live video signal over IP
using first wireless EvDO, then BGAN
satellite technology. Our second goal
was to guarantee the store -and -for-
ward process that the Streambox sys-
tem offers. In this manner, we could be
assured that at the very least we'd be
able to get content, whether it be "look
lives" or news packages back to the
station. We looked at products on the
market to transmit video over IP and
selected Streambox's system for its ease

WDIV established a temporary control room aboard the Highlander Sea.

in use, durability and reliability.
To assist with the race coverage, we

had a team follow the racers on land,
up the coastline, including WDIV chief
photographer Dave Klein and news
operations manager Jeff Liebman. Our
land crew used a powerboat during the
day to capture video and sound with
the other racers, feeding that video
back to Highlander Sea by portable
13GHz microwave, when available. In
this manner, all video would be assem-
bled on the main workboat, edited on
an Avid Xpress laptop, and then stored
and forwarded via the Streambox back

to the television station for broadcast.
In addition, using a series of Sony

Mini -DV HVR-A 1 U cameras mount-
ed on Sticky Pods around the High-
lander Sea, we were able to produce
a live stream back to the television
station's Web site. The Mini -DV cam-
eras were outfitted with Century Op-
tics 37mm fisheye lenses to provide
Web viewers with a dynamic view of
the race in progress.

To protect the cameras, we used a
combination of underwater housings
and simple plastic resealable zipper
storage bags. The cameras were then

Grow your business without getting in over your head.

VCI Automation
VCI Automation provides an economical solution

that increases your ROI and reduces the total cost

of ownership. To learn how you can increase your

ROI, schedule a briefing - you owe it to yourself.

Email xesales@vcisolutions.com or visit

www.vcisolutions.com/autoxe.html

sales, traffic, and automation solutions  www.vcisolutions.com 5 1 2. 8 3 7. 3 7 3 7
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firewired into the Streambox, and
when EvDO coverage was available,
we delivered the signal back to our
Web site. When the sailboats tacked
to the northwest, toward the Ca -

world - coming from North Carolina
and as far away London - responded
by e -mailing questions.

Pamplin worked as the transmis-
sion expert onboard the main work-

Onboard Highlander Sea, video was assembled and edited on an Avid Xpress laptop.
It was then stored and forwarded using the Streambox system

nadian border and away from the
Michigan coastline, we switched to
the BGAN terminals for connectivity
through Inmarsat in the Netherlands,
and eventually on the Internet.

Reporting back
Tutman provided live reports back

to the station all weekend long for all
newscasts, along with a video blog and
the occasional live commentary for the
stream. Web viewers from around the

boat, managing the live stream to the
Web site and our newscasts. "With
EvDO we peaked at about 600K, over
a 0.5Mb," he said. Pamplin also said
the learning curve on the Stream -

box was easy, allowing him to worry
about everything else happening
onboard the boat. He did run into
a challenge when it came to keeping
the BGAN terminals aimed prop-
erly to Inmarsat because the wind
changed direction without warning,

ENTER TO WIN
REASONS TO ENTER:
 Your facility will be featured in a full -page article

- complete with photos - in the December issue

 Winners are announced in a multi -page
Special Report in the March NAB issue

 Winners receive yearlong exposure on our
high -traffic Web site

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
 Go to www.broadcastengineering.com

 Questions or comments? Contact Angela Snell at
angela.snell@penton.com or 913-967-1763

thus changing the heading. To com-
bat the wind, Gonzalez used gaffers
tape to keep the laptop from moving
from side to side as the boat moved.

The video quality was impressive,
with little pixilation in the signal. Us-
ing the store -and -forward method
to deliver the news packages, it was
nearly impossible for the average TV
viewer to notice the difference. Live
shots were delivered as video over IP.

For the station team back in the
newsroom, getting material from the
Streambox to air was simple because
the device offers standard broadcast
connections out, such as BNC video
and XLR audio outputs. It also holds
material in the box, awaiting an
operator's command at a computer
screen to play out the material. From
a workflow standpoint, we did have
to adjust things such as deadlines
and material size.

When using the store -and -for-
ward method, plenty of time (up to
45 minutes) has to be added into the
normal mix for sending material. The
material must be kept small in size,
which will probably please many news
producers, as the longer the length in
media, the longer it takes to send. De-
pendent upon what encoding rate we
could use, we averaged (using a 2Mb
rate) about 20 minutes to 30 minutes
from the time the media was encoded
to the time the material was regis-
tered, decoded back at the station and
available for playout in real time. That
meant Pamplin, as the transmission
guru, had to stay on top of Gonzalez
and Tutman to meet their deadlines
early while onboard the boat.

The experience for the WDIV
team was incredible. Viewers both
on TV and online were treated to
live and taped images they ordinarily
wouldn't experience without sitting
on a racing sailboat in the middle of
the Great Lakes. The technology and
news workflow that we chose was
truly nonlinear and was bolstered by
the ease with which we could move
video over IP. BE

Jeff Liebman is news operations manager
for WDIV-IV in Detroit.
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Digital cinema cameras
A lower cost, new camera tries to beat out the

traditional players.

0 n Aug. 31, Red Digital
Cinema delivered its first
25 RED production digi-
tal cinema cameras. RED

and other digital cinema -oriented
products like ARRI's ARRIFLEX
D-20, DALSA's Origin, Sony's F23
and Thomson's Viper FilmStream
cameras represent the high end of a
spectrum that goes all the way to we-
bcams shooting high -resolution pic-
tures for amateur astronomy.

Breaking down each camera men-
tioned above:
 The ARRIFLEX D-20 provides vari-
able frame rates. In the data mode, it
offers 2880 x 2160 at 4:3 or 16:9 with
12 -bit resolution. In the HD mode, it
provides a 1920 x 1080 YUV or RGB
10 -bit logarithmic or ITU 709 gam-
ma -corrected output.
 Origin provides a single output for-
mat of 2:1 with 4096 x 2048 imaging,
with 16 bits.
 The F23 supports 4:4:4 1920 x 1080
RGB imaging and 1080/23.98p, 24p,
25p, 29.97p, 50p, 59.94p, 50i and
59.94i formats. It offers 14 bits.
 Viper FilmStream shoots in variable
aspect ratio (16:9 and 2.37:1) at up to
1080p resolution, with 10 bits.

While Sony, Thomson and oth-
ers build cameras suitable to cap-
ture images for cinema output, they
also offer standard broadcast inter-
faces (1080i/p and 720p) that make
their utility different. Other factors,
including bit depth, define perfor-
mance as well. In a new twist on
technology and marketing, RED of-
fers both 4K and broadcast imaging,
with 12 bits.

The common worldwide TV
broadcast formats are 525- and 625 -

line based. Above that, of course, are
the common HDTV formats 1080i/p
and 720p. Interestingly, NHK has

BY JOHN L UFF

a research project for ultra -high -
definition imaging at 8K - 7680 x
4320 pixels with a 1.77:1 aspect ratio
(16:9). High -end government and
astronomical cameras often have
a similar capability of 7216 x 5412
(and probably much higher for the

Resolution independence
Why does this incredible range of

capability need to exist? Simply put:
Because it can. Most of today's broad-
casters are familiar with downsam-
pled images. Many facilities have been
using HD cameras in SD applications

Red Digital Cinema's RED camera delivers 12 megapixels at up to 60fps, and records
wide dynamic range and color space 12 -bit native RAW. 12,065,000 pixels deliver
ultra -high -definition resolution.

ones we don't even know about).
Pixel depth varies, with 8 bits or less
for many broadcast products and
goes as high as 18 bits for Kodak
sensors used as image acquisition
devices. Some hints at capability can
be garnered by looking at Kodak's
line arrays, which have up to 14,404
pixels across. Imagine a scanned 16:9
image based on that with 117 million
pixels per color. The data rate could
easily extend to 302Gb/s (4:4:4,
72Hz, 12 bit).

with the expectation of needing HD
capabilities later. Similarly, upsam-
pling is no big deal today. When eco-
nomics or technology dictate, SD 16:9
cameras are used as input sources for
HD workflow.

I remember when Quantel first
started touting "resolution indepen-
dence' Us TV folk didn't get it for
the most part, because we couldn't
figure out why you would want to
do that. Now applications abound.
Today, digital cinema cameras shoot
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a commercial from which high -qual-
ity stills are grabbed for print use. HD
shots with HDV are used for SD final
delivery so an HD copy can cost-ef-
fectively be kept on the shelf.

Just a few years ago, SD cameras en-
joyed the lion's share of the market, but
today SD cameras are a rapidly dimin-
ishing share of the total market. One
major manufacturer has openly said
it will cease manufacturing SD -only
cameras by the end of the decade. Even
replays for the NFL have converted to
HD this year in part because rights
holders have to deliver an HD copy of
every game before a certain date.

Such firm business strategies are
changing what we consider broadcast
quality. Two years ago, two of the CEA
giants began delivering HD consumer
cameras (HDV). Prices are still high, but
think about the value. Professional HD
video, notably newsgathering, is being
shot with cameras that cost less than

This intrusion of consumer product
development into the professional realm
is an important and pervasive change in
our industry. We might not like it much,

but we are a small and unattractive
industry to many companies.

an ENG lens cost a few years ago. This
would not be so amazing if it weren't
for the fact that the quality is amazingly
good. It's not the best HD one can ac-
quire - and certainly not the output
from a DC camera - but it sustains
pretty well in many applications.

To add to the confusion, there are
multiple types of image sensors. IT,
FIT and FT CCDs have been joined
by CMOS sensors in the last few years.
While CMOS offers higher sensitiv-
ity and lower power consumption,
which are particularly important for
the still camera industry, the differ-
ences between CCD and CMOS in -

dude tradeoffs that make neither the
clear winner for motion imaging.

Critical parameters, including low-
er noise and higher dynamic range,
make CCD attractive. CMOS offers a
direct digital output, while CCD re-
quires analog -to -digital conversion.
Both appear in professional products
and likely will for some time to come.
As CMOS improves, in part due to
significant research for consumer ap-
plications, it's likely to be used more
in professional situations as well.

Consumers set the standard
This intrusion of consumer product
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development into the professional
realm is an important and pervasive
change in our industry. We might not
like it much, but we are a small and
unattractive industry to many compa-
nies. Small niche manufacturers will
always be able to justify investing in
part because they can be agile as the
industry changes, and they can manu-
facture products without huge R&D
and overhead costs. Large manufac-
turers face considerable uncertainty in
our small marketplace in which they
can choose segments to service.

Nowhere is this a bigger factor than
in cameras. The engineering talent
and manufacturing expertise needed
to develop and then successfully mar-
ket television cameras is both scarce
and expensive. Time to market is
long, and the size of the market is tiny
compared with consumer applica-
tions. This is why H DV professional
cameras are essentially upscale, high -

end consumer products. Without
consumers, the professional indus-
try would not likely experience such
important advances. Big ticket items,
such as asset management systems
that cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars to install, will always be a fer-
tile business for manufacturers. But
$1500 dollar cameras, with only tens
of thousands of units sold per year,
cannot make a viable market. When a
large company builds a big, expensive
television camera, expect the price to
remain high so they can recover the
R&D costs and make a profit. Don't
expect many small companies to get
into this type of business.

Is RED the answer?
This brings me back to RED. It's a

4K digital cinema -capable camera that
costs less than $20,000. It should be no
surprise that the development money
came from a wealthy and committed

patron, who happens to be the founder
of Oakley sunglasses. The camera was
a hit at NAB again this year and prob-
ably shocked some more traditional
players with its quality images.

Is it television? Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder, or maybe it is in how
the resolution -independent technol-
ogy is applied. Can an upstart with
a low price, but no installed base, in-
vade a high -end, film -oriented com-
munity that embraces products from
traditional vendors? And, can it cap-
ture other traditional broadcast and
production applications because of
the price point? Is RED better than
other options? The answer may de-
pend more on the application and
less on the price.

John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.

BE

ISend questions and comments to:
john.luff@penton.com
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Boris Blue v2.0 Boris FX Aria 2000

New version of the video and film editing
system features Avid AVX 2.0 plug-in in-
tegration for Windows XP Avid systems;
also offers improved 3-D interactors for
objects, cameras, lights and split views,
3-D camera improvements and new
3-D deformers and image processors; an
expanded effects palette includes curl,
shatter, glow, film process, lens flare and
glint.

888-772-6747; www.borisfx.com

CellCom/FreeSpeak Clear -Corn

Digital wireless intercom system combines
digital matrix technology with a locally
distributed wireless network; operates in
the 1.9GHz band; features enhancements
including software upgrades to restore
factory default settings, more rugged in-
ternal construction, improved electron-
ics with internal silent vibrator alert and
multiway battery charger.

510-337-6600; www.clearcom.com

OnAir v2.0 Dalet

Playout and automation system provides
flexible gallery automation for news, live
shows and single -channel operations;
streamlines playout by providing a sin-
gle user interface to control servers, tape
decks, graphics and router automation;
supports manual and automated playout;
features MOS and XML gateways that
allow updates by third -party newsroom
and traffic systems; supports an increased
set of external devices and video cart wall
playout interface.

212-269-6700; www.dalet.com

FastSoft Codex Portable

Single -box Internet acceleration product
supports all line speeds from 768K DSL/
cable to 1Gb/s and beyond; requires no
hardware or software on the receiving
end; works with any operating system on
the send and receive side; features 2X to
32X transfer speed increase in field tests
and native TCP enhancement that is fully
standards -compliant.

626-357-7012; www.fastsoft.com

Mark IV Argosy

Equipment rack allows more to be ac-
commodated in individual racks while
increasing cabling capacity; available in
depths of 800mm, 900mm and 1000mm,
and various finishes and colors; 800mm
version can achieve a total cable tray
width of 1200mm, which allows for
greater flexibility during the installa-
tion and wiring stages, as well as an even
weight distribution; features greater air-
space for cooling and an adjustable inter-
mediate mounting profile.

+44 1844 202101
www.argosycable.com

Codex Digital

High -resolution portable recorder cap-
tures moving images from one or two
channels of 4:4:4 HD to 4K with eight
channels of sound and metadata onto
hot-swappable removable DiskPacks; al-
lows all recorded material to be accessed
via network; interfaces with many digital
camera systems; features comprehensive
I/O connections and interfacing, carbon
fiber casing, built-in touch -screen inter-
face and future expandability.

310-449-8600
www.codexdigital.com

Nova73 HD Lawo

Audio router is scalable up to 8192 mono
channels; synchronous system has de-
fined latency of few samples; features a
variety of interfaces and direct ATM link;
96kHz and Dolby E -compatible with
integrated signal processing; features
STAR2 architecture and redundancy op-
tions; operation during servicing or re-
fitting is not interrupted; hot -plugging is
no longer restricted.

416-292-0078; www.Iawo.de

Introducing our e$/
Inverse Multiplexer

A.R.G ElectroDesign
New Inverse Multiplex?r Duo o 1

A-11FG7C
L.C14,), ,4

Bi-directional, IP Dataporz, SNMP, T1 Framing, Built in protection switch and more...

It's stim.. Plug, Play, Walk away

it A R G
FIE.0001"

CI1) UK and World Sales +44 1285 658531
, North and South America Sales +1 914 595 6993

www.arg.co.uk
sales@arg.co.uk

Apr
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

BrightDrive TxP Bright Systems

High-speed, high -capacity portable drive
system enables users to transfer media at
real-time 2K or 300MB/s speeds; performs
automatic checking and verification of
the data set at the final destination to en-
sure end -to -end integrity; minimizes time
spent transporting data between disparate
systems when ingesting and offloading;
chassis holds four transportable drive
capsules, each with a 1.5TB capacity.

888-477-3700; www.4bright.com

D9054 Scientific Atlanta

MPEG-4/H.264 toolset delivers high -
quality HD and SD video at bandwidth -
saving bit rates; features a flexible stat mux
architecture to enable content distributors
the ability to mix SD and HD content in
MPEG-2 and MPEG -4 formats.

770-236-6609
www.scientificatlanta.com

PMX-Series Riedel Communications

Panel multiplexers can be used to remote
four (PMX-2004) or eight (PMX-2008)
intercom panels; enables the operation of
a group of intercom panels over 500m or
2km; provides four BNCs to connect to
matrix ports or panels, as well as a duplex
LC fiber connector; holds two modules to
allow eight intercom panels to be remoted
from the matrix via two fiber links; fea-
tures four LEDs on the front panel that
can be used at the matrix end or panel end
of the fiber link.

818-563-4100; www.riedel.net

Opera! v3.0 Marquis Broadcast

Process design and documentation sys-

tem features detailed mathematical pro-
cess simulation and modeling; a graph-
ics -based task analysis tool provides full
graphical representation of multiple
high-level processes; enables broadcasters
to run real-time operational simulations
of proposed digital workflows; performs
the simulation over a set time period and
displays results graphically; includes a
task timeline that details all activities, in-
puts and processes for each workflow.

615-324-3653
www.marquisbroadcast.com

CleanEdit Suite EVS

Production system is designed for sports
and news; allows multiple users to take
advantage of a common pool of media;
offers ingest applications with ingest
scheduler and VTR control, browsing,
clipping and media management, editing
in proxy or high resolution in native HD
and SD formats, and immediate playout.

+32 4 361 7000; www.evs.tv

Omnia ONE Omnia

Digital audio coding platform monitors
content and dynamically optimizes pro-
cessing for the target encoder; features a
wideband gain rider plus four -band AGC,
look -ahead final limiting optimized for
digital radio, SENSUS codec conditioning
technology, time -aligned and dynamically
flat crossovers, selectable phase rotation,
and a full -featured I/O section that in-
cludes analog and AES/EBU connections.

216-241-3343; www.omniaaudio.com

HDCC-200A
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CAPTION
YOUR AUDIENCE.

Discover Your Solutions at HDWORLD booth #100
U.S.A. +1 888 5 WOHLER (Toll Free) +1 510 870 0810 U.K. +44 (0) 1234 320005 satesfawotter.corr

HD/SD-SDI Closed
Captioning Bridge
-4 Independent Dual Channel

HD and/or SD operation

Bridges Line 21 closed
captions to HD VANC

- Bridges HD closed captions
to Line 21

Live HD captioning with
Newfor interface

dry

WWohler
www.wohler.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

X -3D Miranda Technologies VPS-715 GINGA

Graphics authoring and rendering plat-
form incorporates advanced processing
technology from Ventuz; integrates closely
with )(media Suite template -based graph-
ics workflow tools; offers texture and
material mappings, shading, 3-D lighting
and dynamic motions; uses a template -
oriented structure that simplifies author-
ing, control and graphics re -use.

973-683-0800; www.miranda.com

FOR -A

Digital switcher includes frame synchro-
nizer for every input, up to 16 SD inputs
and outputs, six keyers and six channels
of 3-D DVE; allows 120 seconds of un-
compressed video recording and provides
two channels (key/fill) with simultane-
ous playback for video insert, CG wipe or
slow-motion playback; users can add 2-D
DVE in every input, delivering up to 32
DVE channels.

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com

Broadcalogineering

is looking for

writers and

instructors
- Are you an IT expert?

- Do you have experience
in maintaining transmitters?
Or digital systems?

- Could you teach
someone else
electronic,'

Broadcast Engineering has many opportunities for you to
help others learn broadcast and production technology.

And, you'll make money doing so!

Contact editor@broadcastengineering.com, subject line
"Opportundes" for more information.

TreStar P Staco Energy Products

Online double conversion, three-phase
uninterruptible power supplies for critical
loads feature a digital control system and
enable up to eight TreStar P modules to
be installed in parallel; process signals 10
times faster than analog methods; include
a front control panel with LCD screen,
input circuit breaker and internal main-
tenance bypass.

866-261-1191; www.staco-news.com

T6 Alu Panther

Tripod system for the DV/HDV market
includes a ground spreader, padded bag
and fluid head that comes with a two-
step drag control, vertical and horizontal
breaks, and a sliding balance system with
quick -locking plate to center the camera.

818-841-3110; www.panther.tv

PACLR1/PACCC1 Chief

PACLR1 left/right speaker adapter and
PACCC1 center -channel speaker adapter
offer a low -profile, lightweight design for
easy installation; feature advanced adjust -
ability to position speakers flush with the
screen; ship preassembled and include ca-
ble management clips; fit flat -panel screens
up to 50in; PACCC1 provides up to 5in of
height adjustment; PACLR1 reaches a fully
extended width of almost 54in.

800-582-6480; www.chiefmfg.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

FlashNet v6.2 SGL

New version of the data archive and man-
agement software adds enhancements
such as error monitoring for both storage
devices and media, as well as additional
functionality within StorageManager to
allow manual movement of material be-
tween different layers of storage hierarchy
with enhanced grouping functionality;
allows Avid Interplay users to manage
their archive storage transparently for any
number of users.

303-665-0909; www.sgluk.com

FlipFactory v6.0 Telestream

New release for transcoding workflow
automation product line includes simul-
taneous transcoding while ingesting from
tape with the company's Pipeline network
encoder, support for HD commercial and
syndication workflows, a screen subtitle
option, auto -publishing of metadata with
media to more video sharing Web sites,
integrated two -pass Flash 8 encoding, and
support for even more formats.

877-257-6245; www.telestream.net

Express Live Kulabyte

Platform provides live streaming for
Adobe Flash 8/9, VC -1 and H.264 files;
incorporates the company's TimeSlice
technology, which accelerates the encod-
ing process by multiple factors, increases
picture quality and reduces the required
bandwidth for video file transmission;
encodes and transmits live two -pass VBR
video at full SD and HD quality at con-
sumer -level broadband speeds.

512-795-4228; www.kulabyte.com

NewsHub Nucomm DV Balancer

System for implementing a wide -area ur-
ban cellular diversity receive network fea-
tures four ASI inputs with loop -through
packet switching that provide switching
of up to four cellular receive sites, and a
switchable HD/SD full -format MPEG-2
decoder and NTSC/PAL capability; offers
a low signal acquisition time and genlock
on all analog format inputs; provides
two SDI/ASI outputs, USB/Ethernet and
RS -232 remote control.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com

XX-HE series Neutrik

Three -pole connectors include velour chro-
mium housing and machined gold contacts;
feature improved chuck -type strain relief
for higher pull-out force and faster, easier
assembly and boots with a polyurethane
gland, which provides more protection
from cable bending stresses; male connector
(NC3MXX-HE) is designed with improved
locking recess without window for more
stringent housing and increased durability;
female connector (NC3FXX-HE) has im-
proved solid metal latch, which is larger and
easier to handle.

732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com

Chrosziel

Shoulder bracebrace for cameras up to 91b; fea-
tures a design for cameras that have the
eyepiece of the viewfinder on the back of
the housing; the shoulder pad and breast
rest absorb the weight of the camera by
keeping the hands free for controlling
the camera; memory clip ensures that the
previous setting can immediately be used
again.

+49 89 90 10 910; www.chrosziel.de

Media 100 v12.0 Media 100

The new editing system adds support
for progressive frame formats including
real-time SD crossconversion from 4:3
to 16:9, a new time code burn -in feature
and deeper integration with the Boris
FX product line; enables users to edit in
almost any format with greater control
over effect compositions including pro-
fessional color correction techniques with
support for 16 -bit color.

800-922-3220; www.media100.com

LightSnake USB MIDI SoundTech Professional Audio

Intelligent MIDI -to -PC cable connects with any standard MIDI instrument or control-
ler and plugs directly into the PC USB port; provides both MIDI in/out, allowing the
computer to communicate with and control a wide range of gear; features glowing cable
ends when properly connected, 10ft heavy-duty shielded cable, Sony Media Software
Demo DVD and USB plug -and -play connectivity.

847-949-0444; www.soundtech.com

The Clock is Running Out!

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

Make Your Move to DTV With
An ERI Broadcast System

Call 877 ERI-LINE  Visit www.eriinc.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

C300 Solid State Logic EndGame Pixelmetrix
Compact, assignable console for sweeten-
ing and mix creation features trilevel sync
support, serial control of HD VTRs, en-
hanced 96kHz feature set with provision
for up to 16 discrete audio channels, pec/
direct switch option, three- or four -chan-
nel side/rear surround panning, DAW
control with softkey commands, optional
four -port MADI daughter card, more
than 500 mix inputs and 80 mix busses
and integrated 128 -input, multiformat

surround monitoring; fully scalable from eight to 96 faders, or up to 512 channels.

212-315-1111; www.solid-state-logic.com

DiamondBack 4x4 Telecast Fiber Systems

Video multiplexer handles four bidirectional NTSC/PAL channels and dedicated 10/100
Ethernet connectivity; supports the company's Adder line of audio, intercom and data
multiplexers; features an optional integrated optical switch that provides for full opti-
cal redundancy, dual DC power inputs, a front -panel display, a front -panel BNC and a
private service channel that provides for point-to-point headset communications.

508-754-4858; www.telecast-fibercom

Quality management solution for IPTV;
provides IPTV content aggregators and
IPTV operators with a suite of tools span-
ning the entire content delivery chain, al-
lowing operators to track QoS problems
from a single customer through the net-
work to the headend; a graphical consoli-
dation of information from multiple nodes
with the network enables IPTV operators
to find, isolate and troubleshoot quality -
related issues the fastest way possible.

954-472-5445; www.pixelmetrix.com

EM 3732 Sennheiser

Twin wireless receiver with 90MHz
switching bandwidth features high -qual-
ity audio performance, numerous con-
nection options, scanning function and
transmitter synchronization via infrared
interface; has six user -selectable fixed fre-
quency banks and one user bank with up
to 60 channels that can be programmed
in increments of SkHz; automatically
searches for free frequencies within fre-
quency banks.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiser.com

Log on to subscribe to
any of our award -winning
e -newsletters:

 Beyond the Headlines
 RF Update
 News Technology Update
 Sports Technology Update
 Automation Technology Update
 Digital Signage Update
 Audio Technology Update
 HD Technology Update
 ENG Technology Update
 Strategic Content Management
 Transition to Digital
 IPTV Update
 Systems Integration
 Show Updates

Get the updates you want
delivered right to your inbox.

Now that's service.

4.P.;.11

broadcastengineering.corn

Broadcast Engineering.
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REGISTER NOW

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007
A Department of CTIA-The Wireless Association

October 23-25, 2007 Moscone South San Francisco, CA www.ctia.org/wirelesslT

CT1A

One Show. Two Personalities. Enterprise. Entertainment.

A guide to help you plan for the LARGEST WIRELESS data

event in the industry tha: covers all aspects of wireless in

enterprise and entertainment.

The Wi eless Association^



CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007

One Showwo Personalities.

Entertainment.
Enterprise.

Welcome to CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007

in San Francisco, CA. With over :300 exhibitors and

special techrology pavilions in Mobile Entertainment,

Enterprise WIN ity, M2M and Application Developers,

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007 is the most

comprehensive expo in wireless data showcasing

grovid-breaking innovations and creative solutions for

ente-prise am entertainment.

This is the one show that brings key audiences such

as enterprise users, solution providers, content owners

and mob le distribution channels together to form

strategic parirerships, service incustry needs and cre-

ate rew innovat ons in wireless data.

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment is truly one show

with two personalities.



SCHEDULE A--A-GLANCE

KEY- Registration Packages Required for Admission

 CTIA Smart Pass  CTIA Conference Pass  CTIA Daily Pass

CTIA Exhibits Pass  Purchased Special Interest Seminar

Pre -Conference I Monday, October 22

Registration

Mobile Entertainment Live!

4GMF 2007

Andrew Seybold University

Marketiing-The Mobile Channel
NAVTEO Connections 2007

Smart Phore Summit 2007

Enterprise Mobility

Day One I Tuesday, October 23

Registration

4GMF 2007

Keynote Session
Exhibit Floor Open

7:30 AM - 5:00 PM

8:C0 AM - 6:00 PM

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

9:00 AM - 5:30 PM

9:00 AM - 5:30 PM

9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

12:00 PM -600 PM

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

CTIA Stuart Pass Executive Conference 11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Educational Sessions 1:00 PM - 5:30 PM

Policy Outlook Track 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Deloitte's Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony 2:30 PM

WIC General Member Reception 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Day Two I Wednesday, October 24

Registration
4GMF 2007

Keynote Session
Exhibit Floor Open

Educational Sessions

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

1:00 PM - 5:30 PM

Policy Outlook Track 1:30 PM - 5:30 PM

Mobile Entertainment Reception 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM

Day Three I Thursday, October 25

Registration
Keynote Session
Exhibit Floor Open

830 AM- 3:00 PM
9.30 AM- 10:30 AM

10:30 AM- 3:00 PM

CTIA events are in bold. Schedule subject to change.

Moscone

Moscone Esplanade Ballroom

Moscone/Marriott

Moscone Room 122

Marriott Golden Gate A

Marriott Salon 9

Marriott Golden Gate C

Moscone Room 250

Moscone

Moscone/Marriott

Moscone Gateway Ballroom

Moscone

Room 250

Moscone Rooms 200,

220, 250 & 270

Moscone Room 114

Moscone Gateway Ballroom

AT&T Park

Moscone

Moscone/Marriott

Moscone Gateway Ballroom

Moscone

Moscone Rooms 200,

220, 250 & 270

Moscone Room 114

St. Regis Hotel

a

  c  e      
By Invitation Only

       
Ticket Required

Moscone

Moscone Gateway Ballroom   
Moscone   
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NAVIGATIONAL GUIDE
VIVIAIPWI !mw rinnr-

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007 is pleased to offer a provocative program of visionary and in-depth
sessions, conferences and seminars on the most important issues facing IT professionals, software developers,
media companies, wireless companies and technology enablers as they work to implement and build wireless
data solutions and mobile entertainment products and services.

Use the guide below to help you determine which sessions and seminars best meet your needs.

For Enterprise & Vertical Market Users
CTIA Keynotes page 7
CTIA Educational Sessions page 8-15

Mobile Enterprise

Mobile Data 2.0

CTIA Smart Pass Conference page 6
Enterprise Mobility page 29
Andrew Seybold University page 28
Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony page 29
Smartphone Summit 2007 page 33
Show Floor Highlights page 22-23

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion

Enterprise Mobility Pavilion
M2M Pavilion

For Entertainment Industry Professionals
CTIA Keynotes page 7
CTIA Educational Sessions page 8-15

Mobile Entertainment
CTIA Smart Pass Conference page 6
Mobile Entertainment Live! page 31

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony page 29
Show Floor Highlights page 22-23

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion
M-tertainment Pavilion

Mobile Entertainment Reception* page 37

For International Perspectives
CTIA Keynotes page 7
CTIA Educational Sessions page 8-15

Mobile Enterprise

Mobile Entertainment

Mobile Data 2.0
CTIA Smart Pass Conference page 6
Andrew Seybold University page 28
Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony page 29
Show Floor Highlights page 22-23

Ontario -Canada Pavilion

UK Pavilion

Mobile Entertainment Reception* page 37

For Engineering Professionals & Technologists
CTIA Keynotes page 7
CTIA Educational Sessions page 8-15

Mobile Enterprise

Mobile Data 2.0

CTIA Smart Pass Conference page 6
Andrew Seybold University page 28
Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony page 29
Show Floor Highlights page 22-23

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion

Developers Pavilion

Enterprise Mobility Pavilion

M2M Pavilion

Ontario -Canada Pavilion

UK Pavilion by East of England International

For Application Developers
CTIA Keynotes page 7
CTIA Educational Sessions page 8-15

Mobile Enterprise

Mobile Data 2.0
CTIA Smart Pass Conference page 6
Andrew Seybold University page 28
Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony page 29
Show Floor Highlights page 22-23

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion
Developers Pavilion

Enterprise Mobility Pavilion

M2M Pavilion

For Wireless Carriers
CTIA Keynotes page 7
CTIA Educational Sessions page 8-15

Mobile Enterprise

Mobile Entertainment

Mobile Data 2.0

Policy Outlook

CTIA Smart Pass Conference page 6
4GMF page 26
Andrew Seybold University page 28
Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony page 29
NAVTEQ Connections 2007 page 32
Show Floor Highlights page 22-23

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion
Developers Pavilion

4
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CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007

One Show. Two Personalities.



PLEASE NOTE:

Includes admission

to Smart Pass

Executive

Conference, all

CTIA Educational

Sessions,

Complimentary

Seminars, Exhibit

Floor and CTIA

Keynote Sessions.

Please see

registration form

for details.

SMART PASS EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE

CTIA
The Wireless Association' presents

The CTIA SMART PASS Executive Conference
Presented by fli)competei nc CTIA Member: $695 I Non -Member: $850

The iPhone's Impact on Consumers & the Wireless Market
Tuesday, October 23, 2007
11:00 PM - 12:30 PM
Room 250

2007 has become the year of the iPhone, a device that has potentially changed the way consumers
think about their wireless experience. Following the splash of the iPhone launch, the industry can now
examine the impact of the iPhone on consumer behavior and the competitive landscape as a whole.
With compelling new data, Compete will share insights around how the iPhone measures up with other
advanced devices and the opportunities it provides for the market. With a unique perspective derived
from a combination of behaviorally targeted surveys and observed online shopping behavior, Compete
will provide insights around who really wants the iPhone, what competitors it is hurting the most, and
the true competitive set for the iPhone.

This data will provide a backdrop for a lively discussion with a panel of industry leaders from carriers,
handset OEMs and content providers to discuss -

> The impact of the iPhone and other entertainment oriented devices, for example iPods

> Shopping behavior of the iPhone compared to other top devices leading into the holiday shopping period

Specific cross shopping patterns to identify the true competitive set of devices and carriers for the iPhone

> Perspectives on the iPhone and other advanced devices as entertainment devices versus a productivity tools

> Opportunities for competitors to ride the wave of iPhone success, and open new doors to cater to today's
wireless consumer

STAY TUNED FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF DAY 2 SESSION!
Latest details available at www.ctia.org/wirelessIT.
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CTIA KEYNOTES

Attendees will hear from visionary glopal leaders in the enterprise and

entertainment arenas as CTIA continues to bring the best of both worlds

together on one stage in the Moscone Gateway Ballroom.

KEYNOTE HOST:

Steve Largent, President/CEO, CTIA-The Wireless Associations >

Media Sponsor THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

DAY ONE

Steve Ballmer, Chief Executive Officer, Microsoft Corporation

Ballmer joined Microsoft Corporation, the world's leading manufacturer of software for personal and

bLsiness computing, in 1980 and was the first business manager hired by Bill Gates. Since then,

Ballmer's leadership and passion have become hallmarks of his tenure at the company.

Variously described as ebullient, focused, funny, passionate, sincere, hard -charging and dynamic, Ballmer

has infused Microsoft with his own brand of energetic leadership, vision and spirit over the years.

DAY TWO

criffritwun
Dustin Moskovitz, Co-founder and vice President of Engineering, Facebook

Facebook has grown to become a social utility that enables more than 25 million people of all ages to

share information and communicate with their frienqs, whether at a computer or on a mobile device.

As online and mobile communications converge, Facebook's open platform promotes more efficient

interaction among communities of people, no matter where, when, or how they connect. Dustin

Moskovitz, Co-founder and Vice President of Engineering at Facebook, will discuss how an open plat-

form empowers developers to quickly build and target new content and applications to any device,

g ving companies the potential for massive distribution and users more choice than ever before.

Stay Tuned for Speaker Announcements at www ctia.org/wirelessIT
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CTIA ENCATIQNAL SESSIRN

CTIA's Educational Sessions are the most comprehensive in the Wireless

Industry. These in-depth sessions will address the most important issues

facing IT professionals, software developers, media companies, wireless

companies and technology enablers as they work to implement and build

wireless data solutions and mobile entertainment products and services.

Mobile Enterprise Track

Media Sponsor THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

Mobile Entertainment Track
Sponsored by OLIVER WYMAN

Mobile Data 2.0 Track

Sponsored by

Policy Outlook

Sponsored
by CTIA

The Wireless Association"

1
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CTIA EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
-

Tuesday, October 23 & Wednesday, October 24
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM & 3:30 PM - 5:30 PM
Moscone Rooms 200, 220, 250 & 210

To be competitive today, companies in
nearly every industry need to adopt a

wireless strategy. Wireless-voice
and data-has been shown to improve

speed of communication cycles,
enhance efficiencies, and drop better
results to the bottom line. The Mobile

Enterprise Track will feature an in-
depth look at real -life wireless

solutions across multiple industry
categories that can be deployed today.

Discussions will focus on the
solutions that are available in the

marketplace today-hardware and
software-look at issues such as
integration and security, and will

include information about returns on
investment made in wireless data

systems. The sessions in this track
will be geared to bring educational

value for those asking wireless
"beginner" questions, as well as to

those in expansion mode developing
"second stage" wireless strategies.

Mobile Enterprise Track

Topics:
Media .Sponsor

Enterprise Applications
What Can the IT Managers Implement

Today to Mobilize the Enterprise

Workforce?

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
1:00 PM - 2:15 PM
Room 220

Each carrier is responding to demands in the

Enterprise marketplace and partnering with

major application providers. This panel

gathers together wireless network providers
and application providers to discuss the most

important issues for successful IT

implementation and adoption. These panelists
are the experts on what is available today, and

what will be available in the coming 6-24

months.

Moderator:
Chris Isaac, Partner PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Speakers:
Edward Schmit, Dev. Central Program, AT&T Mobility

John Traynor, Sr Dir, Enterprise Embedded Devices,

M crosoft

David Werezak, VP Enterprise, Research In Motion

Sprint, TBD

Verizon Wireless, TBD

Customer Relationship
Management in a Mobile World

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
2:30 PM - 3:45 PM
Room 220

Wireless Customer Relationship Management

(CRM) applications are the fastest growing

enterprise application segment. CRM is now a

billion dollar revenue market in North America

with strong growth and high ROls. This panel

features end user case studies which showcase

implementations by companies such as

Canada's leading commercial real estate firm

and the world leader in global storage systems.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Moderator:
Brenda Lewis, Principal,
Transactions Marketing, Inc.

Speakers:
Wahid Fazli, Manager, VMI Strategy,
Hitachi Global Storage Technologies, Inc.

Mario Kovacevic, VP Info Tech & Marketing,

J.J. Barnicke Limited

Microsoft Customer Case Study, TBD

Wireless Productivity Tools
Selecting the Right Device

Tuesday, October 23, 2007

4:00 PM - 5:15 PM
Room 220

In the 21st century, empowering a workforce

with wireless productivity tools is an essential

task of business. Selecting the correct device

is key to maximizing employee productivity,
efficiency, and mobility. Determining the

mobile policy of the entire organization will
also help balance security and convenience for

all. Through the development of worker
profiles, companies can now determine their
mobility needs and control costs by choosing

the best device in terms of cost, benefit, ROI,
and product options. This panel will explore a

variety of issue areas in enterprise device
selection and management, while also seeking

to find the overall formula for enabling the
mobile workforce.

Moderator:
Avi Greengart, Principal Analyst, Wireless Devices,

Current Analysis

Speakers:
Hammish Caldwell, Executive Director of Product

Management and Marketing, AT&T Mobility

David Ginsburg,
VP Marketing and Product Management,

InnoPath Software

Pankaj Gupta, CEO, Amtel

Andy Willett, SVP Business Development,

NetMotion Wireless

Speakers have been invited.
P.-ogram and Speakers are subject to change.
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CTIA EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS

Email Solutions
Issues to Adoption

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
100 PM - 2:15 PM
Room 220

Every Enterprise makes a decision to begin

with wireless services sometime; most opt to
begin with wireless email. What is the status
of wireless email adoption in the enterprise
versus use of online email? What issues with
wireless are holding back the late adopters?
What questions do IT managers need

answered before they invest in wireless email
solutions? This panel addresses those

questions.

Moderator:
Steve Follin, Director, Technology Integration

Deloitte Consulting LLP

Speakers:
Ross Bott, CEO, SEVEN Networks

Sean Byrnes, CEO, Flurry, Inc.

Mark Connon, CEO, Digit Wireless

Scott Cooper, SVP Mobility, Nokia

Joe Fabris, Director, Wireless Solutions, Palm, Inc.

Enterprise Converged Services
Options for Optimization

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
2:30 PM - 3:45 PM
Room 220

Wireless is able to take over data delivery from

Wireline-Statement of Fact or Statement of
Hope? Are the best features of both Wireless
and Wireline being utilized in Enterprises

today, and if not, what options are out there for
an IT manager to make the decisions to

optimize both telecom networks to the

company's best advantage? This panel joins

ecosystem providers (pieces of the puzzle) to

help the IT manager sort out the bigger picture.

Moderator:
Adam Kennedy, Director, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Speakers:
Jim Grams, CTO, Azaire Networks

Gary May, Director Bus Dev, Enterprise, Ericsson

Manish Raj, Sr Director, Product, Enterprise,
Motorola, Inc.

Larry Tichaysky, Solution Engineer, Sprint

Alastair Westgarth, COO, Tango Networks

Machine to Machine
Communication
Smart and Efficient

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
4:00 PM - 5:15 PM
Room 220

Wireless M2M (Machine -to -Machine) is an

emerging market with much potential for

Enterprise efficiencies. Some of the critical

elements of adoption include reliability and

systems strongly integrated with other IT
network applications and systems. This M2M

intelligence -based utilization of technology has

shown strong ROI, and this panel will discuss

actual deployments and case studies of
integration issues.

Moderator
Derek Kerton, Principal Analyst, The Kerton Group

Speakers:
Andrew Berman, SVP & GM, Mobile & M2M
Sierra Wireless

Daniel Collins, CTO, Jasper Wireless

Dean Fledderjohn, GM, M2M Business Segment
Kyocera Wireless

Anders Franzen, COO, Wavecom

Chris Purpura, We Marketing, Aeris Communications

i

REGISTER NOW TO EXPERIENCE

THE NEXT GENERATION OF WIRELESS DATA

AT WWW.CTIA.ORG/WIRELESSIT
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Mobile Entertainment used to revolve
almost exclusively around

"personalization." Today, however,
Mobile Entertainment is on the cusp of
delivering rich multi -media content to

a mass audience. But meeting mass
market expectations is a tall order,

and wireless carriers and their
partners will have to collaborate

closely if they are to succeed. The
Mobile Entertainment Track will delve

deeply into the impediments to
adoption of Mobile Entertainment

products and services, with special
emphasis given to music, video,

games and mobile social networks as
those mobile products evolve from

forms of "idle" amusement into
powerful interactivity elements all

their own.

Speakers have been invited.
Program and Speakers are subject to change.

Mobile Entertainment Track
Sponsored by OLIVER WYMAN

Topics:

State of Mobile Content
Mini -Conference

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
1:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Room 250

After years of mostly hype, mobile content has

taken off in the last 24 months; helping carriers
to achieve 15% of revenues from non -voice

services. Ringtones have led the way, and they

now account for as much as 10% of the music

industry's revenues. But already sales from

mobile content are beginning to slow. This

rrin -conference will feature the insights and

predictions of the industry leaders who have
P&L responsibility for Mobile Content within

their companies on the steps they feel that

they, their partners, and the industry as a

whole must take in order to combat the
leveling off of mobile content sales and keep

the mobile content rocket climbing.

Carrier Panel
ito PM - 2:15 PM

Moderator:
Douglas Garland, Executive in Residence
K.einer Perkins Caufield & Byers

Speakers:
John Burris, VP Wireless Data Services, Sprint

Mark Collins, VP Consumer Data Services, AT&T Mobility

J. Lee Daniels, Staff VP Consumer Prod. Development

Verizon Wireless

Wade McGill, SVP Product Management

and Development, ALLTEL

Warren McNeel, VP Product Development, T -Mobile

Content Provider Panel
2:15 PM - 3:30 PM

Moderator:
Bryan Biniak, Managing Director
Provenance Ventures

Speakers:
Greg Clayman, SVP Mobile Media, MTV Networks

Bernard Gershon, SVP & General Manager

ABC News Digital Media

Lucy Hood, CEO, Jamba

Cyriac Roeding, EVP CBS Mobile

Howie Singer, VP Strategic Technology

Warner Music Group

Mobile Games
Enhancing the User Experience

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
1:00 PM - 2:15 PM
Room 270

Mobile game publishers often site handset
design issues as the main reason behind the

less than exciting gaming experience on most

mobile devices today. But presenting a

compelling user experience via a small device
designed for phone calls is no easy task and

many in the handset industry argue that, to

boost the market, ecosystem players must
better coordinate their efforts. How can
industry players work together to offer mobile

games that are as exciting as console games?
What are some of the issues that are keeping

the mobile games market from reaching its

potential? This session wi I uncover the

specifics of the collective industry effort
needed to jumpstart the mobile gaming

market.

Moderator:
Sascha Segan, Lead Analyst, PC Magazine

Speakers:
Travis Boatman, VP Worldwide Studios, EA Mobile

Electronic Arts

Gonzague da Vallois, VP Publishing, Gameloft

Stephen McDonnell
Market Development Manager, Games, Ecosystems &

Market Dev, Mobile Devices Business, Motorola, Inc

Paul Whitaker, Head of Games, North America, Nokia

Mike Yuen, Senior Director OUALCOMMs Gaming Group

GUALCOMM
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Mobile Music
The Evolution Continues

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
2:30 PM - 3:45 PM
Room 270

While ringtones have provided the music

industry with a much needed lift in recent

years, ringtone sales are leveling off and new

ringtone customers are not coming into the
market as quickly as they once were. Both

carriers and record labels are looking at new

physical and digital products to re -ignite

consumer interest. This session will feature a
frank discussion on the state of the mobile
music business and offer insights into new
ways to utilize the mobile channel as a means
of music industry growth with emphasis on

the evolving subscription and pricing models
that will take us there.

Moderator:
Ralph Simon, Chairman Emeritus & Founder
MEF & Live Earth

Speakers:

Thomas Hesse, President, Global Dig. Bus. & US
Sales, SONY BMG Music Entertainment

Jorgen Larsen, Chairman of the Board
iLoop Mobile Inc.

Glenn Lurie, President, National Distribution,
AT&T Mobility

Bret Moore, GM, Mobile Services
RealNetworks, Inc.

Michael Nash, S'P, Digital Strategy & Business Dev.
Warner Music Group

Lifestyle on the Run
Taking Social Networking Mobile

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Room 250

Among the hottest properties on the Internet
are Social Networking sites. In order to better
serve the interests of their customers and to
fully integrate their services with their
customers' lifestyles, many of these sites are
working to develop successful mobile

extensions. Now brands and marketers are
raising the stakes by seeking business

opportunities that drive value from on-line
communities & increased advertising

opportunities. Here, too, it would seem that
mobile can help. However, numerous

impediments remain, including determining

which services to extend and how to best

utilize mobile devices to extend them. This
panel will seek to bridge the gap between

Web -based communities and mobile users by
providing insight into how mobile can help

social networking communities increase the
value they provide to their members.

Moderator:
Mark Donovan, CM° and Senior Analyst, M:Metrics

Speakers:

Shawn Conahan, Founder and CEO. , Intercasting Corp.

John Dearborn, CEO, 3 Guppies

Frederick Ghahramani, Co -Founder and Director; AirG

Michael Grossi, SVe Strategy and Business
Development, Helio

Paddy Holahan, CEO, NewBay Software

Dominick Tolli, VP Mobile Data Services,
Virgin Mobile USA

Razing the Garden Wall
Making the Leap to Off Portal

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
4:00 PM - 5:15 PM
Room 270

The reality is that carriers are slowly moving

away from direct deck sales models and

embracing off deck opportunities. A number
of factors are slowing the carrier migration to

off portal services, however, including the fear

of cannibalization. Challenges faced by
content providers include revenue leakage,
lack of standards and common practices, and

very little seamless technical integration. This
group of industry veterans will examine these
and other issues.

Moderator:
Thomas Ryan, Entrepreneur -in -Residence

Bessemer Venture Partners

Speakers:
Andrew Bud, Founder & Executive Chairman, mBlox

Jayanthi Rangarajan, President & CEO, Novarra

Fredrik Ruben, Head of Sales, Ericsson IPX, North

America, Ericsson IPX

Steve Shivers, General Manager, OpenMarket

Steven Spencer, CEO, Upoc Networks

TV on the Go
Leveraging Mobility to Meet Consumer

Demand for Video Content

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
1:00 PM- 2:30 PM
Room 250

There is little question about America's

appetite for video content. From hundreds of
cable and over the air channels, to a growing

variety of Internet -based video content, it is

clear that when it comes to video content,

Americans can't get enough. And as the

original iPod did with music, the video iPod

has helped demonstrate that America has an
appetite for mobile video content as well. But
how can mobile best leverage that demand

and help satiate the market? This session will
consider the ways in which mobile can help

provide Americans with ubiquitous access to
video content and add to the revenue stream
being built around mobile content.

Moderator:
Ranjan Mishra, Director, Oliver Wyman

Speakers:
Michael Barlow, CEO
Alcatel -Lucent PacketVideo Network Solutions

Albert Cheng, EVP Digital Media

Disney -ABC Television Group

Ray DeRenzo, VP of Business Development
MobiTV

Gideon Gilboa, WiMAX TV Product Marketing
Manager; NDS

Ron Lamprecht, VP New Media, NBC Universal
Cable

Jan Lezny, VP Business Development

MediaFLO USA Inc.

Clint Stinchcomb, EVP & GM, Discovery
Communications (Emerging Networks Group)

Maxing Mobile for Millennials

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
1:00 PM - 2:15 PM
Room 270

Today's Internet -savvy teenagers and 20 -

somethings barely understand faxing, but are
addicted to texting and social networking.

These Gen Y'ers don't just watch content-
they create and share it as a regular part of
their day. So how do companies reach this

powerful group of consumers? Is the growth of
mobile among this group subsiding? How can

12
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the market create experiences that surpass

the Internet, yet fit the format and mobility of
handsets? This panel will provide executable

strategies for engaging the youth market in a

way that generates participation as well as

revenue.

Moderator:
Antony Bruno, Lrxec. Dir, Digital/Mobile

Billboard Magatne

Speakers:
Howard Handler, Chief Marketing Officer
Virgin Mobile USA

Alice Kim, Vice President of Carrier Relations

and Wireless Distribution, MTV Networks
Mobile Media Group

Paul Palmieri, President & CEO, Millennial Media

Jack Philbin, President & Co -Founder Vibes Media

John Puterbaugh, Founder Nellymoser

Investing With Confidence
Venture Capital Spending

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
2:30 PM - 3:45 PM
Room 270

According to numerous sources, overall
venture capital funding for the first quarter of

2007 is down. After listening to this panel
discuss the eva'uation of mobile web 2.0,
effective marketing strategies for wireless,
MVNO financial viability, new VC opportunities

for the future, and a host of other issues,
attendees might decide the outlook for mobile
remains incredibly active and full of promise.

Don't miss the chance to hear this panel of
experts in venture funding explore where the
exciting early stage investment prospects

remain within the mobile environment.

Moderator.
Rajeev Chand, Managing Director and Senior Equity

Research, Rutberg S Company

Speakers:
Tun Chang, Principal, Norwest Venture Partners

Thomas Huseby, Managing Partner; Sea Point

Ventures

Matt Murphy, Partner; Kleiner Perkins Caufield &
Byers

Tom Wheeler, Partner Core Capital Partners

Richard Wong, Partner, Accel Partners

Personalized Interaction
Issues in Mobile Advertising

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Room 250

Mobile marketing has prove'i to be a powerful

channel to communicate with any audience.

Mobile is currently the fastest growing
advertising channel available to marketers

increasing 30% year -over -year. Learn how this

medium not only targets the consumer directly,

but arso achieves a high level of interaction,

because people never leave home without

their mobile phones and rarely switch them
off. Gain greater insight into why the use of

mobile marketing is also considered an
effective communication tooi for advertisers

since it creates a personalized, one to one
relationship between a brand and a consumer.

This session focuses on the personal, portable,

and controllable aspects of mobile from

marketing and advertising perspectives and

also addresses what the industry must do to

protect the space for carrier and brand alike.

Moderator:
Ted Cohen, Managing Partner; TAG Strategic

Speakers:
Mike Baker, CEO, Enpocket

Tom Burgess, CEO, Third Screen Media

Brian Cowley, CEO, Ad Infuse, Inc.

Thomas Ellsworth, President and COO, GoTV

Networks

Mitch Feinman, Stfe Fox Mobile Entertainment

Omar Hamoui, CEO, Admob

Scott Silk, CEO & President, Acticn Engine

Corporation

The Quest to Discover
Mobile Content

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
4:00 PM - 5:15 PM
Room 270

Consumers are showing more and more

interest in accessing content via mobile

devices, and have demonstrated a willingness

to pay for the mobile content they consume.

The establishment of unified platforms and

tools to organize and manage the mobile

content experience, including the ability to

discover "hard to find" content will certainly
propel a richer user experience. Currently,

content discovery is mired in several

challenging issues. Ongoing debates include

the comparison of ODP "on device portals",

versus WAP (mobile apps vs WAP), iMDM

"integrated mobile device management",

mobile search, and other issues, all vying for

the title of "tool best suited for discovery".
This panel will explore these issues and also

attempt to identify solutions surrounding the
overall discovery of mobile content.

Moderator:
Monica Alleven, Editor Wireless Week

Speakers:
Douglas Edwards, EVP/Chief Marketing Officer

Handmark

Randy Eisenman, President and CEO, Handango, Inc.

lom Maguire, Vice President, Kyocera Wireless Corp.

Dan Olschwang, President and CEO, JumpTap

Tom Trinneer, Vice President, SNAPin Software
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U
The Mobile Data 2.0 Track provides a

window into future mobile
development. The track examines

new innovation that is available
through wireless vehicles such as

mCommerce, eMessaging, and
location -based services. Special
emphasis is placed on the cross-

ecosystem coordination needed to
drive more complex usage and deeper
adoption of mobile goods and services

and enhancement of lifestyle
productivity. This focus will help

attendees see the future more clearly
given the rapid pace of technological

developments in wireless.

Mobile Data 2.0 Track
Sponsored by 114M,

Topics:

Commercializing Location
Based Services

Tuesday, October 23, 2007

1:00 PM - 230 PM
Room 200

Location -based services (LBS) that are riding on

mobile networks offer unlimited opportunity to

providers and customers alike. However the

uptake for LBS is slower in some areas than

expected due to a host of issues, from privacy and

security to application usability. What are the

expectations from users for these types of

services? What are providers doing to meet those

expectations and concerns so that market

potential can be met? This session discusses the

current challenges facing those companies

working to commercialize location based services.

Moderator.
Tracy Ford, Editor/Associate Publisher

RCI? Wireless News

Speakers:

Sam Altman, CEO, loopt Inc.

Walt Doyle, CEO, uLocate

NAVTEQ, TBD

HP Jin, CEO, TeleNav

Darren Koenig, Director, Wireless, Internet & Telecom
Tele Atlas

Steve Petilli, EVP Bus Dev & Product, Networks In
Motion, Inc.

Are Data Exchange Standards
Necessary for the Growth
and Profitability of the Digital
Content Market?

Tuesday, October 23, 2007

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Room 200

As the mobile content marketplace continues to grow,

trust -based reporting relationships are increasingly

strained and do not allow for economies of scale

across vendor relationships. Since every Content

Owner is working hard to reshape their distribution

model and reach new audiences, could efficiencies be

gained from adopting common data exchange

standards between the relevant parties in the digital

content ecosystem? This session will explore the pros

and cons of a standardized reporting system and the

role it could play in bolstering profitability in the wake

of maturing traditional businesses

Moderator.

Charles Brower, Director, Information, Communications
& Entertainment, KPMG

Speakers:

Jill Braff, SUP, Worldwide Marketing, GM of Americas
Glu Mobile

Bill Diggins, Head of Digital Entertainment

()pass - Amdocs Digital Commerce Division

Scott Forbes, Vice President, Service Transformation

Subscriber Integration Practice, Alcatel -Lucent

Robert Hyatt, Executive Director, AT&T Mobility

Dennis Quinn, Executive VF,' Business Development

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.

Christy Wyatt, VP Ecosystem & Market Development

Motorola, Inc.

Enhanced Mobile Messaging
What's Beyond SMS?

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
1:00 PM- 2:30 PM
Room 200

The mobile phone is a communications tool, not

just a voice -to -voice tool. Messaging is data

communication. However, 'plain old SMS

messaging' has limitations. The next generation

14
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of messaging seems to incorporate pictures,

voice, presence and real time communication.

This panel will provide the view of Enhancements

to Messaging That are currently available, what is

being developed, and what the future may look

like for communication via a message.

Moderator.

McAdory Lipscomb, Sr Dir., Global Marketing, Accenture

Speakers:

Jeff Armantrout, Sr Manager, Messaging, T -Mobile

Chirag Bakshi, VP, Messaging, VeriSign, Inc.

Skuli Mogenson, Founder & Chairman, OZ

Inderpal S Murnick, CEO, Chairman, Kirusa Inc.

Allen Scott, Gv,neral Manager, NeuStar, Inc.

John Sims, CEO, 724 Solutions

Joe Sipher, Co -Founder, Product & Marketing, Pinger

mCommerce
What It Will Take to Become

The Next Big Thing in Wireless

Wednesday, October 24, 2007

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Room 200

mCommerce-from mobile banking to contactless

payments-has all the earmarks of a Killer

Application: Convenience, Ubiquitous Devices,

Deep Interest among all the players in the Value

Chain. And yet, unlike eCommerce, which has

taken off, mCommerce seems to be spinning its

wheels in the US. This panel takes a look at the

issues that are holding back the deployment of

mCommerce services in the US and posits what

must be done to get the marketplace rolling.

Moderator:
Karen Webster, President, Market Platform
Dynamics

Speakers:

Nashina Asaria, Director Business Development,

QUALCOMM Wireless Business Solutions

Kevin Dulsky, Cr Director & GM Mobile Payments, PayPal

David Holmes, Bus Dev. Mgr, NXP Semiconductors

Gerhard Ronten,
Head of NFC Market Development, Nokia

Spencer White, Director of Business Development,
AT&T Mobility

Pam Zuercher, VP, Product Innovation, Visa USA

CTIA's Policy Outlook Track continues to

address the most important topics facing
he wireless industry and policy decision
makers. For the latest updates on guests

and panelists of the Policy Outlook,

please check www.ctia.org/wirelesslT

Topics:

Plenary

Wireless Industry Policy
Hot Topics
Tuesday, October 23, 2007

200 PM - 3:00 PM
Room 114

Key Federal and State regulators will discuss

policy hot topics and will answer questions
about what policies they think will best spur

the wireless industry's continued growth,
innovation and evolution.

Moderators:
Chris Guttman -McCabe, Vice President,
Pegolatory Affairs, CTIA

K. Dane Snowden, Vice President, External and
State Affairs, CTIA

Making the Universal Service
Fund Work for Wireless
Wednesday, October 24, 2007
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM
Room 114

Representatives from industry, as well as key

decisionmakers, will discuss how best to fulfill

policymakers' goal of advancing mobile
wireless deployment to high -cost, rural areas,

in light of proposals to change universal

service funding for wireless carriers.

Moderators:
Paul Garnett, Assistant Vice President,

Regulatory Affairs, CTIA

Lisa Zaina, Assistant Vice President, State

Regulatory Affairs, CTIA

Policy Outlook Track

Sponsored by CTIA
The Whe ess Ass lawn

Market Realities
Wednesday, October 24, 2007
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Room 114

Key policy makers will discuss the realities of
consumer behavior and the effect of market

power in a competitive landscape along with a

review of the inherent differences and

tensions in Federal and State jurisdictional

oversight of competitive markets.

Moderators:
K. Dane Snowden, Vice President, External and
State Affairs, CTIA

Gerry Keegan, Director; State Legislative Affairs, CTIA

Plenary

Wireless and Public Safety,
Building On Existing Public -
Private Partnerships
Wednesday, October 24, 2007
4:30 PM- 5: 30 PM
Room 114

Wireless carriers and Public Safety entities

have long partnered in the provision of various

wireless services. At the same time that
interested parties may seek to pursue a

national broadband Public Safety network in

earnest, commercial carriers and government

must resolve important questions regarding

emergency alerts, E911 and CALEA. Panelists

will discuss next steps and answer questions
implicated by these and other policy questions.

Moderators:
Lori McGarry, Director, External Affairs, CTIA

Brian Josef, Director Regulatory Affairs, CTIA
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IT: Mobilizing the Enterprise

Fj
nterprises in the corporate, government and public
safety sectors are looking to do some unwired busi-
ness. It's been a huge year for mobile enterprise

applications, as carriers and their enterprise prospects look
to move past the basics of untethering their workforce from
wireline constraints.

Among some of the trendy enterprise applications, Verizon
Wireless recently launched its Backup Assistant service, one
of the many new applications on the market to help enterprise
customers securely manage and back-up their mobile contact
lists to avoid losing the information through glitch or theft.
Backup Assistant does so by saving the contact list to a se-
cure web site, and automatically updating the redundant list
with changes as necessary.

AT&T, meanwhile, announced some advances at the small
business end of the market, announcing a mobility bundle
specifically designed for that segment. Sprint, for its part,
has kept pushing push -to -talk into new places across its
network footprint.

Some enterprise -related segments, such as public safety,
municipalities and the general government market, continue
to be proving grounds for the latest mobile applications. GPS
and other location -based technologies continue to evolve to
give public safety outlets a better fix on critical information

need in emergency situation. Location -based services also
have been adapted for the enterprise, to enable applications
such as sales force automation and inventory tracking. The
mapping information that feeds location -based applications
has become a star in its own right.

Municipal Wi-Fi was a big trend of recent years, promising

efficient broadband for government offices and applications,
as well as public consumption, but now it's proving not to be
the answer for unwiring many municipalities. That could give
new mobile broadband and WiMAX technologies and appli-
cations greater efficacy in the municipal market opportunity.

Look for IT to make a big splash early on at this fall's CTIA
WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment show, as Microsoft CEO
Steve Ballmer promises to discuss a major new enterprise an-
nouncement from the software giant during his Day One key-
note. Other educational content on the agenda will keep the
enterprise theme going: The Smartphone Summit, co -located
with the big event in San Francisco, will hot on trends running
across both the enterprise and entertainment spaces.

For enterprise, issues such as workforce mobility, mobile
access security, applications convergence, push e-mail and
location -based services either using GPS or other technology
continue to be the hottest applications, and the Smartphone

Summit has individual sessions addressing each area. An-
other Smartphone Summit session
will seek to establish the current ROI
for investing in an enterprise mobility
program. NAVTEQ will be hosting its
NAVTEQ Connections 2007 conference
at the show, and other location and
mapping companies, such as Garmin
USA, MapInfo, deCarta and ESRI will
be mapping out new directions for
these increasingly popular applica-
tions. The show also will feature the
Enterprise Mobility Pavilion, enterprise
mobility conference tracks and the
M2M Zone focusing on machine -to -

machine communications for vertical
enterprise markets.

As the world becomes more and
more unwired, the enterprise environ-
ment is likewise keeping pace and fast
becoming a hotbed of mobile applica-
tion development and deployment.
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-of Both Worlds
Entertainment: The Disconnected Consumer

Social networking can be
a very entertaining series
of applications for mobile

consumers seeking fun with a
sense of community, and the
trend has mobilized its way into
the wireless sector. At the CTIA
WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment
event, Facebook co-founder and
vice president of engineering
Dustin Moskovitz will do the Day
Two keynote, talking about the
importance of open platforms for
getting a variety of mobile con-
tent and applications to mobile
user communities. At the show,
BLStream, a provider of mobile
blogging solutions, is one to watch

for in the community space.
The M-tertainment Pavilion

and mobile entertainment confer-
ence tracks will be other places to find out what's new in
mobile entertainment applications. Mobile video continues to
mature, but one of the newest things in mobile video is broad-
cast video. Verizon Wireless, which launched broadcast video
service through MediaFLO earlier this year, has continued to
expand both market availability and programming offerings.
The carrier recently announced a broad slate of live college
football offerings throughout the fall.

While broadcast gets bigger, Sprint, an early unicast video
pioneer, is now focused on rolling out the first cities for its
WiMAX-based 4G offering. Still, it also has find time to push
forward innovative video -related applications like remote
DVR scheduling and video -on -demand. Also keep an eye on
GoTV Networks, one of the up-and-coming companies to
watch in mobile video.

Mobile music also continues to be a vibrant arena. The
most notable recent announcement was the new partner-
ship between Verizon Wireless, MTV and RealNetworks to
develop new music offerings for VCast.

Mobile banking and payments represents one of the busi-
est areas consumer segments. At last spring's CTIA WIRE-
LESS 2007 show in Orlando, the industry witnessed the first
wave of agreements between mobile carriers and banking
firms to enable a variety of secure banking applications. More

recently, carriers have begun adding more banking partners
to increase availability to a larger percentage of their cus-
tomer bases.

Then there's the increasingly popular mobile gaming sector.
Digital Chocolate CEO Trip Hawkins will be among the other
speakers at the show. Gaming has suffered through fits and
starts as a mobile application, but it may finally be on the
right tack as developers have been able to understand what
kinds of games work best on mobile devices. Expect Hawkins
to discuss this progression as well as the future of 3-D mobile
gaming, an application evolution likely to be the subject of
g -eat discussion in the near future. And if you're looking for
a new company to check out on the mobile gaming front, try
Big Blue Bubble.

Mobile marketing and advertising is another application
area whose viability is being viewed with increasing certain-
ty. Technologies for campaign management and distribution
of marketing and advertising programs via mobile are very
popular. Another co -located conference called Marketing -The
Mobile Channel will take a closer look. Meanwhile, exhibitors
such as Air2Web, Bango, Enpocket, iLoop, AdMob and Cell -
fire, among others will have key solutions on display.

Whether it's movies or music, money or games, it's clear
that the consumer world has cut the cord.
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INTERACTIVE MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Announcing new technology that will aid you in

getting the most of what you want from the show...

Interactive Mobile Applications for

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007 Attendees
Sponsors iloop mobile NEU STAR*

Text the "first three letters" of the company name to
346337 (FINDER). Booth location and other contact details
will be returned to your phone. Make contact with every

company you came to visit.

Text "Buzz" to 97577 (WRLSS) to receive updates
before and during the show. Have the latest show news

delivered to your handset. Subscribe to WIRELESS ALERTS
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CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007

One Show. Two Personalities.
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ABBYY USA Software House, Inc.
Absolute Quality Inc.
Actimagine
Action Engine
AdMob
Aeris
Air2Web
AirClic Inc.
AirlQ Inc.
Alcatel -Lucent
American Roamer
Amika Mobile Corporation
Amtel
AnyDATA Corporation
AOL, LLC
APT Ltd.
ARIS Software

346
433-S
1709
1727

433-W
1223
1209
221
221
621
226
849
342
333

1041
433-Z

554

AskMeNow, Inc.
AT&T Mobility
Bango
Better Energy Systems/Solio
Big Blue Bubble
Bitstream Inc.
BLStream Oy
Bluefire Security Technologies
Bulletin Wireless
Celltire Inc.
Chalk
Clickatell
Coding Technologies
Corn One
CommerceTel
Cube:80 - TribalText
Datawind Net Access
deCarta
Deloitte
Digit Wireless
DVC Labs
Dynetic Mobile Solutions, Inc.
East of England International
Emdigo, Inc.
End2End - Part of MACH Group
Enfora, Inc.
Enpocket
Ericsson Inc.
ESRI

134
1133
1249
1347

849
434
118
141

1542
1803
114
232

433-I
1236
1636
148
849

1232
221
125
945

1829
1639

433-N
1543
221

1141
821
347

European Software Games 433-D
Federal Communications Commission 222
Fierce Wireless 1449
FieldWorker Products Ltd.
First Look
Garmin International
Gemini Mobile Technologies
Geodesic
GeoMicro, Inc.
Gesturetek
GOFRESH GmbH
GoTV Networks
Greater Cambridge Partnership
Handango
Handmark

Inc.
HCL America Inc.
Hewlett-Packard
Highdeal
iLoop Mobile, Inc.
Impatica Inc.
Impetus Technologies, Inc.
Independent Digital

Licensing Corporation
Infinite Peripherals, Inc
InnoPath Software
Interop Technologies
Intrado, Inc.
IP Unity Glenayre
iThentic
iVision Mobile
Janus Remote Communications
Jasper Wireless
JumpTap
Keynote Systems
Kingston Technology Co., Inc.
Kirusa Inc.
KORE Telematics

849
1711
1245

221
433.H

132
849

433 -BB
633

1639
348
317

433-0
1450
1147
1054
1049
454
110

849
251

1321
341
351
432
849

433-Y
1520
1314
1446
913
247
941

1325
Korea Trade Center San Francisco 1546
KT -Tech, Incorporated 112
Kyocera Wireless Corporation 1215
LiveCargo, Inc. 1239
LLeida Networks

Serveis Telematics, S.L 1421

LogMeln, Inc. 643
M2M Zone 1417
mBlox, Inc. 525
Microsoft Corp. 109
Mission Critical Wireless 1810
MMA - Mobile Marketing Associaion 1539
MobiBase 433-X
Mobile Complete 1040
Mobile Data Now 239
Mobile Enterprise Magazine 146
Mobile Ethos PTE LTD 433-T
Mobiqa Ltd 433-0
MobiTV, Inc. 519
Mobot, Inc. 433-K
Motorola 809
Motorola - M2M Wireless Modules 1420

Motricity 117

MovieStorm 1639

mSpot
Multi -Tech Systems, Inc.
MX Telecom
MyWireless.org
NAVTEQ
Nellymoser
NeoMedia Technologies
NetNumber, Inc.
NetProSys, Inc.
Networks In Motion, Inc.
NeuroSky, Inc.
Neustar, Inc.
NewBay Software Inc.
NexAira Inc.
Nokia Inc.
Novarra Inc.
Novatel Wireless
NSTL, Inc.
Numerex
Ontario Exports Inc.
OpenMarket
Orange
PacketVideo Corp.
Peperoni Mobile

& Internet Software GmbH
PlayPhone, Inc.
Plutolife
Portman Security Systems
PowerUp Games6, Inc.
()Sound Labs, Inc.
QUALCOMM, Inc.
Questex - America's Network
QuickPlay Media Inc
RACO Industries, Inc.
RCR Wireless News
RealNetworks, Inc.
Research in Motion (BlackBerry)
Rummble Ltd
SanDisk Corp.
Siemens Wireless Modules
Sierra Wireless
SiGe Semiconductor
Smaato Inc.
Smith Micro Software, Inc.
SNAPin Software
SolovatSoft, Inc.
Solutions Into Motion
Soma Management LLC
Sound Ideas
SpinVox
Sports Network
Sprint
Staccato Communications
STATS LLC
Streamezzo
Susteen, Inc.
Sybase
Symbian
Syniverse Technologies
TACS
Tanla Mobile
Tele Atlas
Telit Wireless Solutions
Textopoly Inc
thePlatform
Tira Wireless Inc.
T -Mobile
Tribal Glu
UBiQUi0
UlEvolution, Inc.
UK Trade & Investment
UrbanWorld Wireless

1044
209
949
446
615

433-C
1351
1719
338
609

1821
841

433-B
943
922

1137
1509
1739
1525
849

1333
1341
1533

450
433-U
433-M

123
1356

433-E
633

1549
433 -AA

1319
1433

933
1033
1639

908
1415
1515
221
108
215
337

433-R
849

1735
433-G

1733
433-F
1651
1151

433-V
1246
1805
323
332

1233
849

1439
1309
1425

433-L
433-A
1250
1521
1445
1344
1633

433 -DD
1354

UTStarcom Personal Communications 509
U -Turn Media Group 1826
VANTRIX Corporation
Vapor Mobile
VectorMAX
VeriSign Inc.
Verizon Wireless
Voice on the Go
Voxtone Communications
Wapple.net
Wavecom, Inc.
WeatherBug
Wireless Week
Wireless Work Force
Wyless
XIM, Inc.
XLR8 Mobile, Inc.

1809
1723

309
1008
1021
1048
849

433-P
1315
1715
1154
1747
1418
126

1348

As of 8/23/07
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TECHNQI-KY 8.! INTERNATIONAL PAVILIONS

Deloitte

Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion

Deloitte
2007 Wireless Fast 50

Sponsors

lfippeT9ISIT Porsche Motorsport

The Wireless Fast 50 is a subcategory of

the Technology Fast 50, recognizing the 50

fastest growing companies in the wireless
industry. This Pavilion will accompany

the Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards
program taking place on the Keynote

Stage at CTIA WIRELESS I.T. &

Entertainment 2007.

This pavilion will showcase several of the
Wireless Fast 50 companies who own

proprietary wireless intellectual property
or proprietary wireless technology that
contributes to a significant portion of the

company's operating revenue, or devotes a

significant proportion of revenue to
research and development of technology.

Stop by the pavilion in booth #221!

For more information feel free
to contact
Stephanie Newsome,
snewsome@deloitte.com, 214.212.2451

Participating companies include:
>AirClic Inc.

> AirIQ Inc.

Enfora, Inc.

> Gemini Mobile Technologies

> SiGe Semiconductor

Developers Pavilion

For the latest innovations in
wireless data applications, be
sure to stop by the Developers
Pavilion.

The pavilion will offer solutions and

services covering voice applications,
mobile java, location services, messaging,

content and much more. If you are looking

for the NEWEST and MOST CUTTING -

EDGE technologies to provide your

customers, then make this a must -see

exhibit at CTIA WIRELESS I.T. &

Entertainment 2007.

Contact a sales representative
today for more details:

Companies A-L
Mike Greeson, mgreeson@ctia.org,
202.736.3682.

Companies M-Z
Karen Leon, kleon@ctia.org,
202.736.3887.

Participating companies include:
> BLStream Oy

> Chalk

> FusionOne

> Impetus Technologies, Inc

>KT -Tech, Incorporated

> Smaato Inc.

>XIM, Inc.

Enterprise Mobility Pavilion

Featuring cutting -edge innovators
and enterprise solutions providers in
the mobile and wireless industries,
the Enterprise Mobility Pavilion
marks its sixth appearance this fall
at CTIA with a focus on exciting new
Smartphone technologies.

The Pavilion covers all platforms of wireless
devices and their related hardware, software,

and accessories. If you are looking for the

latest mobile enterprise solutions to enhance

the productivity and profitability of your
business, the Enterprise Mobility Pavilion is
the place to be on the CTIA exhibit floor this
fall in San Francisco.

To reserve your exhibit space as an
Enterprise Mobility Pavilion Exhibitor,
please contact Darren Eng at
DarrenEng@SmartPhoneSummit.com,
310.567.4844.

Participating companies include:
> Amtel

> AskMeNow, Inc.

>Bluefire Security Technologies

> Clickatell

> GeoMicro, Inc.

> Mobile Data Now

> NetProSys, Inc.

> Symbian
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M2M Zone' OW
The M2M Zone' will feature
exhibitors with pioneering
wireless machine -to -machine
(M2M) services and products.

The next evolution in communications, M2M

solutions include wireless remote control

and monitorinc of fixed and mobile devices

for enterprise and consumer markets. In fact,

microchips that can communicate location,

status and other characteristics are already

growing dramatically as businesses realize

the effect that device connectivity can have

on their bottom lines. The M2M Zone is

where network operators, application

designers, hardware manufacturers and end

users come together to showcase and look

to deploy excit ng wireless M2M

communications.

For more information, go to
www.m2mzone.com.

Participating companies include:
>Aeris

> InnoPath Software

> Janus Remote Communications

>Jasper Wireless

> KORE Telemat cs

> Kyocera Wireless Corporation

> LLeida Networks Serveis Telematics, S.L

> Motorola-M2M Wireless Modules

Numerex

> RACO Industries, Inc.

> Siemens Wireless Modules

>Sierra Wireless

>Telit Wireless Solutions

>T -Mobile

>Wavecom, Inc

> Wyless

M-tertainment Pavilion

Sponsor MEF

Showcasing the hottest mobile
trends for watching live TV or
downloading music, movie
trailers, cutting -edge video
games and much more!

The mobile entertainment narkat is

surging with new and untapped

revenues, and CTIA has created a place

for up-and-coming companies to

spotlight their services. This is a one -

stop shop so you can stay on top of your

game.

Contact a sales representative
today for more details:

Companies A-L
Mike Greeson, mgreeson@ctia.org,
202.736.3682.

Companies M-Z
Karen Leon, kleon@ctia.org,
202.736.3887.

Participating companies include:
>Absolute Quality, Inc.

>AdMob

>APT Ltd.

> Coding Technologies

> Emdigo, Inc.

> European Software Games

> GEODESIC Information Systems

> GOFRESH GmbH

> Hands -On Mobile, Inc.

> iVision Mobile

>MobiBase

> Mobile Ethos PTE LTD.

> Mobiqa Ltd

> Mobot, Inc.

> Nellymoser

> NewBay Software Inc.

> PlayPhone, Inc.

> Ploolife

> QSound Labs, Inc.

> QuickPlay Media Inc

> SolovatSoft, Inc.

> Sound Ideas

> Sports Network

> STATS LLC

>Textopoly Inc

> thePlatform

> UK Trade & Investment

> Wapple.net

111

Ontario -Canada Pavilion

Ontario is Canada's high technology
heartland-home to some 6,000
hardware, software and service
firms.

At CTIA, a delegation of Ontario companies is

exhibiting in booth 849 in a visit coordinated

by the Consulate General of Canada in Los

Angeles and the Government of Ontario.

For more information, please contact
Mauricio Ospina, Area Director USA - ICT
sector, at mauricio.ospina@edtgov.on.ca,
416.325.6151

Participating companies include:
>Amika Mobile Corporation

> Big Blue Bubble

> Datawind Net Access

>FieldWorker Products Ltd.

> Gesturetek

> GoTV Networks

> Independent Digital Licensing Corporation

> iThentic

> Solutions Into Motion

>TACS

>Voxtone Communications

tr--mo

UK Pavilion

by East of England

International

East of England, the region immediately
north of London, is at the forefront of
research and innovation in technology.

It has the largest number of R&D Engineers

per capita in the UK and spends three times

the national average on commercial research.
You can meet with companies from the East of

England at stand 1639 where you can also talk
to staff from East of England International to
find out more about the region's benefits.

For more information, please contact
Alice Boulton, Marketing Manager,
at aliceboulton@eeia.com,
+44 (1) 223450450

Participating companies include:
> Greater Cambridge Partnership

> MovieStorm
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POWERED BY BDMETRICS

300+ Exhibitors, 15,000+ Attendees, 3 Days

MyCTIA show is your online tool for searching

the event community, connecting online with
others, and building your "You -Based Event"-

the knowledge, people, and products that you
need.

Starting several weeks before the event,

myCTIA show begins to alert you via email

about people, products, and knowledge

precisely matched to your objectives.

Your 'You -Based Event Report" is built for you

week -by -week by myCTIA show and is

accessible in your myCTIA show account.

Build your own perfect show. Use your

myCTIA show search engine to quickly find

everything you're looking to help you plan you

time at the top event for the Wireless Industry.

Building CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment

2007 around you!

Create your account at www.ctia.org/wirelessIT

vh
ZTIA

MyCTIA365 is the online business tool for professionals

in the wireless industry.

It is for suppliers and buyers of wireless

devices and accessories, wireless networking
equipment and systems, wireless applications,

site infrastructure equipment, and other

wireless industry services.

This site is designed with one of the world's

largest searchable directories of easy -to -

access supplier listings and product listings,

industry news and knowledge, and other

relevant content to make the time you spend

here productive.

If you are a supplier looking to sell to buyers,

there is no better way to reach them than
MyCTIA365. This is where your customers will

be looking. The site's large volume of

thousands of wireless industry supplier and

product directory listings, deep wireless

industry knowledge content, and powerful

personalization solutions are making it a major

destination for people searching the Internet

for wireless solutions. The benefits of being
seen here and looking here will grow
exponentially.

www.myctia365.com

MyCTIA365 is powered by

CTIA
The Wireless Association'

and its technology partner,

BD. Metrics
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CO -LOCATED CONFEUNCE§ & SPECIAL INTEREST SEMINARS
-- rrtiwr ! rum I

CTIA strives to bring you the most comprehensive educational experience as possible, providing the latest updates and briefings on

the hottest topics today. In that effort CTIA partners with key organizations to deliver unique and relevant content in the areas of mobile

entertainment, venture capital, wireless data applications and more.

I
Monday-Wednesday, October 22-24, 2007

4GMF 2007

More information on page 27
!FOURTH GENERATION MOBILE FORUM (4GMF)11

Simplicrty. Personality. Reshaping the mobile future - a Global Initiathee.

M Pre -Conference: Monday, October 22, 2007

Andrew Seybold University
More information on page 28

,LWSEYBOLD UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF WIRELESS MOBILITY

Enterprise Mobility
More information on page 30

atsct accenture
Your world. Delivered High performance. Delivered.

Marketing-The Mobile Channel
More information on page 31

CT1A
The Wireless Association'

NM Day One: Tuesday, October 23, 2007

Deloitte's Wireless Fast 50 Awards Ceremony
More information on page 29

Mobile Entertainment Live!
More information on page 32-33

IWAPPoRTER mobil.
entertammed

NAVTEQ Connections 2007
More information on page 33

NAVTEQ
CONNECTIONS

2007 The Power Summit
for Location.

Smart Phone Summit 2007
More information on page 34

SmartPhone
SUMMIT

Deloitte.
2007 Wireless Fast 50
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2007 Fourth Generation Mobile Forum

(4GMF)

Monday-Wednesday, October 22-24, 2007
9:0C AM - 5:00 PM

Moscone Center & Marriott

!FOURTH GENERATION MOBILE FORUM (4GMF)'
Smplooty. Personality, Reshaping the mobile future - a Global Initiative.

Sponsored by: Intel Corporation, Oracle Corporation,
Texas Instruments, Qualcomm & Sieneon

www.4GMF.com or www.4GMF.org

Anytime. Anywhere. All at once. Explore the full spectrum of
next g3neration wireless mobile opportunities-from handheld

devices m mobile content to back -end technologies-as forward -
thinking investors, corporate development officers, analysts and

executives convene at 2007 Fourth Generation Mobile Forum

(4GMF).

The cutting -edge wireless and mobile communication systems that

are captivating users today are largely defined by the technology

inside, particularly the hardware components and software IPs

powering new gee -whiz capabilities. This technology is evolving

quickly, making it imperative for leaders like you to accurately track

tie products, trends and opportunities shaping the future.

Whether you're seeking capital or seeking to invest it, or just look-

ing to gain insight into the latest innovations in wireless mobile
technologies, you can't afford to miss the industry's premier data -

driven examination of emerging 4G wireless mobile technologies

and the companies behind them. This 4GMF event features

keynotes with top executives from world's leading wireless mobile
players, as well as presentations from the most promising wireless

mobile start-ups.

WiMax technology, IMT-Advanced technology, Mobility conver-

ger ce technology and next generation iPhone technology are the
focused subjects of this year's summit. The forum is designed to

hel3 technology innovators better develop and market successful

products and services for the industry.

4GMF will become the flagship and authoritative global forum in

promoting the truly service oriented mobile communication archi-

tectu:-e and infrastructure for the convergence of multiple air inter-

faces or radio transmission technologies with focuses on users'

increasing demands of simplicity and personality.

The 4GMF'2007 keynote topics include, but are not limited to:

> Call for action: Open US Mobile Communication Markets

>Simplicity and Personality: SOS from the mobile Users

>4G is to converge with 3G, not to compete with 3G

> Mobile WiMax: Are you ready for US 4G mobile offerings?

> Next Generation Internet: Wireless the IP Mobility

> iPhone Evolution: design the mobile convergence platform

> How to deliver cost-effective multimedia to 4G phones?

>Wall Street responses to global 4G mobile movement

>4G Law: Service -oriented vs. Transmission -specific

> China 4G Roadmap: from TDD-SCDMA to TDD-OFDMA to TDD-

OWA

>4G Mobile: Benefits both Computer and Telecom industry

>4G IPR: will Qualcomm model be repeated in the 4G Era?

> Global Mobole: Where is mobile convergence tipping point?

4GMF'2007 keynote and featured speakers comprise top executives

of world's leading inability and wireless players, authorities and
investors including FCC, Intel, Oracle, Texas Instruments, JP

Morgan, Ericsson, Qualcomm, Sequoia Capital, Sony Pictures,

KPCB, Yahoo, Kauffman, Bechtel, NTT DoCoMo, NEC, Nokia, Sprint,

Symbian, IBM, Adobe, HP and Microsoft, etc.

The future is not to be predicted, it is to be created. 4GMF sincere-

ly invites you to this prestigious global 4G technology forum and

hope you'll add your leadership to these important discussions.

For details of 4GMF'2007 and to register, please visit:
www.4GMForg or www.4GMFcom.

PLEASE NOTE: The 4GMF registration pass includes admission to CTIA
WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007 Keynotes and Exhibit Floor For any
registration questions, please contact steve@delson.org or contact44GMForg.
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INTESPECIAL RE§T SEMINARS
r Nur lin or P

Andrew Seybold University [Rpm

School of
Nireless Mobility

Monday, October 22, 2007
9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Moscone Room 122

Presented by

ANDREWSEYBOLD UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF WIRELESS MOBILIIV

Increase your Wireless 10
with ANDREW SEYBOLD UNIVERSITY

For twelve years, ANDREW SEYBOLD UNIVERISTY-School of

Wireless Mobility has provided executives, technologists and other

industry participants an in-depth, unbiased view of wireless tech-
nologies and applications in one -day educational seminars. Led by

Andrew Seybold, a renowned wireless industry expert, this com-

pletely updated comprehensive seminar reveals important new

research and insights in all aspects of the wireless mobility indus-
try. This is a must -take course for everyone, whether you are new

to wireless or a seasoned veteran.

DESCRIPTION

ANDREW SEYBOLD UNIVERSITY is a full -day seminar divided into

two sessions. The morning session delves into wireless technologies

and operators within the United States and throughout the world.

The afternoon session zeros in on the operating systems and applica-

tions fueling the demand for services that go well beyond voice.

In the morning you will learn about wide -area, local -area and per-

sonal -area wireless communications technologies, devices and

technology advances that have been implemented as well as those

waiting in the wings to be deployed.

In the afternoon you will explore the elements of wireless data

from both the operators' and customers' vantage point as you

review consumer and business applications, projections for appli-
cations of the future, content and technologies, and the applica-

tions wireless operators believe will drive the increased adoption
of wireless services.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

> Industry executives and entrepreneurs focused

on wireless convergence

> Leaders of companies migrating to wireless

and workforce mobility

Neophytes and business professionals new to wireless

Technology evaluators and implementers

> Marketing and sales professionals

WHAT YOU GET:

::An opportunities

to network with the experts

>A well-rounded education in current technologies,

applications and related services

>A global wireless industry perspective-historical, present

and on the horizon

> Complex issues conveyed in plain language in an engaging style

HOW YOU BENEFIT:

>You will have solid, relevant facts and unbiased insights

>You will make more informed short- and long-term decisions

>You will put the power of wireless mobility to work

for your company and your customers

>You will gain a competitive business advantage

Sponsor

L0#
SiRF

Wireless.,

Registration Fee: $349

PLEASE NOTE: There is a separate registration fee for Andrew Seybold

University and it is NOT included in the Conference Pass or Smart Pass
registration packages. The Andrew Seybold University fee also includes
admission to all keynote sessions and access to the exhibit hall. Please see
registration form for details.
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Deloitte Wireless Fast 50

Awards Ceremony

COME CELEBRATE THE WIRELESS FAST 50!

Tuesday, October 23, 2007
2:30 PM

Moscone Gateway Ballroom

Deloitte
2007 Wireless Fast 50

In Partnership wit! CT1A
t Wireless Assoc.

OPEN TO ALL REGISTERED ATTENDEES!

PleEse join us as we celebrate the first annual Deloitte Wireless

Fast 5) on October 23, 2007 at 2:30pm. Be there as we unveil the

first ever Wireless Fast 50 winners and thei- rankings on the

CTIA Keynote Stage in the Moscone Gateway Ballroom.

The Wireless Fast 50 is a subcategory of the Techr ology Fast 50,

recognizing the 50 fastest growing companies li the wireless

industry. In order to be eligible, a company must own proprietary

wireless intellectual property or proprietary wireless technology
that contributes to a significant portion of the company's operating

revenue, or devotes a significant proportion of revenue to research

and development of technology.

The Wireless Fast 50 is a global program that is ircended to cap-

ture the full breadth 0- the wireless industry's entrants and innova-

tions. You will be surprised and intrigued to find at who among
your colleagues and competitors made the list!

You are also invited tc stop by the Wireless Fast 50 Pavilion
located in Boo -.h 221 b check out the booths of some of the

Wireless Fast 50 winners as well as to register for give-aways

including an exclusive Porsche Motorsport driving school
excursion, including luxury accommodations, in Birmingham,

Alabama. A Porsche Racecar will also be displaced in the
Wireless Fast 50 Paviion, so stop by to talk shop End find out how

wire ess technology eriances today's world of rac ng.

For more infcrmatioc on the Wireless Fast 50 program,
please contact us at USWirelessFast50@delcitte.com or
visit the website at Nww.fast50.com

sponsors *oespoRT Porsche Motorsport.. ....

REGISTER NOW TO EXPERIENCE THE NEXT GENERATION

OF WIRELESS DATA AT WWW.CTIA.ORG/WIRELESSIT
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SPECIAL INTEREST SEMINARS
nu rm

Enterprise Mobility: Enabling Your Business

to Run Better Through Mobility

Powered by

Monday, October 22, 2007
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Moscone Room 250

atsit accenture
Your world. Delivered. High performance Delivered.

Forever forward, mobility in the workplace will be a key driver in

how busiresses receive and deliver information within their own
organizaticns as well as to their customers/constituents, partners

and suppliers.

Expectations are that the technology is only going to continue

accelerating the steep growth of mobility for all industries includ-
ing Financial and Insurance Services to Healthcare, Government,

Media/Entertainment, Utilities, Transportation, Consumer Products

and of course High -Tech to name a few. But, it is no longer just

about the technology itself-the driver is enhancing business
through th3 mobile processes. Is your organization ready? Do you

have the solution in place for this and the next wave of stream-

lined communication?

In this CT1A Special Interest Seminar, Enabling Your Business To

Run Better Through Mobility, presented by AT&T and Accenture

you will hear from mobility experts and leaders who will share the
secrets of Enterprise Mobility enablement. Additionally, you'll hear

from key leaders and influencers in target industries who have

architected and deployed integrated mobile solutions with power-

ful results. You will learn about how the processes are the key to

success for greater efficiency and streamlining of your workforce's

day- to -day communication.

If you are responsible for streamlining operations, identifying effi-

ciencies in your communication eco-system or looking for new
ways to ensure connectivity that enables the greatest level of pro-

duction and service for your customers and key constituents, then

this seminar is for you.

Learn how to:

> Drive measurable value Through mobility with processes to

improve company operations and bridge the gap between on -site

and remote employees.

> Access information such as corporate data, Web, intranet and

office e-mail in real-time.

Enhance connections among dispersed employees to products,

assets and customers.

> Remove barriers (security, networks, devices, etc.).

>Create a more direct correction between workforce and cus-

tomer/constituents, increasing confidence in the capabilities of

your company to improve the customer experience.

The time to go mobile is now. Don't miss this opportunity to
stay competitive and bong your business into the future
with mobility, register now.

Registration Fee: $395

PLEASE NOTE: There is a separate registration fee for Enterprise Mobility and
it is NOT included in the Conference Pass or Smart Pass registration packages.

The Enterprise Mobility foe also includes admission to all keynote sessions and

access to the exhibit hall Please see registration form for details.
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Marketing - The Mobile Channel
Monday, October 22, 2007

9:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Marriott Golden Gate A

Presented by criA
T. WIrelass Association'

MORNENG SESSIONS

Keynote Message - Mobile is much more than voice as today's
wireless handsets are multifaceted tools offering intensely power-

ful applications with a direct link to wireless consumers. Today's
keynote presenter examines why this utility is adopted as an addi-

tional channel in the communications mix for clients and brands.

mCommerce - Currently utilized for the sale of mobile phone ring -

tones and games, mCommerce is increasingly used to enable pay-

ment for more complex products and services. This panel of
experts will discuss how mobile is the thread to link merchandise

to consumers through traditional media.

Search Engine Marketing - Demand is heavy for more advanced
and increasing ease of use.

At issue is the discovery of the content in an increasingly complex

environment. This panel will examine ways to minimize the time
required to find information.

Sales Channels, Mobile - Utilizing the right mix of sales chan-

nels is critical to serving multiple market segments with diverse

buying characteristics. In this session we will explore the capabili-

ties of mobile to provide realistic sales opportunities.

AFTERNOON SESSIONS

Mobile Advertising - Mobile marketing spending is on the rise
(expected $1.3 billion by 2009). Marketers clearly need to use mul-

tiple touchpoints and to take advantage of face-to-face opportuni-

ties. This session will examine the sustainability of this explosive

growth and key factors for future success.

End Game, CSC Case Study - Innovative and highly effective

campaigns include in -venue applications, advertising, cataloged

consumer goods, and other content created specifically for mobile
application. With this panel we will explore the hottest new ideas

driving mobile interaction for agencies and brands.

Mobile Marketing Basics - Understanding the basics of mobile
interaction is key to developing and implementing successful
mobile applications. This session will include the basics principles

of common short codes and text messaging.

Mobile Marketing IT -A number of technologies utilized to pro-
vide support and flexibility to applications turn a mobile device into

a marketing tool able to connect with anyone, anywhere. This ses-
sion will address current issues affecting the technology behind

mobile and examine the advancement of new mobile solutions.

Carrier Perspectives - Wireless service providers must adapt to
numerous market changes in order to remain competitive. What
impact do these changes have on carrier strategy for mobile mar-

keting? What is the future for mobile initiatives in US markets and

what are the emerging trends? Hear how carriers are addressing

the biggest issues in the industry.

Sponsors

ThirdScreenMedia

I "
KNCWLEDGEWHERE

NEUSTAR Cellfire

AdVerUSingi* 0Billeteath.
SPECIAL INTIMIST CROL.

cwta 111acts1.=- <42.. nr.le RCRWlielessNews

Registration Fee: $349

PLEASE NOTE: There is a separate registration fee for Marketing-The
Mobile Channel and it is NOT included in the Conference Pass or Smart Pass
registration packages. The Marketing-The Mobile Channel fee also includes

admission to all keynote sessions and access to the exhibit floor. Please see

registration form for details.
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SPEW INTEREST SEMINARS

BiInward DIMPORTBI mobil
outertimila

MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT LIVE!

Conversations on Convergence

Hosted by Quincy Jones

Monday, October 22, 2007
8:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Moscone Esplanade Ballroom

For More Information, Visit www.BillboardEvents.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:

9:15 - 9:45 Carrier Q&A

Mark Desautels, VP Wireless Internet Development,
CTIA-The Wireless Association
with

Mark Collins, VP Consumer Data, AT&T Wireless

9:45 - 10:15 Content/Service Provider Q&A

Tom Wheeler, Managing Director Core Capital Partners
with

John Zehr, SVP Digital Video & Mobile, ESPN

10:15 - 10:45 .... Disruptive Tech Q&A

Ted Cohen, Partner, TAG Strategic
with

Blake Krikorian, CEO, SlingMedia

11:15 - 11:45 .... After the iPhone Q&A

11:45 - 12:15 .... Mobile Marketing/Advertising Q&A

Evan Neufeld, VP Senior Analyst, M:Metrics
with

Courtney Jane Acuff, Director; denuo (a Publicis
Groupe Company)

12:15 - 12:45 .... Celebrity Q&A

Tamara Conniff, Editor & co -Publisher, Billboard
with

Quincy Jones

1:45 - 2:15 Game Industry Q&A

Mark 011ila, Director, Technology & Strategy Games,
Multimedia, Nokia

2:15 - 2:45 Music Industry Q&A

Antony Bruno, Exec Dir, Content & Programming,

Digital/Mobile, Billboard
with

Rio Caraeff, EVP, eLabs/GM Universal Music Mobile,

Universal Music Group

3:00 - 3:30 Film/TV Industry Q&A

Andrew Wallenstein, Digital Media Editor
The Hollywood Reporter

4:00 - 4:45 Session A
Interactive Entertainment
Speakers:

Dorrian Porter, CEO, Mozes
Jon Vlassopulos, VP Business Development,

Strateg,C Planning & New Media, Endemol

Alex Campbell, Vibes CEO, Vibes Media

4:00 - 4:45 Session B
Off Deck: Opportunity vs. Obstacles
Moderator:

Frank Dickson,
Principal Analyst,

iSuppli

Speakers:

Brian Casazza, CEO, 9 Squared

Adam Sexton, Chief Marketing Office, Groove Mobile

Rajeev Raman, Founder/CEO, MyWaves

Scott Silk, President & CEO, Action Engine

Session C
Analyst Session

Top analysts from the industry's leading research

firms will present exclusive data never -before seen
until this session.
with

Telephia
and

NPD Group

5:00 - 5:45 Sessiion A

Attendees Choice:
The Big Mobile Entertainment Roundtable

Attendees will be able to choose panelists in advance
and will be invited from the get -go to ask their most

pressilg questions directly to our experts.

Visit www.mobileentertainmentlive.com to vote on
panelists as well as suggest others to recruit.

Session B
Social Networking
Anthony Batt, Founder/President, BuzzNet

Sam Altman, CEO, Loopt

Shawn Conahan, CEO, Intercasting

Session C
Business Models
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entertain I
Billhoard MINI

IN ASSOCIATION WIT

6:30 - 3:30
RUBY SKYE

420 Mason Street

N E T 11EI

Don't miss the networking event of the year!

Live performance by Josh Kelley

Platinum Sponsor

D Y N E T
MOBILE SOLUTIONS

Gold Sponsors

m: metrics
QuickPlay ,.e mmi,elaulhoec'y

MEDIA

Industry Sponsors

mime SYBASE 41.6.,a2D- SOME SERVICES OSININEASNANANNIA.

Corporate Sponsors

mozes fireless mobity

Registration Fee: $499

PLEASE NOTE: There is a separate registration fee for Mobile Entertainment
Live! end it is NOT included in the Conference Pass or Smart Pass registration
packages. The Mobile Entertainment Live! fee also includes admission to all

keynote sessions and access to the exhibit hall. Please see registration form

for details.

NAVTEG Connections 2007!
Monday, October 22, 2007
9:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Marriott Salon 9

E

CONNECTIONS
NAVTEQ

2007 fie Power Summit
for Location.

OPEN TO ALL REGISTERED ATTENDEES!'

NAVTEQ, a leader in location and mobile navigation, is pleased to

host NAVTEQ Connections 2007, an annual conference devoted to

the convergence and advancement of location -enabled devices,

software development and distribution.

Participants at this ore -day event will have the unique opportunity

to network with and hear from industry -leading developers, device

manufacturers, carriers and solution providers for business, govern-

ment and commercial solutions. Throughout the conference atten-

dees will have the opportunity to network and gain valuable insights

on the latest in location and mapping technologies

The conference offers attendees the opportunity to personalize their

day, attending the sessions most meaningful to their interests.

Informative presentations and interactive panel discussions will

highlight the latest information regarding:

Insights on application development for wireless technologies

presented by top device manufacturers and platform companies

::.The latest market research on wireless demand for

location content

> User -generated community content and technologies powering

new location content in real time

>Top venture capitalists outline of the current state of

commercialization and launch of wireless applications.

>Technical sessions on application formats as well as location

content on the horizon

> Insights on the development of applications utilizing the latest

tools and devices

And with hands-on location application demonstrations from top

developers as well as a networking cocktail reception, the NAVTEQ

Connections 2007 is an event not to be missed.

Who Should Attend

> Developers & Coders

> Operators & MVI\LOs

>OEMs

> Aggregators & integrators

>Retailers

> Venture capitalists

> Industry Analysts

To register for NAVTEQ Connections 2007 or for more infor-
mation visit www.navteq.com. Please send your questions
to NAConnections@navteq.com.

"PLEASE NOTE: Attendance is complimentary for all attendees

who pre -register for event and is subject to space availability.
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SPECIAL INTEREST SEMINARS

Smart Phone Summit 2007

presents

Smartphone Enterprise Solutions
Monday, October 22, 2007

9:00AM - 6:00 PM
Marriott Golden Gate C

Presented by SmartPhone
SUMMIT

Sponsored by symbian

rat Pli,-!gfis,..q LAPIOP SMARTPljt FIN&

Smartphone Summit 2007 Presents 'Smartphone Enterprise

Solutions' - An exclusive conference event taking place October 22,

2007 in San Francisco, CA with CTIA, and dedicated to bringing you

the top Smartphone based Enterprise Solutions from all Smartphone

OS platforms including Symbian, Microsoft, RIM, Palm, and Linux.

Throughout the conference attendees will be given the inside track
on the ways their business can benefit from the latest Smartphone

technologies, solutions, hardware, software, and accessories. The

focused attendee demographic includes enterprise executives as
well as wireless developers and I.T. professionals. The Smartphone

Summit is additionally a symposium for wireless industry leaders,

insiders, and analysts to network while experiencing the cutting

edge future of smartphone mobile devices and wireless solutions.

Each year the Smartphone Summit conducts in-depth industry

research and consultation with the leaders in wireless & mobility
to bring you cutting edge conference topic presentations and dis-

cussions. In all more than 75 speakers will present at the

Smartphone Summit on October 22nd, and below you will find just

some of our top enterprise focused session topic title including:

> Smartphone Worldwide Symposium -
An Analyst Overview

>Smartphone Summit Morning Keynote
Presented By Symbian

:: Enabling Your Business with Smartphone & Wireless -

First Steps and Challenges

> Best New Smartphone Handsets & Devices for the Enterprise

:: Mobile Web 2.0 -

Integration and Convergence of Mobile Applications

>Smartphone & Wireless Security:
Steps to Safeguarding Your Business

>Smartphone Essentials -
Push Email Applications & High Speed Networks

::Mobile Commerce -
Payment & Marketing Solutions for Smartphone Devices

>Smartphone Solutions 2010 -
Preparing For The Next Decade In Wireless

::GPS and LBS Location Based Solutions for Enhancing
& Enabling Your Business

>The Costs of Enterprise Mobility Today -

A Bargain or Burden Analysis.

>Smartphone Interactivity
(Social Networking & Personal Communications)

:: Best New Usability Solutions:

Voice Recognition, Mobile Search, Interfaces & More!

>Smartphone & Mobile Entertainment -
Pioneering The Rich Media Experience

...and more!!

Please visit our website www.SmartPhoneSummitcom
for our Schedule.

Don't miss your chance to experience the future of wireless and
mobility - Register Now! www.SmartPhoneSummit.com

Registration Fee: $395

PLEASE NOTE: There is a separate registration fee for Smart Phone Summit
2007 and it is NOT included in the Conference Pass or Smart Pass registration
packages. The Smart Phone Summit 2007 fee also includes admission to all
keynote sessions and access to the exhibit hall. Please see registration form
for details.
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One Show. Two Personalities.
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MOBILE VIDEO EXPERIENCE

CTIA on Your Schedule

New This Year!
CTIA Mobile Video

brought to you in partnership with Vantrix.

Is your handset video capable? You may be surprised! Test your

phone on -site at CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007.

Register now at www.vantrix.com;ctia.
To learn more about Vantrix, go to www.vantrix.:om.

van rrix

The WIRELESS Chronicles

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment
is Ready for its Close -Up, Are You?

Now Announcing:

The WIRELESS Chronicles: A Video Journal Contest.

brought to you in association with Cellfish Media, LLC.

Entering for your chance to become a Convention Celebrity is as

easy as lights, camera, interaction! Show off your documentary
skills by creating a video joJrnal of CTIA WIRELESS I.T. &

Entertainment 2007 experiences and you could win airfare, hotel

and a Smart Pass registration to next year's show in San
Francisco!

Sign up to receive more information at

www.ctia.org/wirelesslT.

To learn more about Cellfish. go to www.cellfish.com.

Cellf sh
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The MobileMobile Entertainment Reception at CTIA WIRELESS LT

& Entertainment 2006 in Los Angeles, CA. %,

The Mobile Entertainment Reception at CTIA WIRELESS

I.T & Entertainment 20J4 in San Francisco, CA.

1.

Mobile Entertainment

Reception

Wednesday, October 24, 2007
530 PM - 7:30 PM

St. Regis Hotel

The Mobile Entertainment Reception
continues to be the most sought

after ticket in town!

Far the past four years, there has been a wait -

Fist to attend this exclusive event that brings

together top decision makers and executives

from both the content side and the carrier

side to network and make deals.

CTIA is pleased to make a limited
number of tickets available for

purchase. Limit 5 tickets per
registrant, with the purchase of a

registration package or Special
Interest Seminar. Please visit the

registration page to purchase your
ticket(s) while quantities last.

sloe

www.ctia.org/wirelesslT

Cellf sh

Sponsors

FierceWireless
ME WIReLESS INIXSTArS ONLY MONRCIP

RCRWiteless News midem

4110JSA
TOW
usatoday C3111

1 //)
 The Mobile Entertainment Reception at CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2005 in San Francisco, CA.

WIC General Member

Reception

Tuesday, October 23, 200}

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
AT&T Park Field Level

Sponsored by

Take Me Out to

the Ball Game...

In addition to drinks and appetizers,

guests will also have exclusive access to

the stadium's batting facilities to practice

their swings.

By Invitation Only
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HOTELS INFQRMATIQN

Advantages to Booking with CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment Official Housing:

>CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment Housing offers highly competitive rates at the official hotels.

If you find a lower rate at an official hotel, let us know!

>Hotel descriptions, photos, and San Francisco hotel maps and San Francisco City Guide at your fingertips!

> No pre -payment requirements at time of booking.

>CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment Housing e-mail confirmation is immediate!

>Complimentary shuttle service is provided from each official hotel to the Moscone Convention Center.

Onsite support from the CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment Housing Team.

Shuttle Bus Service

For your convenience, shuttle bus service will be available between the South Hall of the Moscone Convention Center and most
of the official CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007 hotels.

THREE EASY WAYS TO RESERVE HOUSING TODAY!

ONLINE - WWW.CTIA.ORG/WIRELESSIT PHONE - 1.800.334.6147 INTERNATIONAL - +1.415.979.2268 FAX - 1.415.979.2250

12

Union
Siouan:.

17

Eng

CTIA N.\ IR EI .F.SS I.T. & lintertamnkmt 21107
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Hotel Name Map

& Address Location

Courtyarel-Sa-R-ra to 4
299 Second Street

SO
OUT'

&14,1Freli4C-+CC , CA 01105

Grand Hyatt San Francisco 2

345 Stockton Street

San Francisco, CA 94108

Handlery Union Square 3

351 Geary Street

San Francisco, CA 94117

Hotel Nikko San Francisco 4

222 Mason Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

Hotel Pt l.eff+a+

12 Fourth Strcot

San Francisco, CA 01103

5010 6
01011

Hotel Rex 6

562 Sutter Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

Hotel Triton 7

342 Grant Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94108

JW Marriott San Francisco 8

500 Post Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

Monticello Inn 9

127 Ellis Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

Palace Hotel 10

2 New Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Rates

Distance to
Convention Center

Business
Center

High Speed
Internet Access

Room

Service
# of Restaurants

and Bars
Fitness

Center

$24-9 2 Block:, Y Y Y 24

3219 7 Blocks Y Y Y 1/1 Y

$179 5 Blocks Y Y Y 1/1 N

$209 5 Blocks Y Y Y 1/1 Y

$226 2-84.8.46 Y Y Y 4-4

$169 10 Blocks Y Y N 1/1 N

$179 7 Blocks Y Y Y 0/0 Y

5279 7 Blocks Y Y Y 1/1 Y

$159 3 Blocks N Y Y 1/1 N

$249 4 Blocks Y Y Y 3/1 Y

Parc 55 Hotel 11 $214 5 Blocks Y Y Y 4/2 Y

55 Cyril Magnin

San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Hilton 12 $229 5 Blocks Y Y Y 5/1 Y

333 O'Farrell Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

San Francisco Marriott
L 4'3

$240 1 Block Y Y 342
SOb6 Fourth Street Vtl

Sa4=1-F-Fancicco, CA 91108 0
Sir Francis Drake 14 3195 6 Blocks N Y Y 1/1 Y

450 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

441-14tel San Francisco n 3285 $750 1 Block 2/1
SOL5'181 Third Stroot
0011San Francisco, CA 01103

484.14414499t
San Francisco, CA 81103

: : ' ' .
'

$249 2 Block.; Y Y Y 4-4

Westin St. Francis
335 Powell Street

ian Francisco, CA 94102

17 $239-3450 5 Blocks Y Y Y 2/3
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RENTRATIpN FO R Vlir I WWI I '"
For Attendees

CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007
,epertment of CTIA-The Wireless riesomeron:

October 23-25, 2007 Moscone Convention Center San Francisco, CA

» Complete Housing form to reserve Housing. » Complete one registration form for each person registering.

1. BADGE INFORMATION (PLEASE PRINT CLEAR L

Full Attendee Name (,,W

Company/Organization

Business Address

Job Title

City State

Business Phone

Postal Code Country

Ext. Business Fax E-mail

The personal information provided by you will be held in a database. Initial here to receive show and induserrelated information Iron, A

CTIA and its carefully selected business partners and third parties with whom CTIA shares such information for marketing purposes. I

D Please check here if under the American Disabilities Act you require auxiliary aids or services to participate. Please email a description of your needs to MSolomonectia.org, or fax it to 202.7363686 by
October 1, 2007 and CTIA will contact you prior to the event.

CTIA Smart Pass BEST VALUE!
Includes: Admission to al CTIA Educational Sessions. Exhibit Floor, CTIA Keynote Sessions and the

Pass Executive Conference (TBDI. Does NOT Include: Special Interest Seminars ISIS).

 Member: $695 0 Non -Member: $650

CTIA Conference Pass
Includes: Admission to all CTIA Educational Sessions, Exhibit Floor and CTIA Keynote Sessions.

Does NOT Include: Special Interest Seminars ISIS), or the Smart Pass Executive Conference (TBDI.

0 Member: $550  Non -Member: $650

CTIA Daily Rate Rates shown are per day

Includes: Admission to CTIA Educational Sessions for Selected Dayls). BONUS! Admission to

E:hibit Floor and CTIA Keynote Sessions for all three days! Does NOT Include: Special Interest

Seminars ISIS) or the Smart Pass Executive Conference (11301.

 Tuesday, 10/23

 Member: $280

0 Wednesday,10/24

III Non -Member: $330

CTIA Exhibits Package
Includes: ,':mission to Exhibit Floor and CTIA Keynote Sessions. Does NOT Include: CTIA

EduGnonal Sessions. Special Interest Seminars ISIS) or the Smart Pass Executive Conference (IBM

LI Member: $75  Non -Member: $85

3. SPECIAL INTEREST SEMINARS ISIS)

Andrew Seybold University-Monday, October 22
_ $349

Deloitte Wireless Fast 50 Awards-Tuesday, October 23
Open to All Registered Attendees

7 FREE

Enterprise Mobility-Monday, October 22
- $395

Marketing-The Mobile Channel-Monday, October 22
$349

Mobile Entertainment Live!-Monday, October 22
The Mobile Entertainment Content, Commerce & Applications Conference

01$499

NAVTEll Connections 2007-Monday, October n
Open to All Registered Attendees: Subject to Space Availability

I: FREE

Smart Phone Summit-Monday, Octobern
7 $395

SIS SPECIAL BONUS: FREE Admission to Exhibit Root and Keynotes( DOE$1401 CTIA Educational Sessions or Smart Pass Conference.

(Complete this section to receive your
Attendee Electronic Business Card)

What is yam company's principal business?

(check only onel
A. Applications/Software Developer
B. - ASP - Application Service Provider
C. E Consultant
D. Content Provider/Aggregator
E. Enterprise/Corporate/SOHO End -User
F. = Dealer/Retailer
G. Distributor/ResellerNAR
H. = Engineering
I. C Field Sales & Service
J. c nnencial Services/Investment Banking/

Venture Capital
K. 0 Axed Wireless
L o Gaming/Music/Video
M. C Healthcare
N. C ISP - Internet Service Provider
0. o Manufacturer
P.  OEM
G. 0 Systems Integrator
R.  Transportation
S. 0 Utilities Provider
T. 0 Vertical Market
U. 0 Wri/1302.11/802.113

V. C Wireless Portal
W. 0 Wireless Service Provider (Narrow/Broadband

PCS, Cellular, CDPD, COMA]
X. Li Other:

What is your fide classification? Mack only one]
A. :. Executive (CEO, CTO, CIO, COO, Chairman,

President, VP, etc.]
B. 7 Management [Director, Manager, etc.)
C. L Assistant/Coordinator
O. .= Other

What is your job function?
A. - Consultant
B. Corporate Management
C. a Engineering/Technical Operations
D. 0 Entertainment/Producer
E. c Investor/Anah/stNenture Capitalist/Research
F. 0 Legal
G. n MIS/IT
H. Sales/Marketing/Business Development
I. _ Programmer/Developer/Software Publisher
J. Other

What M your purchasing involvement? (check only one]
A. Directly responsible
B. Make recommendabons
C.I.No involvement

Whet products or services are you interested in?
(check up to SI

A. 2.50/30
B. Accessories

. Antennas
D. C. Batteries
E. 0 Billing/Accounting Systems
F. C Bluetooth/PAN
G. o Brokerage/Financial Services
H. o COPO Applications
I.  Deta Integration Services
J. C Engineering Services
K. 0 Enhanced Services
L E Fixed Wireless/Broadband
M.1 Handsets
N. - Location -Based SeNices/GPS
0.

P.

Ct.

S.

T.

u.

V.

W.

X.

V.

Mcommerce
Mobile Entertainment
Networking Equipment
Networking Software
RFID/Sensors/MtoM
Security
Test Equipment
Voice Recognition
Vol P

WiFi/B02.11/1302.16/WLAN

Wireless Email/Internet
1 Wireless Handhelds/PDAs/Smartphones
AA. Wireless Content
BB. Wireless Imaging

CC. 7 Wireless Middlewere
DD..] Wireless Data, Other:
EE. E Wireless Services

4. PAYMENT INFORMATION/FORM OF PAYMEN

Full payment must accompany this ,reseed. If paying registration

by check, please make payable to CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment MOT
If paying by credit card, please complete the following information:

ZI Corporate Check

Zi MasterCard

I VISA S Special Interest Seminars [SISI

a American Express

J Iscover

S

REGISTER TODAYIt

CTIA

Convention Registration

Total Amount Due

Card Number Exp. Date CVW las it appears on front
or back of crada card/

Signature (charge authorization)

Name and Organization as it appears on card

I authorize CTIA WIRELESS I.T. & Entertainment 2007 Registration to charge my account for registration fees for CTIA WIRELESS IT. &
Entertainment M. Submission of this registration form confirms that I have read, I understand, I agree and will comply with the published
Registration Cancellation Policy below.

ONLINE: www.ctia.org/wirelessIT FAX: 801-406-0660 MAIL 2822 South Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84119

The Wireless Association'

1400 16th Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036

POUCIES: Cancellations, substitutions end requests for refund will out be accepted by telephone end must be submitted in writing far consideretion. Cancellations end refunds willbe considered or1.

submitted in writing no later then the following deadlines: Cancellations received by 9/10/07 - Full refund, less SO lest Cancellations received after 9/10/07 end on or before 9/24/07 - 50% role

Cancellations received after 9/10/07 - No Mond. There will be a 525 charge for badge substitutions. Cancellations must be submitted in writing to: CTIA WIRELESS I.T. a Entsneinment 2007 Regimmt

140016th Street, NW, Suite 600, Washington, SC 20036, or faxed to 202-736-3686 Badge mating deadline: For Trade Only. No ens under 18 years of age will be admitted onto Me trade show floor.



pulvermedia'

Video

October 29-31, 2007
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center

BOSTON, MA

ww.videoonth net.co

ploring the impact
e broadband Internet

the future of TV, Film,
and Entertainment.

Network Ni :h t iought leaders from major TV networks.
Discover new startups and explore their produc:s.
Engage crutive content producers and tomorrow's disruptors.
Seek out financial advice and insight.

Do i't miss Broadcast Engineering's
Pre -Conference worksho on October 29th:

Attend this wo-ksf- op to accuire an in-depth knowledge of video,
storage, editing, F D encoding and automation and establish your
cc mpany as a Leadir

dcastengineering.com/von/

your company be impacted by the
Internet video revolution?

L arn how to survive!

Meet
Industry Leaders

S idly Palmer
President, National
Academy of
Television Arts &
Sciences, NY

Jason Calacanis
CEO

Ma hato.com

Jonathan Miller
Former CEO

AOL

Jeff Jarvis
A.sociate Professor/
B ogger, City
UTiversity of New Yo -k

and Buzzmachine.ccm

David Eckoff
V-ce President
New Products
Turner Broadcasting

Grace Piper
Ilk:1st/Producer

FearlessCooking.tv

SAVE up to $500
when you register by 10/28/07!

www.videoonthenet.com/be02
631.961.1100

Register NOW to receive Conference savings of up to $700 or a FREE Expo Pass.
Go to www.videoonthenet.com/be02

Platinum Sponsors

double
Adobe Click The FeedRoom VISIBLEMEASURES

www.visiblemeasures.com

Media Sponsors

BroadcastEngineeting

tvover
IITTV IntrnI TV VICo

von ma ine



CLASSIFIEDS

$149
SALE PRICE "a

plus

15 Amp Model*

17-4Iallat
Power Ship

vs/L11:8 Display
SHOWS : volts, Amps, Watt,

VA, Frequency, Power Factor & KWH

A-Neutronicsi.
purchase directly

www.a-neutronics.com or
toll-free:1-877-263-8876

*20 Amp Model Also Available!

Register for your chance to WIN
a FREE Power Strip!

www.a-neutronics.com  Promotion Code BE

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

VideofraM
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

magnum
TSG

HD Test Signal Generator

--;tifimaito 0

Multiple Signals & Multiple Standards
Engineer Version

 20 SD and HD Standards
 40 Test Signals including

Moving Zone Plate*
 Lip Sync Test
 Keyboard Entered (dents
 VITC Generator*
 Tri Level Sync Outputs
 Audio Tones
'Specific to Engineer Version

Facilities Version

 20 SD and HD Standards
 8 Simultaneous Signals'
 Lip Sync Test

 Keyboard Entered (dents
 4 Simultaneous Standards
 Tri Level Sync Outputs
 Audio Tones

Specific to Facilities Version

SHOOligEW
Shootview Limiter], 87 Cadbury Road, Sunbury. Middlesex TW16 7LS

Tel: 4-44 101 1932 782823 Fax: +44 101 1932 772824
Email: sales@shootviewcom Web: www.shootview.com

USB Equipment for
Testing and Validating

Digital TV Streams
Tests cable or terrestrial RF
signal integrity
Tests transport stream integrity
Analyzes, views, and forwards
signal

858-613-1818
www.dveo.com

-0 -feEN;SNYS
,ecnnolcgles

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
iTZZ, 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Help Wanted
CHIEF ENGINEER

Position requires extensive experience In
maintaining and troubleshooting a wide va-
riety of broadcast equipment. Thales Digi-
tal and Analog transmitters, microwave and
studio equipment, Wolfcoach satellite truck,
video servers and IT infrastructure. Must
exhibit an advanced knowledge of electron-
ics, digital technology, networking, comput-
er and network security, station automation,
acquisition and transmission of TV broad-
cast assets along with broadcast -oriented
digital content storage, creation systems
and RF systems as well as studio and remote
production. This position is part of the se-
nior management team. Must be on call 7
days/week, 24 hours/day. Must have at least
10 years experience in the maintenance and
operation of broadcast RF equipment. Trade
school, military training or college degree
preferred. Driver's license required, SBE
certification or equivalent credentials de-
sired. Send resume to info@ksbitv.com or
405 631-7367

180 broadcastengineering.com I October 2007



IMMO, Wanted Help Wanted

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted

PANASONIC BROADCAST &
TELEVISION SYSTEMS COMPANY

PRODUCT ENGINEER
LOS ANGELES, CA

Provide Product Engineering Support for all
Panasonic Broadcast & Television Systems
Recording, Storage, & Distribution Products.
Act as the primary recording, storage, and
distribution system product engineering
expert for PBTS providing support to the
sales, marketing, and business development
staff and end -users. Products will include
high -end production equipment and con-
tent storage & delivery systems incorporat-
ing tape, optical disc, solid state, and HDD
technology. Must have a strong foundation
in the production, post production and
broadcast industry with an intimate working
knowledge of existing and emerging work-
flows. 5-7 years of both IT networking and
VTR engineering/operational experience
desired. Must have a complete understand-
ing of the design, operation and application
of the assigned products. Ability to trouble-
shoot and repair broadcast products and
systems and use of all test equipment and
tooling required to support the product.
Identify product quality, repair trends and
potential problems, develop an action plan
and submit to the appropriate personnel in
the US and the factory for resolution. Ap-
proximately 30% travel required within the
US. Candidates interested in this or any po-
sition with Panasonic should register and
login at the Panasonic Career Center website
below: www.panasonic.com/careers
Job ID #: 14536

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER
MAINTENANCE

WGAL is seeking an applicant for Televi-
sion Transmitter Maintenance. This posi-
tion requires that the applicant be skilled
in hands-on electronic maintenance of
high-powered television transmitters. A

working knowledge of television equip-
ment and associated systems is required.
A General Class FCC License or SBE
Certification is desirable. This person will
also have an opportunity to be involved in
studio maintenance and the installation of
television equipment. Send resume to Rob-
ert Good, P.O. Box 7127, Lancaster, PA 17604
or email rgood@hearst.com. EOE.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

WUSA-TV, Washington. DC is seeking a Main-
tenance Engineer. The duties include but not
limited to providing routine, preventative
and emergency maintenance to broadcast-
ing equipment, providing engineering as-
sistance to the various departments within
the Company and members of the viewing
public. The successful candidate will have
strong experience in Maintenance Engineer-
ing. Ideal Candidates should have 5+ years
experience in broadcast television main-
tenance, experience in HD & SD, tape and
server based digital video systems; routers,
analog and digital RF. This candidate should
be comfortable working in an IT dominant
environment. Degree in Electronics Engi-
neering or SBE certification preferred. Send
cover letter and resume to: rgorbutt@wusa9.
com

CHIEF ENGINEER

WJET-ABC/WFXP-FOX in Erie, PA. is seeking
a Chief Engineer. This Department Head po-
sition oversees all studio operations, techni-
cal maintenance, and information systems.
Responsibilities include hiring, training and
evaluating dept. personnel and develops
operating and capital budgets. Microwave,
transmitter, building and information sys-
tems maintenance essential. Resume' to Tim
Dunst, VP/GM WJET, tdunst@wjettv.com.
WJET provides services to WFXP through a
time brokerage agreement. Nexstar Broad-
casting is an equal opportunity employer.

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

WLNS-TV/DT has an immediate opening for
a Broadcast Maintenance Engineer with 3-5
years experience. Successful candidate must
possess a working knowledge of digital for-
mats, both standard and high definition. Du-
ties include equipment installation. work on
Harris transmitters, support of ENPS news-
room system, server based news editing
systems, broadcast automation, production
and MCR switchers, audio consoles, micro-
wave equipment, satellite receivers, routers,
SX/SP/DVC Pro format tape machines, ENG
trucks, non-linear editors, and all associ-
ated broadcast gear. SBE certification desir-
able. Individual must be capable of lifting
50 pounds and mobility is required. Send re-
sumes to jwingewIns.com . www.wlns.com

CHIEF ENGINEER

WUPW the FOX affiliate in Toledo, OH is seek-
ing a hands-on Chief Engineer. Responsibili-
ties include management of station's techni-
cal infrastructure, maintenance, transmitter,
master control & IT services. This person is
the key member of technical & operational
group supporting all areas of technical oper-
ation of the station including a strong news
dept. Good people skills a must. Extensive
experience in local TV is critical. Successful
candidate is a trouble-shooter with in depth
knowledge of digital, analog, IT & micro-
wave technology. Knowledge of automation
systems, servers, newsroom systems, FCC
rules, & transmitters required. Key position
in the station's management team works
with other Dept Heads in strategic planning,
budgeting & implementation. 5 years tech-
nical experience in a local station required.
SBE cert. & college degree preferred. Send
resume to Human Resources, FOX Toledo, 4
Seagate, Toledo, OH 43604 EOE

ENGINEERING
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

WJZ-TV, Baltimore, MD, a CBS Television
Station, is seeking an Engineering Mainte-
nance Technician. Applicants should have
a minimum of 5 years experience main-
taining television broadcast equipment.
Experience troubleshooting & repair-
ing Panasonic DVC cameras and tape
decks is desired. Experience with video
servers, Digital and HDTV equipment
is a plus. Knowledge of PCs expected.
EOE Contact: Pete Mentch, WJZ-TV, 3725
Malden Ave. Baltimore, MD 21211 Email:
mentchp@wjz.com, Tel. (410) 578-7569

NETWORK TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE
(MAINTENANCE ENGINEER)

Job Responsibilities:
Strong technical background in HD and SD
digital video and audio systems, with mini-
mum 5 years technical maintenance expe-
rience within a television or cable facility
and skilled in the maintenance of digital and
analog broadcast equipment including on -
air Nexio and Grass Valley video servers, HD
switchers (including Snell and Sony 8000),
SD switchers, cameras (both HD and SD),
digital routing switchers, graphic systems,
and analog and digital tape formats. Should
have excellent troubleshooting skills. Must
also have experience in the maintenance of
a satellite uplink and downlink facility. Must
be familiar with the maintenance of high
power microwave transmitters, and antenna
systems and combiners. Must be comfort-
able working in an IT intensive environment.
Familiarity with Computer and Networking
technologies and how they interface in the
broadcast environment. This position will
require shift work.
Desired Qualifications:
 Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineer-
ing or Electronics Technology
 SBE Broadcast Certification
Location: New York, NY Req ID: 109756
Apply Online At: https://disney.recruit-
max.comfimainicareerportal/Job_Profile.
cfm?szOrderlD=109756

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
CATV ENGINEER

Western Kentucky University, Department of
Educational Telecommunications is seeking
applicants for a CATV Engineer. The CATV
Engineer is responsible for the design, con-
struction, supervision and maintenance of
the University's two CATV Systems. In addi-
tion, position may also assist the Television
Engineering Department as necessary. The
position reports to the TV Chief Engineer.
Responsibilities:
 Develops and designs the expansion and
rehabilitation of the University's CATV Sys-
tems as the campus grows and is re -built.
 Maintains, Monitors and supervises the
CATV distribution systems.
 Detects faulty CATV system equipment,
then determines a solution for repair within
the timeframe and budget constraints of the
operation.
 Advises the Director of Educational
Telecommunications on future technologies
and trends in the CATV industry and makes
recommendations for implementation of
new technologies for the University's CATV
systems.
 Assists the Television Engineering depart-
ment when available.
 Other responsibilities as deemed neces-
sary.
For more information and to apply, refer to
the following website: http://acswebl.wku.
edu/wkulobs. Please reference requisition
number S1532. For further assistance
call (270) 745-5934. Applications must be
received by Nov. 7, 2007.
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Embark on an Adventure
Job satisfaction, great benefits and competitive salaries are just a few
reasons why Mayo Clinic has been recognized by Fortune magazine as one the
"100 Best Companies to Work for in America." Explore what Mayo Clinic can
do for your career. Join the Division of Media Support Services
at our Scottsdale, Arizona, campus as:

NETWORK CONTROL TECH
As a primary tech at our Video Master Control facility, you'll monitor
network status/activity, help clients with events, and maintain/repair A/V
equipment. Requires either an AA degree in a relevant technical discipline
plus 2 years' experience in the operation/repair of A/V and broadcast
electronic equipment, or 4 years' directly related experience.

VIDEO NETWORK SPECIALIST
You'll provide local technical support of all media support services systems,
including media on demand, videoconferencing network/facilities, video
production/editing, and digital signage. Requires a bachelor's degree in EE or
related field, plus 4-6 years' experience in video network and systems design.
FCC General Class licensure and/or SBE certification preferred.

Mayo Clinic offers outstanding benefits, competitive compensation and a
generous relocation package. To build an online application, please visit the
Mayo Clinic website at www.mayoclinic.org/jobs-sct.

As an equal opportunity employer, we value diversity. Mayo Clinic conducts
reference and background checks; drug testing is required of all new hires.

www.mayoclinic.org

761 MAYO CLINIC FORTUNE'
100 BEST
COMPANIES
TO WORK FOR''

CHIEF ENGINEER

NPG of Oregon Inc., a cluster of television
stations that includes the NBC, FOX, The CW,
and Telemundo affiliates in Bend, Oregon, is
accepting applications for Chief Engineer.
Chief Engineer is responsible for overall
technical operation of property including
RF engineering, video systems design and
integration. This position supervises the en-
gineering and operations departments and
manages physical plant, technical plant and
information technology systems of the com-
pany. Qualifications: Four-year Engineer-
ing degree preferred with minimum 2 years
formal electronics training; five years televi-
sion engineering experience w/supervisory
management; or combination of education
and experience. Applicant should possess
average mobility and good general dexter-
ity. Valid Oregon driver's license or ability
to obtain one is required. Send cover with
resume to: Attn: Human Resources, KTVZ-
TV, PO Box 6038, Bend Oregon, 97708-6038
Or e-mail resume to danettes@ktvz.com.
References must be made available upon re-
quest. Candidate must pass a drug test and
background check. KTVZ is an equal oppor-
tunity employer.

UPLINK ENGINEER
Woodlands, Texas

Develops, implements, repairs, and
maintains RF transmission, reception, and
compression systems. Provides training and
support on specialized equipment/systems,
performing transmit maintenance, and
performance checks. Performs preventive
maintenance on compression systems, RF
transmitters, uplink antennas and associated
components. Installs hardware, system
upgrades and modifications. If interested
please contact Gene White at 713-821-7686
or gene.white@foxsports.net.

BroadcastEngineerino
TO REACH INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

SUSAN SCHAEFER
P 484.478.0154 F 484.478.0179

SUSAN.SCHAEFER C PENTON.COM

TECHNICAL MANAGER

This bi-coastal organization has an opening
for a Technical Manager in their Los Ange-
les location. A production facility that was
founded over 30 years ago that hosts nu-
merous live interviews, panel discussions
and events with the worlds most recogniz-
able talent. The organization uses cutting
edge technology to produce digital content
that is viewed and downloaded on the web.
If you would like to be part of this cutting
edge institution and have the following
skills, apply by emailing your resume, cover
letter including salary requirements to
latechmgr@gmall.com
The ideal candidate for this position should
be a problem solver who will be responsible 
for existing system support, new system
installation and specification, production
technical management and operation. Must
have a good understanding of system design
and be able to create and follow flow draw-
ings. This candidate must have an in-depth
knowledge of broadcast systems.

This position is the senior technical member
in our LA facility. The candidate should also
have a solid technical background with the
following IT based broadcast technology:
Video Servers, Shared storage systems in-
cluding: NAS, SAN and XSAN, NFS and SMB
in MAC, PC and Linux environment, VLAN
and networking. Encoding and Transcoding
to the following formats: Windows Media,
MPEG -2 & 4 and Flash.

Responsibilities include: Technical lead on
live and taped video and audio productions,
local management of technical construction
projects and management of 3 full-time staff
members and freelancers. The Technical
Manager supports both internal and rental
events requiring the following facilities:
Video Projection systems, Robotic Cameras,
Production and Routing Switchers, Audio
Mixers, theater amplification systems, other
broadcast terminal equipment, Plasma dis-
plays and videoconferencing equipment.
A successful candidate must be organized,
able to multitask, able to handle multiple
projects simultaneously. Expert at CAD and
database applications.

Experience should include five or more
years as a Broadcast Maintenance Engineer.
Education should include a 2 year technical
degree or certification, or Bachelor of Sci-
ence or Associate degree. SBE certification
is a plus.

VIDEO SPECIALIST

AVW-TELAV Audio Visual Solutions is a
Freeman Company that offers audio visual
and presentation technology services and
solutions to help you create successful
meetings, corporate events, trade shows
and exhibits. In addition, we provide system
design and integration for permanent audio
visual applications. We are looking for a
qualified VIDEO SPECIALIST for our Las
Vegas office locations. If you are interested,
please visit our website at www.avwtelay.
corn or www.freemanco.com for a full
description and to apply online.
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IT PAYS.
Is technology moving caster than your staff's
skills? Do you have engineers and operators
that aren't up-to-date on your latest equipment
and systems? Have the demands of HD and
handling multi -formats created workflow
problems or caused on -air mistakes? These

failures can cost you money.

Broadcast Engineering is excited to offer you an introductory
series of training workshops targeted specifically to broadcast
operations and engineering staffs.

These courses are designed to:
> introduce new technology, solutions and operations to

younger staff members, and
> provide a structured and thorough review for your more

experienced staff.

All this is contained in a self -paced, complete program
accessible from any computer.

Log on to www.broadcastengineering.com/webcast/best
to learn more, or to enroll.

Leave the teaching to the experts,
the consultants at Broadcast Engineering.
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The elephant in
the room

The future of TV ad spending could belong to cable.
BY ANTHONY R GARANO

roadcast television to be
replaced by the Internet"
and "Advertising moving
to the Internet" are a cou-

ple of the screaming headlines today.
But, what's really happening? More
importantly, what's the real effect?

Certainly, the number of eyeballs
in front of a TV set versus those in
front of a computer monitor sets the
stage for a huge competition. Like it
or not, in virtually every survey taken,
the results consistently show the com-
puter winning.

All that notwithstanding, in the
Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development's recently
published "Communications Out-
look 2007," the group ranked U.S. TV
viewing households number one in
the world at eight -plus hours a day in
front of the tube.

According to a recent study by IBM,
nearly 45 percent of respondents said
they spent more than four hours per
day on the Internet. Ah, wait a min-
ute, you ask. Where are all those hours
coming from?

Unlike television, the Internet is
widely available in the workplace
and, lamentably to employers, some
of that work time is spent as personal
time on the Internet - but, that's a
topic for an entirely different article.
Back to why capturing those eyeballs
is so important to us. Right! Ad dol-
lars. Some people believe that broad-
cast television is in a life or death
struggle with the Internet for adver-
tising dollars and that television will
inevitably lose.

By definition, the Internet fraction-
alizes its audience. However, a com-
pelling quality of the Internet is in-
teractivity, which creates advertising
leverage by delivering targeted ads.

Television, on the other hand, re-
mains unsurpassed in advertising
effectiveness when the target of the
advertiser is to deliver a message to a
single, massive audience in a timely

broadcast television is mandated by
censorship requirements.

As a result, cable has been deliv-
ering some blockbuster series, and
blockbuster series mean viewership.

As a broadcaster, the next time you
see one of those "Internet taking over
television advertising" headlines, you

had better think twice about who
the elephant in the room really is.

and measurable fashion. Television
excels by guaranteeing delivery of an
advertiser's message simultaneously
into millions of homes. Not only do
advertisers recognize this, but viewers
share the same opinion.

For example, in that same IBM
study, a question to respondents on
advertising effectiveness revealed
broadcast television comfortably in
the lead at just over 50 percent, fol-
lowed by cable at close to 20 percent
and the Internet at 10 percent. Clearly
then, all signs point to a continuing
ability for television to drink heartily
at the well of advertising spending for
a long time to come.

In this article, as in most, the term
"television" is an encompassing ge-
neric. For purposes of real analysis,
however, it needs to be more meaning-
fully defined with a descriptor, such as
broadcast television, cable television
or satellite television. In the game of
eyeballs, satellite television is a distant
third in terms of advertising effective-
ness. Cable television is another mat-
ter. Content for cable, whether dra-
matic or comedic, has the advantage
of being able to take an edgier path
with program development, while

But cable is enjoying success even be-
yond the edgy program material.

A recent weekly Nielsen ratings for
broadcast ranked NBC's "America's
Got Talent" at number one with 10.8

million viewers and CBS' "60 Min-
utes" number two with 9.9 million
viewers. For that same week, cable's
Disney Channel ranked both one
and two with "High School Musical
2" (single -day ratings) at 17.2 mil-
lion viewers and "Hannah Montana"
(single -day ratings) at 10.7 million
viewers. Those are significant view-
ership numbers for cable and such a
plus differential over broadcast that
advertisers must be sitting up and
taking notice.

As a broadcaster, the next time you
see one of those "Internet taking over
television advertising" headlines, you
can be comforted by your distinctive
capability to deliver programming to
a massive audience, but you had better
think twice about who the elephant in
the room really is. BE

Anthony R. Garagno is a consultant and
former industry executive.

ISend questions and comments to:
anthony.gargano@penton.com

186 broadcastengineering.com I October 2007
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FAX a Xenon Routers
Quartz offers powerful and highly flexible 'Signal Processing' routers essential to your broadcast,

production or AV facility. The EQX routing platform can iandle up to 5761(576 in a single frame.
The Xenon is available in 4RU or 8RU with matrix sizes ranging from 32x32 to 128x128.

Visit us at S.V1PTE - Booth #200&202

Processors / Monitor.ng 6 Control / Fiber r Master Control 6 Branding / Time Code / Distribution B Conversion /Routing / Ma iagcment Software

1-877-995-3700 www.evertz.com eir
US & International Sales US West Coast Sales New York Sales Asia Pacific Sales

905.335.3700
sales(Fevertz.com

818.558.3910
LA sales@evertz.com

newyorksaleswevertz.com asiapacificsaleswevertz.com

Washington DC Sales
703.330.8600

dcsalessoevertz.com

UK Sales
011 44 118 935 0200
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POWER UP WITH NEXIO AMP'- THE ADVANCED MEDIA PLATFORM.

NEXIO AMP'" is here ... and all the rules have changed.

Featuring the industry's most advanced HD/SD server architecture, best -in -class

storage protection and a comprehensive range of integrated media services,

NEXIO AMP- does much more than simplify your workflow. It provides higher

availability to your content and speeds up the deployment of new channels.

Take on broadcasting's toughest challenges and change the way you think

about video servers - with NEXIO AMP-.

To learn more, visit www.broadcast.harris.com/nexio.
Canada +1 800 387 0233 I USA East +1 800 231 9673 I USA West +1 888 843 7004 I Latin America +1 786 437 1960

System Highlights:

No single point of failure

Intrinsic Mirroring-- True content mirroring,
beginning at the point of ingest

AMP MediaCore- engine - Real-time, multistream,
64 -bit processing

Integrated software codecs and automatic up/
down/cross conversion for complete format
transparency

Integrated Media Services - Software -enabled
options for media analysis, channel branding,
automation and multiviewer I/O monitoring

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.
Business Operations  Media Management  NEWSROOMS & EDITING Core Processing  CHANNEL RELEASE  Media Transport  Transmission

RR/S® assuredcommunications® www.harris.corn
Broadcast Communications  Defense Communications Systems  Government Communication Systems  Harris Stratex Networks


